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• 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
he Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters is Virginia 
Commonwealth University 's 
highest form of recognition. 
Awarded by the President at 
Commencement, it recognizes 
the Commencement speaker as 
well as others who have made 
outstanding contributions to 
society through scholarship, 
humanitarianism, science, art, 
and public service. 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
The Honorable James S. Gilmore, Ill 
Commencement Speaker 
Governor Jim Gilmore was born and raised in Richmond. He graduated 
from the University of Virginia and went on to serve in the Army in West 
Germany, where he was awarded the Joint Service Commendation Medal. 
After his Army tour was completed, Governor Gilmore returned to Virginia 
and earned a law degree at the University of Virginia Law School. 
After graduation, Governor Gilmore returned to the Richmond area with his wife Roxane, 
where they raised two sons, Jay, now 15, and Ashton, 11 . The Gilmores are members of River Road 
Methodist Church, located in Richmond. 
After a decade of civic and community involvement as an attorney and small businessman, 
Jim Gilmore was elected in 1987 as Commonwealth 's Attorney for Henrico County. He was 
overwhelmingly reelected in 1991 . Two years later, he was elected Attorney General of Virginia, where 
he achieved real accomplishments in the areas of education, consumer protection, public safety, and 
the environment. In November of 1997, he was elected to the state's highest office on the promise 
of cutting taxes and raising the quality of education for all Virginians. 
In the first year-and-a-half of his administration, Governor Gilmore has enacted the largest 
tax cut in Virginia's history and won approval of a 20-percent tuition cut at Virginia's colleges and 
universities. He fought for higher-quality education for public school students by implementing the 
nationally acclaimed Standards of Learning and fulfilling the state's longstanding promise to return 
lottery profits to localities for education. He continues to press for reducing class sizes in Virginia's 
classrooms by hiring 4,000 new teachers. 
Governor Gilmore has begun major improvements in Virginia's long-neglected mental health 
system in keeping with his promise not to leave anyone behind as we move into the next millenium. 
He has also taken groundbreaking measures to ensure that Virginia is a global leader in the information 
technology industry and has cemented Virginia's status as the Internet Capital of the world . 
Governor Gilmore created the nation's first-ever State Secretary of Technology, serves on 
the Technology Committee of the National Governors' Association, and has been named Chairman 
of a new, national Advisory Commission on Internet Policy . 
• 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Lord Butterfield 
Professor William John Hughes Butterfield, Lord Butterfield of Stechford, 
has established a distinguished career in science and medicine over four 
decades. Now retired from active teaching and medical practice, he 
continues to conduct diabetes research. 
Lord Butterfield studied medicine in 1939 at Oxford University and in 1942 at John Hopkins 
University. In the late 1940s, he joined the Royal Army Medical Corps where he led a biomedical 
research laboratory for the Scientific Advisor to the Army Council. 
From 1950 to 1952, while on leave from the Medical Research Council of Britain , 
Lord Butterfield worked with Dr. Everett I. Evans, an internationally recognized burn researcher, and 
his research team at the Medical College of Virginia. At MCV, Lord Butterfield contributed to pioneering 
work in new treatments for burns. 
Since that time, his career has included numerous academic and research appointments in 
medicine, which have led to top posts in academic administration in the United Kingdom, including 
serving as Vice-Chancellor of both Cambridge University and the University of Nottingham . 
• 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Daphne Maxwell Reid 
Daphne Maxwell Reid recently co-founded New Millennium Studios with 
her husband actor/writer/producer Tim Reid and two Virginia businessmen. 
It is the first full-service film studio to be established in Virginia. 
A graduate of Northwestern University, Ms. Reid started a modeling 
career in New York, becoming the first African-American woman to be featured on the cover of 
Glamour magazine. In 1979, she moved to Los Angeles to develop her acting career. 
Ms. Reid 's successful career in television includes her most recent roles as Aunt Viv on NBC's 
hit comedy, "The Fresh Prince of Bel Air;" as Hannah Griffin on the CBS comedy series, "Frank's 
Place," in which she co-starred with her husband; and as Mickey Dennis on "Snoops" for CBS, again 
co-starring with Tim Reid. 
In addition to her work at New Millennium Studios, Ms. Reid , an accomplished seamstress, 
was a regular guest co-host on ABC's "Home Show" and has collaborated with the McCal l Pattern 
Company to produce a video and pattern kit called "Suddenly You're Sewing." In 1992, the kit won 
the prestigious PCM award for the best new product from the home-sewing and craft industry. 
Ms. Reid also designs a biannual line of patterns for the McCall Pattern Company . 
• 
E D W A R D A W A Y N E M E D A L 
John Randolph Shreves, Jr. 
John Randolph Shreves, Jr., is the president of Jefferson-Pilot Communication's 
television group. He is a graduate of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. 
Mr. Shreves began his career with Jefferson-Pilot in 1969. He has 
worked with WWBT-12 in Richmond, a Jefferson-Pilot subsidiary, for many years. In 1990, he became 
vice president and general manager of the station. Under his tenure , WWBT-12 built on its strength 
as Richmond's top-rated local news station. In May 1998, Mr. Shreves was appointed president of 
Jefferson-Pilot's television group. 
Mr. Shreves has been a major influence in the community. Organizations such as the United 
Way Services of Greater Richmond and Southside Virginia, the Greater Richmond Chapter of the 
American Red Cross, Bon Secours of Richmond, the YWCA, the Virginia Home, and the University 
of Richmond have all benefited from his personal commitment. 
Mr. Shreves also has been a strong supporter of Virginia Commonwealth University and has 
served on many advisory boards, including those for the School of Business, the School of Mass 
Communications, and, most recently, the Massey Cancer Center. He is committed to VCU's mission 
and advancement and has been instrumental in advertising the accomplishments of the University 
and the Children's Miracle Network . 
• 
1999 RECIPIENTS 
L. Wayne Batty 
Grace E. Harris 
W Robert Irby, M.D . 
• 
PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
he Presidential Medallion 
was established in 1984 by 
the Board of Visitors of Virginia 
Commonwealth University 
to honor the outstanding 
contributions of the members 
of the University community. 
The award recognizes these 
individuals for extraordinary 
achievement in learning and 
commitment to the mission 
of VCU. 
P R E S D E N T A L M E D A L L 0 N 
L. Wayne Batty 
In 1949, L. Wayne Batty joined the Richmond Professional lnstitute's 
teaching faculty. Since that time, he has played a key role in the development 
of music education within Virginia Commonwealth University's nationally 
renowned School of the Arts. 
Mr. Batty earned two bachelor's degrees, one in voice and the 
other in music education, and a Master of Music in voice in 1949 from the Chicago Musical College. 
During his career at VCU, he served in a variety of administrative positions, including directorships 
for the University's vocal, choral , and opera programs and chairman of the Department of Music. He 
also originated and directed the Graduate Opera Studio as well as the VCU Madrigalists, which he 
continues to direct. 
His career includes directing musicals at Swift Creek Mill Playhouse and numerous other 
operas, musical and dramatic productions, and choral productions. An honorary member of the 
Richmond Symphony Board, Mr. Batty was elected Cultural Laureate of Virginia in 1988. 
Mr. Batty's record of community service includes involvement in race relations in the city in 
the 1950s, during which he served on the Human Relations Council and worked to integrate choral 
and opera productions to include persons of color in lead singing roles . 
• 
P R E S D E N T A L M E D A L L 0 N 
Grace E. Harris 
Dr. Grace E. Harris has made significant contributions to the development 
of Virginia Commonwealth University's mission. That mission seeks 
primarily to offer students an educational experience in an environment 
that supports a diversity of people, programs, and opportunities. 
During her 32 years on the faculty at VCU, Dr. Harris has held several key academic 
administrative positions. In 1982, she was named dean of the School of Social Work. Dr. Harris was 
appointed Vice Provost for Continuing Studies and Public Service in 1990, and, in 1993, she was 
named Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Among her many accomplishments as provost, Dr. Harris led the University in developing 
A Strategic Plan for the Future of Virginia Commonwealth University Now in its second phase, this 
long-range plan is having a major impact on all aspects of the University as it provides the foundation 
from which VCU is charting its course into the next century. 
Dr. Harris is a noted scholar in the areas of child welfare, faculty development, complex 
organizations, and social work education. She earned her Ph.D. in sociology in 1975 from the University 
of Virginia. 
Dr. Harris has received many awards in recognition of her achievements in social work practice 
and education, community leadership, and outstanding contributions to higher education and Virginia 
Commonwealth University. Most recently, she received VCU's 1999 Presidential Award for Community 
Multicultural Enrichment and the Riese-Melton Award . 
• 
P R E S D E N T A L M E D A L L 0 N 
W. Robert Irby, M.D. 
Dr. William Robert Irby, a graduate of the Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University Emeritus Professor of Internal Medicine, 
and past-president of the MCV Foundation, has served VCU with distinction 
for more than 40 years. 
In 1956, after serving as Chief of Rheumatology at Walter Reed Army Hospital , Dr. Irby joined 
the MCV faculty. In 1970, he became Professor of Medicine. In addition to teaching and patient care, 
Dr. Irby conducted research on arthritis and connective tissue diseases, resulting in more than 
40 scientific papers and a 20-year appointment as director of MCV Hospitals' Arthritis Clinic. 
In 1988, Dr. Irby was named the Charles W. Thomas Professor of Medicine. In 1989, he 
received the Distinguished Faculty Award from the MCV Alumni Association. In 1992, he was named 
Master of the American College of Rheumatology and a year later received the Laureate Award from 
the American College of Physicians. 
In 1994, in recognition of his service to VCU and the medical profession, the MCV Foundation 
established the W. Robert Irby Professorship in Medicine . 
• 
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• College of Humanities and Sciences 
Charlene D. Crawley 
C. Williams Griffin 
Laura J. Moriarty 
Albert T. Sneden, Ill 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Robert L. Lamb 
Barbara J. Lindsey 
School of the Arts 
Sandra L. Guerard 
Bruce M. Koplin 
Nancy M. Scott 
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Randolph T. Barker 
Ruth W. Epps 
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Marshall P. Brownstein 
Michael V. Dishman 
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Samuel M. Craver 
Susan D. Leone 
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Peng-Wie Hsia 
Grand Marshals 
Frederick B. Wayne 
Robert L. Clifton 
School of Medicine 
James M. Messmer 
Dean X. Parmelee 
Hugo R. Seibel 
School of Nursing 
Mary C. Corley 
W. Richard Cowling, Ill 
Janet B. Younger 
School of Pharmacy 
Carol B. Pugh 
Ralph E. Small 
School of Social Work 
Humberto E. Fabela 
Elizabeth D. Hutchison 
Doctor of Philosophy Candidates 
Michael D. Davis 
Sherry T. Sandkam 
Division of University Outreach 
Ronald X. Peterson 
University Library Services 
Chengren Hu 
Emeriti Faculty 
J. Doyle Smith 
A C A D E M C 
C O S T U M E 
Academic costume worn today at American college exercises derives from the Middle Ages. The 
oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools, and 
both faculty and students were regarded in the Middle Ages as a part of the clergy. They wore clerical 
costumes, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of that day, not just on special occasions but 
as their regular costume. 
The head covering of the academic costume developed from the skull cap worn by the clergy 
in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. In the universities, the skull cap acquired a point on 
top, which evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by degree holders of European 
universities. In America, it has been replaced by the familiar 
Arts, Letters and Humanities 
Business 
Dentistry 
Economics 
Education 
Engineering 
Fine Arts, Architecture 
Laws 
Library Science 
Medicine 
Music 
Nursing 
Pharmacy 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Public Administration 
Public Health 
Science 
Social Service 
Theology 
• 
White 
Drab 
Lilac 
Copper 
Light Blue 
Orange 
Brown 
Purple 
Lemon 
Green 
Pink 
Apricot 
Olive Green 
Dark Blue 
Sage Green 
Peacock Blue 
Salmon 
Golden Yellow 
Citron 
Scarlet 
mortar board , which still retains the medieval tassel. 
The hood (the medieval caputium) was originally a covering 
worn over the head in bad weather, otherwise dropped 
on the shoulders as the monk's cowl. At first it was worn by 
faculty and students alike, but in the early sixteenth century it 
was restricted to graduates, thus becoming the mark of a degree 
holder. Today, each college has its distinctive hood lining by 
which its graduates may be recognized in academic processions. 
Anyone with a degree from Virginia Commonwealth University 
may wear a hood showing a black chevron on gold background. 
The gown worn today is the medieval robe and seems to 
have been borrowed from the habit of the Benedictine monks. 
In the Middle Ages, undergraduates, bachelors, and masters 
could be distinguished by the simplicity or intricacy of their gowns. 
The doctor's gown was often furred , which survives today in the 
ornamentation found on the doctoral gown. Usually the gown is 
black, but some colleges have colored gowns. 
The wide velvet borders extending down the front of the 
doctoral gown, the velvet bars on the sleeves, and the borders 
of most hoods are colored according to the scholarly field of the 
wearer . 
U N V E R S T y 
M E D A L L 
• 
0 N 
Serving as a perpetual symbol of Virginia Commonwealth 
University, the University Medallion is worn by the President 
at ceremonial occasions. The Egyptian Building, a historic 
and architectural landmark on the Medical College of Virginia 
Campus and the oldest medical education building in 
the South, is the centerpiece of the medallion . Egyptian 
hieroglyphics and images surrounding the building stand for 
medicine, the arts, the home, the community, writing and 
wisdom, measures and numbers, time, knowledge, and the 
sciences. These images represent VCU's mission of teaching, 
research, public service, and patient care . 
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Due to rigid time requirements, 
this program must be printed before 
the final list of degree candidates 
and final graduation honors status 
for undergraduate students can be 
determined. The exclusion of the 
name of a student is not to be taken 
as indication of official status as a 
non-graduate, nor is the inclusion 
of the name of a student to be taken 
as certification of official status as 
a graduate. 
Only undergraduate students are 
eligible for honors designations. 
These designations do not apply to 
the degrees received by graduate 
students. 
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VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Stephen D. Gottfredson 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Abady, Adam Irving + Foreign Language/ Gainesville, FL Dawson, Keri S. ** History Richmond 
Spanish Dean, Justin Maurice + English Mechanicsville 
Adams, Amy Burnett + History Richmond DeMott, Carolyn Jean + History Richmond 
Alexander, Cara Leigh * History Richmond Diradour, Albert Steven Political Science Richmond 
Amato, Frank Dominic History Richmond Drake, Patricia P. ** English Newsoms 
Anderson, Kristen Kendall English Fairfax Duday, Christopher K. Political Science Richmond 
Armstrong, Susan Lynn + English Glen Allen Duffy, Linda Green * + History Disputanta 
Bailey, Natasha L. English Richmond Dyke, Christopher Todd ** + History and Montross 
Bates, Charles Ferdinand Religious Studies Liberia, WA Foreign Language/Spanish 
Bates, John Christopher Brook History Richmond Ebert, Cindy Lee + History Chesterfield 
Batten, Michael Andrew, Jr. + History Richmond Eubanks, Amy Elizabeth + History Richmond 
Battin, Lori Ann Political Science Aylett Evans, William David *"' History Richmond 
Bell, Lisa Ann *** English Richmond Farmer, Robert Thomas History Richmond 
Bhimdi, Hudaidah Farooq Political Science Glen Allen Fayad, Rima Boukhzam ** Foreign Language/ Richmond 
Blue, L. Jemaane + History Tabb French 
Boothe, David Brian Foreign Language/ Richmond Feher, Benjamin Ronald Religious Studies Richmond 
Comparative Literature Feinstein, Yevgeniya Vladislavovna *** Richmond 
Bowman, Matthew Thomas * + English Charlottesville Foreign Language/ French 
Bragg, Herbert Hugh Political Science Hopewell Foecking, David History and Political Science Richmond 
Braswell, Michael Douglas Political Science Newport News Fulton, Amber Dawn + Political Science Mechanicsville 
Briggs, Temeia LaFaye + English Richmond Garner, David Jonathan + History Richmond 
Brock, Benjamin Will Political Science Ashland Garner, Patricia Dare + Psychology Midlothian 
Brooks, Shalonda Monette History Annandale Gaston, Robbin Nicole + English Richmond 
Brown, Amanda K. Foreign Language/Spanish Roanoke Gavin, Megan Elizabeth * + English Richmond 
Brown, Marie Indelicato English Richmond Gentry, Gay Lee Cather + English Richmond 
Brulatour, Margaret Ruth Mooney ** + Richmond Getnet, Meron T. * + Foreign Language/French Richmond 
English Gnilka, Charles Louis + English Richmond 
Bullock, Samuel Grey * + English and History Midlothian Goins, Matthew T. + Philosophy Midlothian 
Burruss, Holly Wilkerson + English Mechanicsville Gomes, Natasha Len English Hampton 
Byrne, Diane Marie Philosophy Richmond Graham, Chanda LoRita English Chesterfield 
Calfee, Nicole Denise History Newport News Graves, Maurita Arlene Political Science Richmond 
Campbell, Thomas Christopher Political Richmond Gray, Debra Denise Psychology Newport News 
Science Grover, Brandon Connett + English Richmond 
Caret, Kathryn A. ** + English Richmond Hall, Markeya S. + Political Science Richmond 
Carey, Marianne S. + History Fredericksburg Hamilton, Amy M. History Yorktown 
Carter, Mitchell Wayne, II + English Quinton Harris, Shontay Renee + English Richmond 
Castlebury, Cynthia Gail History Richmond Hatchett, Melissa Jones + English Richmond 
Cheatham, Nicole Deneen + English Richmond Haynes, Crystal L. + English Richmond 
Clarke, Drew Cornell English Mechanicsville Helbert, Karla Marie + English Richmond 
Colbert, Kristy Lynn History Marshall Hendricks, Susan Lynn English Richmond 
Cole, David L. + Political Science Richmond Hershberg, Phillip Andrew + Political Science Williamsburg 
Conner, Kelly Ann Foreign Language/Spanish Richmond Hinton, Michael Gregory + History Midlothian 
Cooke, Bernita Lynn English Chesterfield Hobbie, Mallory Jason * History Richmond 
Crawford, Jason Andrew History Hopewell Hong, Anna *** • English Fairfax 
Crowder, Christopher Todd + Political Science Chesterfield Horon, Jennifer Leigh + English Virginia Beach 
Cuffia, Darcie Allen * + English Richmond Hossaini, Janann A. Political Science Richmond 
Curran, Kathryn Ann Hayes + English Midlothian Howarth, Ward Donahue ** + History Richmond 
~ :.Cum. Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 II 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Hughes, Kelly Suzanne Histo ry Richmond Moler, Heather E. English Fredericksburg 
lmirie-Michael, Rachel Ellen * English Richmond Mullins, Catherine Sue History Richmond 
Jackson, Lorie Renee * Political Science Richmond Murphy, Bridget Kristen Strauss English Richmond 
James, Taylor Hodges English Richmond Nadder, Crystal Fadool Psychology Richmond 
Jessen, Meredith Blair * Foreign Language/ Richmond Nelson, Bradford Ryan + History Richmond 
French Newby, John Ray + History Midlothian 
Jett, Angela White * .,. Psychology Aylett Nguyen, Nhi Ai Thi * + English Hampton 
Jones, Demetra Nicole + Psychology Glen Allen Northington, Amela English Richmond 
Jones, Rebecca Ann .,. English Richmond Ober, William Taylor, Ill .,. English Res ton 
Keckley, Mark Alan .,. Foreign Language/ Richmond Otey, Melvin Rosson, Ill + History Richmond 
German Park, Young Sil + Political Science Vienna 
Keener, Rhoda-Lea History Mechanicsville Parker, Sharon L. * History Midlothian 
Keffer, Amy Beth + Engl ish Bumpass Payne, Shajuana Isom + Engl ish Louisa 
Knoff, Elizabeth Ann * .,. Engl ish Richmond Payne, Sutrece S. English Toledo, OH 
Knowles, Laurene Kathryn * History and Richmond Pelletier, Marc N. * + Psychology Richmond 
Foreign Language/ French Piper, Jonathan Leo * English Richmond 
Lambert, Sylvia Leigh *** English Richmond Poynter, Juliana Dale * Foreign Language/ Midlothian 
Lancaster, Katina Marchelle + Political Richmond German 
Science Prentice, Katherine Anne .,. Psychology Richmond 
Langford, Hilary Paige ** Engl ish Chesterfield Price-Allen, Antionette Sarita English Richmond 
Lanman, Bart D. Engl ish New Kent Price, Lisa Michelle .. ,. English Richmond 
Lawson, Tonya Lee History Richmond Pryor, Dawn Shinell + Foreign Language/ Richmond 
Le Crom, Erwan Political Science Richmond German 
LeFon, Victoria Sager**.,. History and Richmond Quinn, Colleen Ann * * * • Psychology Midlothian 
Religious Studies Rada, Alexis Vesely History Glen Allen 
Lindley, Thomas P. + English Richmond Rasmussen, Terence James * * Philosophy Manassas 
Logan, Latichia Fernette Pol itical Science Highland Springs Raychouni, Janet McConnell History West Point 
Love, Shannon Atkinson * Philosophy Richmond Reardon, Gordon Timothy, Jr. English Richmond 
Lundin, Felicia Yvette Foreign Language/ Richmond Reed, Jennifer C. T .. ,. Sociology and Warsaw 
French Anthropology 
Magee, Mary Charity .,. English Richmond Reed, Michael Randolph + Rel igious Studies Warsaw 
Mahmoudi, Mariam Aziz Engl ish Falls Church Reid, Brandie Merwin Political Science Richmond 
Mandzak, Billie J. + English Richmond Renfroe, Aubrey Nicholas * .,. Engl ish, Richmond 
Mann, Kim Ann. English Chesterfield Religious Studies and Philosophy 
Mann, Richard Caleb, II + History Richmond Rennie, Heather Michelle .,. Political Science Glen Allen 
Martin, Aaron Russell ** .,. English and History Chesterfield Rhoads, Janie .,. English Richmond 
Marzec, Bridget Theresa .,. History and Ashland Rice, Robert David * + History Richmond 
Religious Studies Richardson, Demetria Yoshida Taylor + Richmond 
Matsushima, Tara Kay .,. Political Science Woodbridge English 
Matysek, Julie A. + English Richmond Richardson, Kembah Ritara * .,. Foreign Chesterfield 
Maynes, Edward J., Jr. English Richmond Language/Spanish 
McCafferty, Heather Tyler Foreign Language/ Richmond Roberts, Elizabeth Ellis * .,. English Amelia 
German and Spanish Robertson, Margaret Ann Sharp * * + Foreign Richmond 
McClure, John Mark * + Political Science Richmond Language/Spanish 
and History Rodriguez-Creech, Felicia + Foreign Austin, TX 
McGeever, Teresa G. * .,. Engl ish Colonial Heights Language/Spanish 
McMurtry, Michael John * .,. History Richmond Roper, Roy Dean .,. Religious Studies and Richmond 
Melton, Kenneth Wayne, Jr. * .,. English Richmond Foreign Language/German 
Menefee, Melissa Marie History Chester Rowsey, Christina LeAnn + History Richmond 
Mey, Andrew Patrick * History Glen Allen Russell , Walter William, IV + Political Science Richmond 
Micheletti, Natalia Magdalena * .,. English Winston-Salem, NC Saladino, Christopher Joseph * Politica l Richmond 
Milesnick, Robert S. * English Manassas Science 
Miller, Jennifer C. History Richmond Salvaggio, John Joseph * Political Science Richmond 
Monsour, Franklin George, Jr. Philosophy Roanoke Samuel, Karyn Rene + English Virginia Beach 
Moore, Lisa Dancy Religious Studies Emporia Schroedl, Suzanne M. History Richmond 
II * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa C L d u · um au e • niversity Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Schulte, Michael Scott + History Richmond Truslow, Alan + Foreign Language/French Richmond 
Sheppard, Kerry Bowen * English Richmond Vaden, Jamie M. English Quinton 
Shiozawa, Yukie Political Science Richmond Viars, Dawn Shannon. Psychology Highlands Springs 
Shulleeta, Stephanie Marie + History Richmond Walker, Althia Tanya English New York, NY 
Simpson, Teresa G. English Richmond Walker, Kristin Revere + English Quinton 
Skatoff, Andrew Morrison Religious Studies Reston Wanveer, Lauren Therese History Midlothian 
Skinner, Cadrina Marie English Hampton Watkins, Cesley A. History Lynchburg 
Smith, Donald Porter, Jr. * Philosophy Richmond Watkins, Harold Leroy, II + Psychology Richmond 
Smith, Jeffrey Patterson + Political Science Mechanicsville Webb, Nathan Everett * English Richmond 
Smith, Jessica Anne * English Falls Church Welch, Robin Berberich * + English Mechanicsville 
Smith, Mary V. History Richmond White, Ann Denise Religious Studies Newport News 
Snellings, Melanie Kay ** English Midlothian White, Sarah Elizabeth + English Millburn, NH 
Sowin, David Norman * + Political Science Richmond Whitehouse, David Glen English Hampton 
Staton, Ernest Tuney, Jr. Political Science Richmond Williams, Amy Merideth + English Richmond 
Stocker, Heather Myrick + English Richmond Williams, Carrie S. ** •English Richmond 
Stokes, Kiya Antar + Political Science Richmond Wilson, Melissa Sue English Richmond 
Sweeney, Susanne Howard + History Mechanicsville Woodlief, Donald Craig + History Chesterfield 
Talley, Tammi Marie + Psychology Richmond Wright, Christopher T. + Sociology and Richmond 
Teller, Heather Anne + History Sands ton Anthropology 
Thomas, Kimberly Sue + History and Political Petersburg Zachary, Arthur Allen, Ill Political Science Richmond 
Science Zehmer, John Granderson, Ill + English Richmond 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Abedi-Zarei, Maryam * Biology Richmond Bacon, April Taleshia Criminal Justice Richmond 
Abdul-Samad, Amal Mustafa Sayid * + Richmond Baez-Edmonds, Sophronia Zilvia Psychology Vernon Hill 
Mathematical Sciences Bailey, Beverley Ann ** + Psychology Colonial Heights 
Abell, Angela Michelle + Biology Midlothian Bailey, Jennifer + Psychology Richmond 
Adams, Michael Todd Mass Communications Richmond Bailey, Shannon Ray Sociology and Richmond 
Adetona, Adebo, Jr. + Psychology Richmond Anthropology 
Adewale, Elizabeth Olutokunbo + Biology Richmond Baker, Christina Elizabeth + Biology Mathews County 
Agee, Angela Yvette Mass Communications Richmond Baker, Mark Robert * + Urban Studies Richmond 
AI-Saqaf, Khaldoon T. + Biology Richmond Bangurah,Saint-Edward FE. Biology Irvington, NJ 
Albritton, Toshiba Monique Science Richmond Banks, Darshall Devon Thompson + Sands ton 
Alhamadi, Jassim Abdulatif + Biology and Richmond Psychology 
Economics Bannister, Debra J. Sociology and Richmond 
Alhamadi, Jassim + Economics Washington Anthropology 
Ali, Tofik Mohammed * Biology Richmond Baranova, Anna lgorevna ** • Psychology Richmond 
Allen, Scott Douglas *** • Chemistry Richmond Barber, Matthew A. + Economics Richmond 
Allen, Scott David + Sociology and Sands ton Barnes, Andrew Michael + Mass Arlington 
Anthropology Communications 
Alston, Denene Evette Chemistry Portsmouth Barnes, Jacquelyn Renee Sociology and Richmond 
Ames, Shannon Marie Criminal Justice Richmond Anthropology 
Amini, Anousheh + Biology Woodbridge Barton, David Scott + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville 
Amruthur, Kailash Sundareshan Biology Richmond Batts, Carlo Lee + Urban Studies Ettrick 
Anderson, Shelia Michelle Psychology Midlothian Beier, Colin Mitchell Biology Newport News 
Ante, Pamela Mae Taboy + Psychology Richmond Bender, David Patrick Criminal Justice Richmond 
Armstead, Mary Helen Criminal Justice Fredericksburg Bennardo, Christopher J. + Science Richmond 
Armstead, Tiffany Jenine Psychology Richmond Bennett, Sonya Nicole Criminal Justice and Alexandria 
Armstrong, Michele Elizabeth Psychology Chesterfield Psychology 
Arnall, Louise April Mass Communications Richmond Benson, Erica Rachel .... • Psychology Richmond 
Artman, Matthew Michael + Chemistry Fredericksburg Bentham-Ball, Tara R. + Psychology Richmond 
Atkinson, Kelly Barton Biology Chesterfield Berger, Felicia M. + Psychology Richmond 
Ault, Ali C. * + Sociology and Anthropology Pittsburgh, PA Berkie, Keith Patton ** • + Biology Manakin-Sabot 
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Bishop, Kimberly Hope Psychology Chester Cash, Shannon N. + Sociology and Ashland 
Blizzard, Jennie Wallicia Mass Dendron Anthropology 
Communications Caulk, Jason Christopher Mass Winchester 
Bloom, Lisa Michelle Psychology Richmond Communications 
Blue, Carl Monta Criminal Justice Warsaw Chakraborty, Barnini Mass Communications Richmond 
Blue, Christina Layne • + Psychology Virginia Beach Chappell, Douglas Scott Mass Yorktown 
Bodrick, Melissa Nicole Criminal Justice Richmond Communications 
Borg, Malin C. ••• Mass Communications Stockholm, Sweden Charity, Simone A. + Biology Queens, NY 
Bossola, Andrew Mario Mass Virginia Beach Cheatham, Lisa Alice*** Criminal Justice Midlothian 
Communications Cheek, Lisa Virginia Criminal Justice Highland Springs 
Boswell, Heather Dawn Biology Richmond Chiarello, Jennifer Lynn Mass Richmond 
Boyce, Matthew Lee Mass Communications Richmond Communications 
Boyd, Trevor Max ** Computer Science Stafford Chittenden, Michelle Renee Mathematical Richmond 
Boyd, Ty M. •• Computer Science Stafford Sciences 
Brack, Kimberly Lynn Psychology Lanexa Choe, Chong Taek Biology Burke 
Breeden, Jessica Lloyd • Sociology and Richmond Choi, Moonsun + Psychology Chester 
Anthropology Chong, Hey Jin ** • Biology Richmond 
Bridges, Alexander Joseph Mass Richmond Church, William Jeffrey + Mass Richmond 
Communications Communications 
Broadnax, Chandra D. + Mass Richmond Clark, Crystal Leigh + Mass Communications Mechanicsville 
Communications Clelland, Lyndsay Jacquelyn * Psychology Richmond 
Brockwell, Tracey Lee • Sociology and Prince George Cloud!, Rebecca Allison * Sociology and Chester 
Anthropology Anthropology 
Brooks, David Steven * * Mass Seaford Cochran, Sheila S. Criminal Justice Richmond 
Communications Coe, Benjamin Clifford. Mass Richmond 
Brooks, Diane Amira + Biology Sterling Communications 
Brooks, Erika Nicole Psychology Doswell Cohrs, Dorthe ** Mass Communications Hamburg, Germany 
Brooks, Leslie Alana Sociology and Richmond Collett, Karen Ann ** Psychology Chester 
Anthropology Collins, Rochelle D. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Brooks, Meredith Cathleen + Psychology Richmond Conaty, Alice Ann Hogg * Mass Richmond 
Brooks, Sandra Lynn + Psychology Midland Communications 
Brown, Lesley Yvette Mass Communications Richmond Cook, Tyra Denise Criminal Justice Richmond 
Brown, Tisha Nicole * Mass Communications Richmond Cooper, Windy Dawn Psychology Hampton 
Brown, William Marvin + Psychology Richmond Corpuz, Shirley Ramirez Mass Virginia Beach 
Buckles, William Douglas + Economics Charlottesville Communications 
Bugarin, Arthus Frias Chemistry Petersburg Cortez, Dina Ruth + Biology Mechanicsville 
Bunster, Robin Garthright Psychology Richmond Covington, Herbert Evans, Ill + Psychology Milford 
Burke, Michele Kathleen Biology Richmond Coward, Debbie Ann ** + Psychology Richmond 
Burner, Rebecca Bryant Chemistry Richmond Craig, Christine Laura Biology Richmond 
Burns, Agnes Cecilya + Psychology Richmond Cramer, Jason Matthew Biology Richmond 
Butler, Stephanie Lynn Psychology Fredericksburg Crane, Nancy E. + Biology Springfield 
Butterfield, Michael J. + Sociology and Midlothian Crawford, Jason Michael Mass Richmond 
Anthropology Communications 
Campbell, Jason Thomas *** • Physics Richmond Creech, Susan Carol Psychology Fredericksburg 
Canada, Nichole Devina + Psychology Richmond Crews, Pamela Dawn Psychology Chesterfield 
Canizales, Ricardo Antonio + Urban Studies Richmond Crosby-Scott, Dwayne Leon Mass Lancaster 
Capestro, Carrie Leigh + Psychology Midlothian Communications 
Carpenter, Kasharne Tameshia + Psychology Skippers Crutchfield, Ryan Montgomery Criminal Richmond 
Carrillo, Ruthie M. ** Mass Communications Richmond Justice 
Carter, Cassandra Elizabeth Sociology and Richmond Cunanan, Christie Lou Laroco * • Richmond 
Anthropology Psychology 
Carter, Leigh Davis Sociology and Richmond Cushman, Kelly Lynn Biology Stratford 
Anthropology Dalton, Tanya Renee • Psychology Ashland 
Cartledge, Alisa Yvette + Mathematical Richmond Dame, Tara Lee Psychology Richmond 
Sciences Danielson, Elizabeth Ann Psychology Hopewell 
• * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
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Davies, Amie Oliver * + Psychology Midlothian Fowler, Jacquline Alisha + Criminal Justice Lanexa 
Davis-Gaetano, Rianna Beatra Elizabeth Richmond Francis, Angie Marie + Sociology and Capron 
Andrea + Psychology Anthropology 
Davis, Jennifer L. Psychology Chesapeake Francis, Danielle Michelle Criminal Justice Richmond 
Davis, Rhonda Hening ** + Sociology and Chester Francis, Denise Marie + Mass Richmond 
Anthropology Communications 
DeBolle, Victor Charles * + Biology Woodbridge Frank, Melissa Jean Biology Alexandria 
Delph, Adria Evelyn ** Psychology Fredericksburg Frazier, Milini Ruth Criminal Justice Richmond 
Dempsey, Crystal Dawn Psychology Spotsylvania Friend, John Wesley, IV + Criminal Justice Glen Allen 
Denby, Suzan Gragg + Psychology Richmond Fulk, Michael W. ** + Computer Science Richmond 
Dennis, Angela Justene + Psychology and Petersburg Fuller, Jill Marie Mass Communications Richmond 
Criminal Justice Fulton, Liza Brooke Criminal Justice South Boston 
DeSa, Tolson Alan Urban Studies Richmond Funai, Christy Michelle + Biology Midlothian 
Dickerson-Tedder, LaTanya Biology Richmond Furman, Jonathan West Physics and Richmond 
Dickerson, Verna Patricia + Mathematical Williamsburg Mathematical Sciences and Computer Science 
Sciences Gabriele, Tara Marie * + Sociology and Glen Allen 
Dixon, Ann-Marie Sociology and Anthropology Richmond Anthropology 
Dixon, Geraldine L. + Urban Studies Newport News Garala, Tarulatta Dhirajlal Biology Richmond 
Douglas, Stephanie Dawn Sociology and Richmond Gardner, Kelly Nicole + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Anthropology Geissinger, Constance Delores Shreeves + Midlothian 
Duffy, Patricia Eileen Psychology Fredericksburg Sociology and Anthropology 
Dunlavey, Michelene Louise Sociology and Mechanicsville George, Anita Tamara + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Anthropology Getnet, Meron T. * + Biology Richmond 
Durham, Aisha S. * Mass Communications Chesapeake Geyer, Leah M. + Biology Virginia Beach 
Eakin, Katharine Coryell Psychology Richmond Gilbert, Chad Lydell Psychology Richmond 
Eaton, Gaelyn Elizabeth Lee ** • Biology Yorktown Gillis, Janelle Lynette Mass Communications Woodbridge 
Eby, Nelson Leif + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville Givens, Michael Dwayne Psychology Mechanicsville 
Edmonds, Donna L. Biology Alton Goad, James Patrick + Computer Science Mechanicsville 
Ellington, Ryan Fleshood * Psychology Chester Godfrey, Lenard, Jr. Mass Communications Newport News 
Ellis, Jonathan Hunter *** • Biology Chester Gonzales, Michelle Ena Fresto + Science Virginia Beach 
Ellis, Michelle Lee ** + Chemistry Richmond Gordon, Margaret J. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Evans, Brandon ** Mass Communications Glen Allen Gough, Dale Lynne Psychology Stevensburg 
Evans, Dante J. Sociology and Anthropology Powhatan Graham, Chanda LoRita Psychology Chesterfield 
Everidge, Sarah Zwick + Science Glen Allen Graham, Jennifer Tracy Criminal Justice Glen Allen 
Eydelson, Irina * + Biology Richmond Grant, Emily Ann * Mathematical Sciences Alexandria 
Farag, Maryan Adel + Biology Vienna Graves, Sonja Latrice Mass Communications Richmond 
Fenner, Donna Jennelle Urban Studies Richmond Gray, Victoria Denise Criminal Justice Williamsburg 
Ferrera, Marc Huliganga ** Biology Virginia Beach Greeling, Michelle Dawn + Psychology Chesterfield 
Fickes, Donna Jean Bartholomew Cortland, OH Green, Kimberly JaNeen Mathematical Richmond 
Psychology Sciences 
Finuf, Melissa Dian Psychology Richmond Greene, Geoffrey C. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Fjeldstad, Cecilie Psychology Richmond Greenfield, Pamela Ray Psychology Midlothian 
Flater, Morris Eugene Biology Alexandria Greenwood, James Delbert, Jr. + Science Goochland 
Fleer, Charles, II Biology Richmond Griles, A. Douglas + Criminal Justice Chesterfield 
Fleming, Jonathan O'neal + Mass Chester Grimm, Kelly Renee + Mass Communications Appomattox 
Communications Guillen, Silvana M. Chemistry Springfield 
Foederer, William Rives Criminal Justice Richmond Guirkin, Thomas Charles, Jr. *** Biology Richmond 
Foltz, Steffanie Bowman Psychology Newport News Gundel, Tanya Dawn Biology Dale City 
Fontana, Virginia Marie Biology Richmond Gupta, Sachin Kumar * Biology Alexandria 
Forbes, William Calvin, Ill Computer Richmond Guzman, Abelardo Agapito, Ill Computer Virginia Beach 
Science and Biology Science 
Ford, Jennifer Erin ** Psychology Richmond Haalboom, Jordanna Marie Endicott Criminal Highland Springs 
Foronda, Javier Oliver Costas Biology Annandale Justice 
Fouts, Allison Carey ** Mass Herndon Hackett, Eric Brent Science Richmond 
Communications Hagen, Scott Robert + Psychology Vienna 
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Hajras, Rana Abdulaziz * + Chemistry Richmond Hozumi, Omid Jarrahi *** • + Biology Elmont 
Hall, Denard Lee Economics Richmond Hribar, Tricia Ann + Psychology Alexandria 
Hamilton, Angela Gibson + Psychology Richmond Hsu, Cindy Chiasheng *** • Biology Richmond 
Handler, George Leslie, Ill *** + Computer Quinton Huddleston, Monika Letitia + Psychology Richmond 
Science Hughes, All ison Janel Psychology Danville 
Hannon, Mark Joseph + Mass Midlothian Hutchings, Amy E. + Psychology Richmond 
Communications Hyman, James Michael * + Psychology Richmond 
Hardy, Angela Paige + Criminal Justice Richmond lngkhamon, Pisamai Psychology Richmond 
Hardy, Amanda Michelle + Criminal Justice Richmond Issa, Falin Mahmoud + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Harrington, Christy Marie + Criminal Justice Chester Iyer, Sowmya ** • + Biology Yorktown 
Harris, Aloma Lynn ** + • Criminal Justice Richmond Jackson, Adam Wayne Mass Communications Richmond 
Harris, Antwan D. Criminal Justice Richmond Jackson, Decardra Latwana Chemistry Glen Allen 
Harris, Julie El izabeth + Psychology Richmond Jackson, Khadija Hunter Biology Highland Springs 
Harris, Ta launda Marchelle Criminal Justice Richmond James, Lenel Felicia Psychology Hampton 
Harris, Yolonda Renee Mass Richmond Jamgochian, Haigh, Jr. + Mathematical Richmond 
Communications Sciences 
Hart, Nicole Marie Mass Communications Yorktown Jenkins, Erin Hatcher *** Psychology Richmond 
Hart, Robin Denise + Psychology Richmond Jennings, Caretha Latese + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hatamleh, Kinda Eid * Biology Manassas Jennings, Marcel * + Mass Communications Hopewell 
Hatton, Wayne Malone LaJaune, Jr. + Suffolk Johnson, Debbie Ann Chemistry Williamsburg 
Biology Johnson, Gregory W. * Psychology Richmond 
Hawkins, Alexander Neil * Biology Richmond Johnson, Latanya Denise Psychology Dale City 
Hawkins, Elizabeth Caroline Biology Richmond Johnson, Lesley Rebecca + Mass Richmond 
Hayes, Bryan Thomas Criminal Justice Midlothian Communications 
Hayes, Robert Britt + Psychology Richmond Johnson, Martin Kevan Mass Communications Petersburg 
Haynes, Karen Diane Criminal Justice Richmond Johnson, Michael Anthony Psychology Hopewell 
Heflin, David William + Mass Richmond Johnson, Myra Elizabeth + Mass Richmond 
Communications Communications 
Helme, Matthew Dowd Mass Richmond Johnson, Pamela Shanika Mass Petersburg 
Communications Communications 
Hendricks, Holly Lin Psychology Williamsburg Johnson, Sara Louise Mass Communications Charlotte.NC 
Hicks, Amy Elizabeth Criminal Justice Richmond Johnson, Shawnna Dominique + Biology Richmond 
Hicks, Bambi Lynn Psychology Richmond Johnson, Vicki Elizabeth **+Urban Studies Richmond 
Higgs, Alison L. * + Psychology Richmond Johnson, Willie Earnest, Ill Psychology Dale City 
Hiley-Sharp, Erin R. ** Psychology Richmond Jones, Catherine Marie + Biology Chesterfield 
Hill, Angela D. Mass Communications Richmond Jones, Heather Nicole Science Richmond 
Hill, Robert Conrad, Jr. Biology Richmond Jones, Melinda Rochelle Mass Woodbridge 
Hoang, Nam Quoc Computer Science Richmond Communications 
Hoang, Tuan Anh + Biology Falls Church Jones, Otis Randolph, Jr. Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hodge, Darnley Richmond, Jr. + Prince George Jones, Roger Lee, II * Computer Science Richmond 
Mass Communications Jones, Tionette M. ** Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hodges, Kristina Ann + Criminal Justice Richmond Jones, Tyronna Arion + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hoffer, Denise Elizabeth + Psychology Richmond Joyner, Timothy Lee + Biology Richmond 
Holbrook, Heather Renee ** Psychology Richmond Kain, Charles Michael Criminal Justice Richmond 
Holley, Karen Marie + Psychology Richmond Kauffman, Deborah Jean + Science Richmond 
Holloway, Elizabeth Bennett Mass Richmond Keeler, Juliana Daiya Mass Communications Richmond 
Communications Keith, Kathy Lynn Biology Midlothian 
Holmes, Tonya Renee Psychology Richmond Keller, Patricia Anne ** Computer Science Chester 
Hong, Anna *** • Biology Fairfax Kelly, Anna Elizabeth ** Mass Richmond 
Hooks, Hasana N. Psychology Richmond Communications 
Hope, John Michael Psychology Richmond Kessinger, Nicole Lea ** Mathematical Chester 
Hottinger, James Franklin, Jr. + Computer Louisa Sciences 
Science Kieu, Anthony Ho Biology Midlothian 
Howson, Lesley Elizabeth * Mass Richmond Kim, Patrick Hyung + Chemistry Alexandria 
Communications Kindred, Eric + Criminal Justice Emporia 
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King, Randolph Curran Criminal Justice Richmond MacDermott, Amy L. + Biology Winchester 
King, Theresa Ann + Science Sutherland Madera, Lisa Ann Biology Richmond 
Kipreos, Mike D. Computer Science Richmond Maheia, Eselyn Dannielle Criminal Justice Stafford 
Kirby, Jennifer Harper * + Psychology Mechanicsville Mahoney, Timothy M. Sociology and Richmond 
Kitterlin, Melonie Dawn Psychology Richmond Anthropology 
Knight, Jason W. Biology Richmond Mangole, Mpho Motlalepula ** • + Jacka/as II Botswana 
Knoskie, Anna Leigh * Biology McClure Psychology 
Kraft, Jeffrey S. * + Psychology Midlothian Manns, KeShawn Tyron + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Krause, Leigh S. + Mass Communications Midlothian Mante, Mandi Jo * Biology Aylett 
Krevonick, Denise Trickett + Criminal Justice Richmond Marchetti, Anthony M. Computer Science Richmond 
Kruger, Paula Keturah Sociology and Mechanicsville Marcus, Jennifer T. * Psychology and Midlothian 
Anth ropology Criminal Justice 
Kuehn, Aimee Lynn Biology Chesapeake Markow, Melissa Ann + Psychology Richmond 
Kukorlo, Sara Marie + Mass Communications Alexandria Marooney, Jennifer Ann + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Kyzer, Athena Marie + Psychology Richmond Marrow, Marsha Nicole + Mass Richmond 
Ladd, Paul Weston Mass Communications Hanover Communications 
Lafon, Bethany Jane ** Mass Lynchburg Martin, Jeffrey Donald + Chemistry Richmond 
Communications Martin, Marco Lance + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Langen, Tiffany Allison Psychology Annandale Martinez, Ana Natalia + Mass Res ton 
Lauden, Amy Amanda ** Psychology Chesterfield Communications 
Lauranzon, Michael Barrett Psychology Mechanicsville Martinez, J. Christian Rodriguez Mass Richmond 
Le, Ngoc-Dung T. + Psychology Richmond Communications 
Le, Ngan Q. + Biology Richmond Mason, Janet Alaine * + Criminal Justice Chester 
Lee, Anita Ballard Chemistry Richmond Massenburg, Erika Jeannette ** Chemistry Chesapeake 
Lee, Christine Denise Psychology Burke Matthews, Carrie W. Psychology and Richmond 
Lee, Elizabeth Campbell Sociology and Richmond Sociology and Anthropology 
Anthropology Matthews, Charisse Kaya Mass Richmond 
Lee, Foster Kevin + Criminal Justice West Point Communications 
Lee, Helene ** • Biology Poquoson Mauck, Kimberly Lynn ** • Psychology Richmond 
Lee, Joan-Sung Chemistry Springfield Maxey, Brandon Scott Computer Science Richmond 
Lee, Sang W. ** Biology Chester Mayo, Michelle Elizabeth + Mass Richmond 
Leese, Dennis Eugene * + Psychology Richmond Communications 
Leftwich, Robert Brian Sociology and Richmond Mays, Kathryn Denius + Science Williamsburg 
Anthropology Mayton, Nicole West Sociology and Richmond 
Leiss, Thomas Matthew + Mass Fredericksburg Anthropology 
Communications McConnell, Marcus Crawford + Mass Richmond 
Leitch, Emily Suzanne + Psychology Chesterfield Communications 
Lewis-Childress, Angela Gail Sociology and Mechanicsville McCool, Jacqueline L. ** + Criminal Justice Chesterfield 
Anthropology McGhee, Karen Genelle Psychology Richmond 
Lewis, Jo Ann Criminal Justice Richmond McKay, Aaron Rodzell Biology Richmond 
Lewis, Kimberly Shennair + Mass Richmond Mcleod, Donald S. + Sociology and Alexandria 
Communications Anthropology 
Lilly, Guy Edward Criminal Justice Richmond McMichael, Gowan Omari Biology Chester 
Lindsey, Ann Marie Litchfield * + Psychology Glen Allen McMoore, Chandra S. + Biology Richmond 
Lockhart, Tammy Lynne Biology Chester McPherson, Scott Andrew + Criminal Justice Chesapeake 
Lord, Tiffany Noel + Crim inal Justice Richmond Meiller, Andrew Wells Psychology Columbia 
Lowe, Kimberley Anne Psychology Alexandria Messer, Catherine Marie Psychology Richmond 
Loy, Vivian White ** + Psychology Richmond Meyerhoeffer, Marla Renee + Psychology Midlothian 
Luck, Marcella Vishon Mass Communications Danville Miles, Terra Jean + Chemistry Petersburg 
Luck, Tammie Menzies + Psychology Mechanicsville Milewczik, Benjamin A. * Mass Newport News 
Lupo, Alexander Morgan Mass Alexandria Communications 
Communications Miller, Krista Marie Psychology Richmond 
Lynn, Stuart Carson + Psychology Richmond Mills, Kevin Brackett * Criminal Justice Ashland 
Ma, Andy * Biology Richmond Minard, Shelly C. Psychology Springfield 
Mabrouk, Ahmed Abdel-Aziz * + Biology Fredericksbrug Mistry, Jaimini Mohanlal * Chemistry Richmond 
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Mistry, Nalini Mohanlal Chemistry Richmond Onsurez-Pannell, Veronica Psychology Richmond 
Mitchell, Jason William + Psychology Richmond Osborne, Erin Clair Sociology and Richmond 
Moncho, Thato Beverly Cheshe Psychology Lobatse, Botswana Anthropology 
Moody, LaShonda D. + Psychology Emporia Osterbind, Christie Marie + Urban Studies Richmond 
Moody, Laurie Lee Criminal Justice New Windsor, MD Ott, Heather Griffin * Biology Virginia Beach 
Moore, Annie Elizabeth Mass Colonial Heights Owen, Carmen Baker Sociology and Walkerton 
Communications Anthropology 
Moore, Cristi Stimis + Psychology Richmond Owens, Christopher M. ** + Psychology Richmond 
Moore, Michelle Renee + Biology Richmond Oxendine, Dellwynn Bianaca + Psychology Richmond 
Morera, Melissa Eir Mass Communications Glen Allen Paco, Maria-Sofia Mascariiias * Psychology Suffolk 
Morgan, John David * + Mathematical Richmond Pair, B. Brandon + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville 
Sciences Pankey, Teresa A. * + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville 
Morgan, Rebecca Tarryl Mass Woodbridge Papendick, Frederic John, Jr. Psychology Richmond 
Communications Parikh, Saumil Harshad *** • Mathematical Manassas 
Morris, Darrick Antonio + Psychology Richmond Sciences and Biology 
Morris, William Lee Computer Science Midlothian Paris, Michelle Lee + Science Midlothian 
Morrison, Jennifer Dawn Wendt Sociology Richmond Park, Jung Min Chemistry Richmond 
and Anthropology Park, Song Wook + Chemistry Fairfax 
Morton, Marcus Antoine + Sociology and Farmville Parker, Courtne R. Criminal Justice Newport News 
Anthropology Parker, Don Viccanio Psychology Williamsburg 
Moseley, Matthew Scott ** + Chemistry Chesterfield Parks, David Wellington + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Mosley, Andre M. + Criminal Justice Richmond Pascual, Malorie Gay * Mass Newport News 
Mulu, Tadese Fikru + Chemistry Richmond Communications 
Murphy, Catherine Libera Psychology Mechanicsville Patel, Dipti N. ** • Biology Richmond 
Murphy, Ewanica Renee Mass Raleigh, NC Patel, Mayura + Chemistry Petersburg 
Communications Patel, Roshni Arvind ***+Biology Yorktown 
Myers, Jennifer Lee + Biology Colonial Heights Patil, Sumukh Balaji *** • Biology Richmond 
Myers, Tonya Lynn + Psychology Mechanicsvi/1/e Payne, Christopher L. + Mass Richmond 
Myles, Barry Jose Psychology Richmond Communications 
Nabi, Malallai Sardar Biology Richmond Payne, John Thomas Sociology and Richmond 
Necessary, Michelle Dianne Sociology and Ashland Anthropology 
Anthropology Peoples, Michael Chad * + Chemistry Stafford 
Nelson, Anthony W. + Science Richmond Perham, Evelyn Psychology Richmond 
Ngo, Tram Huyen * Criminal Justice Richmond Perkerson, Tiyia Anitra + Biology Hampton 
Nguyen, Bao-Chau Dang-Hoang Biology Richmond Pham, Dung D. ** Chemistry Falls Church 
Nguyen, Dzung Ngoc + Biology Norfolk Pham, Hiep Dinh + Biology Richmond 
Nguyen, Huy Ngoc ** Chemistry Richmond Pham, Tuyen Q. + Biology and Chemistry Richmond 
Nguyen, Thai-Binh + Computer Science Glen Allen Phifer, Dianett + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Nguyen, Uyen * Chemistry and Mathematical Richmond Phillips, Elizabeth Ann Mass Communications Stafford 
Sciences Pignatore, Sandra Maria Psychology Richmond 
Nichols, Everett John *** + Psychology Richmond Pike, Darla Ann * Criminal Justice Hopewell 
Nieves, Chandi Kalisha Edwards Psychology Richmond Pincoffs, Kara Lynn ** • Psychology Richmond 
Nirmalani, Anjali ** • Biology Annandale Pinney, Christopher Hudson + Psychology Richmond 
Noe, Michael Ryan Biology Richmond Plassman, Jeffrey Scott Mathematical Richmond 
Nolan, Christine Marie Kathryn Psychology Midlothian Sciences 
Nuara, Diana Marie Psychology Richmond Poe, Robert Edgar, Ill + Psychology Colonial Heights 
Nunnally, Angela Leatrice + Sociology and Richmond Polhill, Melanie Renee Biology Richmond 
Anthropology Poursharif, Naeem ** • Biology Richmond 
O'Boyle, Louise Patrick * + Psychology Richmond Price, Abril Dawn * + Psychology Richmond 
Oehlsen, Michael Eric Chemistry Richmond Putnam, Lisa Christine + Psychology Glen Allen 
Oertel, Andrea Marie ** • Biology Colonial Heights Rademacher, Michelle Biology Grand Junction, CO 
Ogunseinde, Babajide Afolabi *** Biology Richmond Radvany, Norma Marie + Biology Richmond 
Omojokun, Morayo Olufisayo ** + Biology Charlottesville Raghu, Sonya Rao + Biology Richmond 
Omojokun, Olufisayo Ayodele ** • Computer Chesterfield Raleigh, Charles Jacob + Chemistry Richmond 
Science Rawlings, Rebecca Lynn Psychology Emporia 
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Ray, Melanie + Mass Communications Belmont, MA Shin, Hye Won + Psychology Richmond 
Redd, R. Bryan, Jr. * Mass Communications Mechanicsville Shinn, Michael D. Computer Science Richmond 
Reid, Jill Doyel ** Biology Chester Shouse, Lisa Katherine * + Mass Mechanicsville 
Reilly, Jennifer D.K. Mass Communications Midlothian Communications 
Riaz, Omer Junaid *** • Biology Bluefield Shuart, William John + Science Richmond 
Richardson, Danna Kelly * Psychology Midlothian Sierra, Linda Maureen * + Psychology Richmond 
Richardson, Duane Anthony Chemistry Richmond Siewert, Patrick James Criminal Justice Richmond 
Richardson, James L. Mass Richmond Simms, LaToya Tiwaana + Psychology Richmond 
Communications Sims, Pennie R. Biology Powhatan 
Richardson, Jennifer Lynn + Psychology Richmond Sinclair, Moneta Lavonne Huddleston Petersburg 
Rickman, Judith Marshall Jamerson + Richmond Psychology 
Psychology Sinsabaugh, Nicole Therese + Biology Chesapeake 
Ridout, Jonathan David * + Urban Studies Chester Sisson, Stephanie Lynn + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Ridout, Susan Alexander ** + Biology Richmond Six, Matthew Sean + Mass Communications Newport News 
Ritenour, Melvin Kenney, Jr. + Mass Sumerduck Sizer, Karen M. + Mass Communications Midlothian 
Communications Skatoff, Andrew Morrison Psychology Res/on 
Rivera, Debbie Jean ** Criminal Justice Richmond Small, Ronilee A. Brown + Mass Aylett 
Robinson, Christopher Michael Psychology Martinsville Communications 
Robinson, Kristy Renee Biology Concord Smart, Donna Thomas Psychology Richmond 
Robinson, Maurice Joseph, Jr. + Urban Midlothian Smiley, Mimi L. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Studies Smith, Charteque Yvonne + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Rocker, Jay Bruce, II ** + Computer Science Richmond Smith, Cory Mathew Biology Richmond 
Rogers, Kerry Aileen + Sociology and Richmond Smith, David Patrick + Science Lanexa 
Anthropology Smith, Donald Porter, Jr. * Mathematical Richmond 
Runkle, Jonathan Richard Mass Richmond Sciences 
Communications Smith, Dustin Avery Mass Communications Midlothian 
Russell, John Kenneth, II Mass Richmond Smith, Jeremy Jason ** Mass Woodbridge 
Communications Communications 
Russell, Nichole Michelle Psychology Chester Smith, Katherine Marie Psychology Richmond 
Russett, Jeffrey C. Criminal Justice Richmond Smith, Sarah Elizabeth * Criminal Justice Norfolk 
Sams, Lori Elizabeth Science Richmond Smith, Shauna + Psychology Midlothian 
Samuels, James Conner Criminal Justice Hopewell Smith, Tanya Latricia Criminal Justice and Richmond 
Sandidge, William H. Mathematical Sciences Richmond Psychology 
Schroeder, Kimberly Dawn + Mass Midlothian Smith, William Christopher + Criminal Justice Chesterfield 
Communications Sok, Sileap * Psychology Richmond 
Schumacher, James Wallace, Jr. + Richmond Snyder, Tiffany Ann ** + Mass Wyomissing, PA 
Psychology Communications 
Scian, Mariano Javier ** Biology Chester Sorovacu, Yvonne Emily, ** + Science Faixfax 
Seay, Cynthia Jo * Sociology and Richmond Sosale, Srinivas S. + Biology Richmond 
Anthropology Stafford, Matthew W. + Urban Studies Richmond 
Seay, Daniel Jason * • Biology Hampton Stanley, Angela Renee + Psychology Sands ton 
Sena, Erica Joy * + Chemistry Richmond Starr, Brenda Michelle ** Psychology Richmond 
Setzer-Fulke, Tonya Tauwana Urban Studies Colonial Heights Stavrou, Alexander James + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Shaffer, Brian David ** Mathematical Richmond Steele, Jonathan Wesley + Urban Studies Glen Allen 
Sciences and Psychology Steinbruck, Mary Katherine * Psychology Richmond 
Shah, Nicholas Mahesh *** • Chemistry Richmond Stewart, Mara Ellen * • Biology Richmond 
Sharp, Joseph Nicholas + Mass Richmond Stockton, DeShannon Lajaune + Psychology Richmond 
Communications Stoker, Damon Rush + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Shaver, James Calvin, Jr. ** Biology Richmond Stubbs, Rachel Joy + Chemistry Portsmouth 
Shaw, Susan Jane + Mass Communications Richmond Sturtz, Michael S. Science Richmond 
Sheffield, Jane Louise Criminal Justice Richmond Sutherland, Steven H. Mass Communications Warrenton 
Shelton, Bradley R. Urban Studies Richmond Swamickannu, Arasi * Sociology and Richmond 
Shepard, Starr E. ** • Psychology Meridian, ID Anthropology 
Sherrod, Tarsha LaShay Sociology and Suffolk Tate, Charlotte Sydnor + Mass Richmond 
Anthropology Communications 
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Taylor, Ashley Faye + Science Chesterfield Wernerhjelm, Karl Richard Computer Richmond 
Taylor, Charles Dennis Criminal Justice Richmond Science 
Taylor, Colleen M. ••• Chemistry Hopewell Whanger, Leeann Valda + Psychology Richmond 
Taylor, Dewey Terese ** Mathematical Richmond Wheeler, Aaron Michael Biology Yorktown 
Sciences Wheeler, Kate Noelle Mass Communications Midlothian 
Taylor, Iris W. Criminal Justice Sands ton White, James Wesley Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Taylor, Natasha Shea Biology Richmond White, Jared Richard * Mathematical Richmond 
Teasley, Heidi Nicole Psychology Richmond Sciences 
Tennison, Walter + Computer Science Midlothian White, Julie Ann + Chemistry Richmond 
Testerman, Janelynn Angulo Psychology Richmond White, Patrick Joseph + Mass Mechanicsville 
Thamvanthongkham, Bounsou Rob + Partlow Communications 
Criminal Justice Whitlock, Kimberly Diane + Sociology and Chesterfield 
Thompson, Adia Chinara + Mass Richmond Anthropology 
Communications Whitlock, Miyoshi Gail + Mass South Boston 
Thompson, Benjamin Tyler Mass Richmond Communications 
Communications Wiiki, Maria Annette+ Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Thompson, Darren Lee + Criminal Justice Richmond Wilbraham, Brooke ** • Psychology and Richmond 
Thrash, Sonya Yvette Chemistry Richmond Economics 
Thweatt, Rodney Terrell Psychology Disputanta Wilkerson, Kimberly Farrah Mass Franklin 
Timm, Michael Steven ** • Criminal Justice Spotsylvania Communications 
Tirs, Rebecca + Criminal Justice Richmond Wilkins, Julia Ann + Psychology South Hill 
To, Kin •• Computer Science Richmond Wilkins, Rebecca Kathryn * Psychology Richmond 
Tokhi, Taufique Ahmad * Biology Springfield Williams, Angela J. Mass Communications Mana kin-Sabot 
Tolani, Meenu • •• + Computer Science Richmond Williams, Ann Blair + Sociology and Richmond 
Toler, Angel Kathryn Psychology Petersburg Anthropology 
Toler, Felicia Michelle + Criminal Justice Richmond Williams, Cheryl Diahann Psychology Chester 
Tompkins, Amy Stevens + Economics Richmond Williams, Christopher George Computer Richmond 
Tran, Phuong-Lan Thuy * Biology Newport News Science 
Tran, Thanh Binh Thi ** Chemistry Chantilly Williams, Frenchie Malika + Chemistry Newport News 
Tran, Thuy T. Biology Glen Allen Williams, Joy Dione Sociology and Richmond 
Tran, Tony Tung ** + Biology and Chemistry Richmond Anthropology 
Traylor, Bryan Cummings + Psychology Richmond Williams, Kerry Diane ** • Biology Colonial Heights 
Trice, James L., Ill + Computer Science Richmond Williams, Korin Diane + Psychology Williamstown, NJ 
Trinh, Diem Ngoc Computer Science Richmond Williams, Steven Andrew * Chemistry Richmond 
Tripp, Jennifer Lynn + Computer Science Chesterfield Willis, William Gordon + Psychology Marion 
Truong, Kevin Tu ** Biology Arlington Willoughby, Ross Kenneth + Mass Fredericksburg 
Turpin, J. Tyler Criminal Justice Richmond Communications 
Tyler, Dwayne Lamont Psychology Richmond Wilmer, Kent R. Economics Colonial Heights 
Utton, Amanda Cockerill + Psychology Columbia, SC Wilson, Sheniqua De-Shun + Psychology Virginia Beach 
Vanderherchen, Matthew Barton •• Biology Richmond Wind!, Gerard Richard Computer Science and Richmond 
Vaughan, David Earl + Criminal Justice Victoria Psychology 
Vaughan, Robert Foster + Biology Richmond Winstead, Stephanie Renae Criminal Justice Richmond 
Villegas, Juliette Armamento Psychology Virginia Beach Winters, John Alan, Jr. * Criminal Justice Marion 
Vitek, Chad Patrick Criminal Justice Richmond Wise, Kimberly E. Psychology Fredericksburg 
Wallace, Kassidy Lynn * .,. Psychology Williamsburg Witteman, Julie M. + Psychology Richmond 
Waller, Chevette La-forn Psychology Chester Wolfe, Shannon + Mass Communications Richmond 
Waller, Elizabeth Ann + Science Richmond Woods, Kerry Ryan *** Computer Science Midlothian 
Wampler, David Neil Psychology Lynchburg and Mathematical Sciences 
Ward, Shannon Saunders + Mass Richmond Woods, Melinda Renee ** Biology Richmond 
Communications Yaghmai, Pedram ** Biology Richmond 
Warro, Carol Adenauer + Psychology Colonial Heights Yi, Kwang Hi Mathematical Sciences Colonial Heights 
Weeks, Matthew Eric + Chemistry Chester Yim, Jason Haesung * Chemistry Richmond 
Wells, Carol Lee ** + Sociology and Richmond Yoo, Eun-A * + Biology Woodbridge 
Anthropology Yousuf, Faraaz Ahmad Psychology Springfield 
Wells, Lawanda Lenora Criminal Justice Richmond Yu, David Shinjae Computer Science Chester 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES CERTIFICATE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Allada, Gita R. + 
Canning, David A. 
Li, Jing 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Newton, Robert Bradford + 
Russell , Scot Eugene 
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE 
Anderson, Todd Alan Public Management 
Bellamy, Stacey Michelle Public Management 
Berry, Alice E. + Criminal Justice 
Bryant, Christine L. Public Management 
Carwile, Jeffrey David + Public Management 
Crain, Kim Louise + Environmental Studies 
Fitzgerald, Mary Heather + Public 
Management 
Forrest, Shelley Kimberly Public Management 
Bodiford, Iris Parker + English 
Carillo, David William English 
Carle, Anne Schuhmacher English 
Carter, William Letcher Pannill, Jr. Engl ish 
Cisik, Michelle M. + English 
Donnelly, John Robert History 
Droppleman, Catherine K. English 
Finucane, Kevin Patrick English 
Fyke, Corey Elton + English 
Hamlin, Carmen Leah English 
Harman, William Ernest Sterling + English 
Herrmann, M. Brendan + English 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Chesterfield 
Glen Allen 
Lynchburg 
Ruther Glen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Hendrick, Lisa C. + Public Management 
Knott, Dana Silverthorne + Public 
Management 
Madikiza, Vuyisile + Public Management 
Ries, Irene Eva Criminal Justice 
Sikes, Sharon Cole Public Management 
Welsh, Dennis Raymond Criminal Justice 
Wohnig, Doreen E. Public Management 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Chesterfield Keyes-Rowe, Kristyne E. English 
Richmond Rives, Nancy Jawish + History 
Richmond Ross, Justin Meredith English 
Richmond Schmitz, Virginia Sollars + Engl ish 
Glen Allen Strong, Patricia Reid English 
Richmond Sunseri, Eileen Fiascone + English 
Beaverdam Taylor, Rodney L. History 
Richmond Thrower, Kristin A. History 
Pawcatuck, CT Tinnell, Dawn K. History 
Richmond Walker, Stephen Douglas + History 
Manakin-Sabot Zicafoose, Kimberly Carol Longest English 
Richmond Zitelli , Christopher Eric History 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Manassas 
Chester 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Farmville 
Charlotte Court House 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN CREATIVE WRITING 
Consiglio, Amy Marie 
Dunn, Robin LaNelle 
Dush, Lisa Alexandra 
Long, Nathan Alling 
Breitenbach, Kenneth Roy + 
Cain, William Conrad 
Caras, Charles David + 
Cipolla, Joseph Thomas 
Davis, Sabrina Mignon + 
Graham, Ronald Lee + 
Hallahan, Dorothy Jane + 
Henley, Stacy Naff 
Jennings, William Dewey, Jr. + 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
McCormack, John David, Jr. 
McPherson, Scott Livingstone 
Swenson, Rivka 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Chesterfield Johnson, Cindy Relvonda 
Richmond Lalonde, Casey 
Richmond Lett, Connie Marie + 
Glen Allen Maffei, John Thomas 
Richmond Mahoney, John F. 
Chesterfield Reid, Judith Andrea + 
Midlothian Tharp, W. Geoffrey 
Richmond Williams, Garland W. 
Bumpass 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ladysmith 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Ammory, Raid Saleh + Mathematical Richmond Gilmore, Bradley Hylton Mass Richmond 
Sciences Communications 
Anderson, Timothy Sean Mass Lynchburg Gradek, John Mass Communications Lexington 
Communications Grocholski, Agnes Dominique Mathematical Richmond 
Bates, Stacey Renee Mass Communications Newport News Sciences 
Bell, Charles Andrew + Computer Science Montross Hair, Thomas Lawrence Mass Chesterfield 
Bellamy, Stacey Michelle Mass Chesterfield Communications 
Communications Hall, Jennifer Ann Mass Communications Denver, CO 
Bellows, Alan Scott Biology Mechanicsville Harris, Toni Alifia Stepter Psychology - Richmond 
Berger, Amanda K. Mass Communications Richmond Counseling 
Black, Clayton Corbin Mass Communications Richmond Harroo, Alika Nequai Mass Communications Richmond 
Blackmon, Jaime Hibbard Criminal Justice Chester Haseen, Lulfa + Computer Science Richmond 
Blankenship, Steven Ryan Physics Louisa Hauzaree, Adityaraj Sharma Physics Richmond 
Borgerson, Trigg L. Computer Science Ashland Heilig, John Randall Mass Communications Richmond 
Bradley, David Robins, Sr. + Computer Powhatan Holley, James Reginald, Jr. Mass Highland Springs 
Science Communications 
Brown, Shameka Michelle Mass Far Rockaway, NY Hollister, William L. Mass Communications Bowling Green, OH 
Communications Hoots, Jo Ann Mass Communications Richmond 
Bryant, Derek L. Mass Communications St. Louis, MO Hundley, Charles Campbell, Ill Criminal Richmond 
Bunch, Jill Christine + Mathematical Richmond Justice 
Sciences Jeffers, John Cary Crockett Mass Colorado Springs, CC 
Burkhart, Jonathan David Mass Memphis,TN Communications 
Communications Johnson, Dawn Floi + Psychology - Clinical Richmond 
Butler, Anne Hunter Mass Communications Richmond Johnson, Kimberly Britt Chemistry Mechanicsville 
Camden, Bridget Kirsten Mass Richmond Jordan, Goodrich Hatton Mass Richmond 
Communications Communications 
Chandler, Crystal Dawn Criminal Justice Mesa, AZ Jordan, Howard Eugene, Jr. Mass Richmond 
Coates, Thomas Felix, IV Mass Richmond Communications 
Communications Kedzierski , Wendy Moyer Biology Meadville, PA 
Couch, Charlene Reese + Biology Charles City Kirk, Dinah Jo + Biology Richmond 
Cousin, Hope Jerrussia Mass Richmond Kohler, Nicola Kori + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Communications Kugler, Gerald Jean-Louis Mass Richmond 
Cutler, Thomas C. + Computer Science Lynchburg Communications 
Day, James Michael + Biology Bowling Green Kurtz, William Andrew + Criminal Justice Lake Ridge 
de Socio, Robyn M. Criminal Justice Richmond Lai, Chia-Hung Computer Science Richmond 
DeFord, Suzanne Michelle + Psychology- Richmond Lakey, Walter Meade + Psychology - General Palmyra 
General Lavin, Anita Marie Criminal Justice Richmond 
de Vries, Erik Willem Mass Communications Richmond Lee, Yoon-Hee Jasmine + Mass Mishawaka, IN 
Dickinson, Timothy R. + Criminal Justice Alexandria Communications 
Dietrich, William Robert + Biology Elizabeth, CO LeGrand, Christian Marie Mass Disputanta 
Doczi, Jill Mass Communications Virginia Beach Communications 
Dorer, Hester Louise + Psychology - General Richmond Little, Jan Maria Mass Communications Charlotte, NC 
Dunn, Kendra Lee Mass Communications Goochland Livesay, Virginia Ann Criminal Justice Richmond 
Eddins, Theresa Dawn Sociology Richmond Lopresti, Frank Mass Communications Richmond 
Ettinger, Matthew R. Biology Richmond Lorenti, John Raymond + Computer Science Richmond 
Falls, David Westbrook Biology Mechanicsville Lundberg, Stephen Garrett Mass Monroe, CT 
Fiebke, John Curtis Mass Communications Richmond Communications 
Franklin, Dean Edward + Biology Richmond Marabella, Brian Charles Mass Richmond 
Frazier, Prentice A. Mathematical Sciences Colonial Heights Communications 
Friedrich, Brian George Mass Richmond Martin, Lynn Bloxom, II Biology Mechanicsville 
Communications Mason, Teri Alyssa + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Gaines, June B. + Computer Science Colonial Beach Mcchesney, Matthew Brett Criminal Justice Williamsburg 
Geyer, Christina Lynn Mathematical Sciences Richmond McElligott, Stephen Mass Communications Richmond 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITI ES AND SC IENCES 
McRae, Jeffrey Alan Criminal Justice Richmond Skora, Zorica Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Meinders, Jennifer Anne Mass Richmond Sokol, Rachel Anita + Psychology - Clin ical Richmond 
Communications Song, Honghua Physics Richmond 
Miles, Ashley Downing Mass Communications Chesterfield Soza, Mary Elizabeth Mass Communications Falls Church 
Mindes, Erica J. + Psychology - Counseling Richmond Spear, Michael Roy + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Mirmonsef, Paria Biology Richmond Springfeldt, Adam Mass Communications Stockholm, Sweden 
Morehouse, Christopher Allen .,. Biology Centreville Sullivan, Hugh Joseph .,. Biology New Kent 
Mullet, Elizabeth Kemper Psychology - Richmond Sun, Qiang Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Counseling Sundar, Doraiswamy + Computer Science Richmond 
Munson, Alan Clay + Computer Science Glen Allen Tapscott, Anndelynn + Criminal Justice Montclair 
Narayana, Pushparchana + Computer Science Richmond Thomas, William Gregory Mass Rockville 
Neal, Karen C. + Biology Mechanicsville Communications 
Nguyen, Tuan Anh Computer Science Richmond Thompson, Holly Longstreth Mass Bethesda, MD 
Nuvvala, Prathima Valeti Computer Science Richmond Communications 
Nuvvala, Srinivasa Rao + Computer Science Richmond Tolia, Avani Arun Mass Communications San Jose, CA 
Orrock, John Lee, Ill Biology Fredericksburg Townsend, Cynthia Oswald Psychology - Omaha, NE 
Palle, Aaradhana + Computer Science Mechanicsville Counseling 
Parker, James Durant Mass Communications Richmond Tran, My-Chau Thi + Chemistry Burke 
Patch, Harland Martin + Biology Eubana, IL Ulery, Suzanna Romilla .,. Criminal Justice Richmond 
Pattisall, John James Benjamin Mass Richmond Vann, Donald Anton Mass Communications Suffolk 
Communications Vincent, Harold Jackson Mass Brentwood, TN 
Penn, Suosdey Mass Communications Richmond Communications 
Picard, Jay Victor Mass Communications Kennebunkport, ME Warren, Tracy Anne + Psychology - General Richmond 
Pollard, Anne Marie Criminal Justice Richmond Warren, Tricia Lyn Mass Communications Richmond 
Popielarz, Renee Harrison + Criminal Justice Glen Allen Weigl, Debra Amelia Criminal Justice Richmond 
Portland, Johan H. + Mass Communications Richmond Wells, Wendy Pulley + Chemistry Powhatan 
Pritchard, April Elliott + Sociology Richmond Whitbeck, Jennifer Ann + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Quigley, Sherry Lynn Criminal Justice Richmond Williams, Cyane Dandridge Mass Richmond 
Rosen, Jonathan I. Mass Communications Lido Beach, NY Communications 
Ruest, Peter Michael Mass Communications Martinsburg, WV Wilson, Thema Ayasha Mass Burke 
Sarker, Muhammad Manzur Kadir + Richmond Communications 
Computer Science Winter, Claiborne McDowell Mass Richmond 
Schultz, Summer Lynn Williams + Biology Richmond Communications 
Schwitzerlett, Mark Samuel Mathematical Richmond Woods, James D . . ,. Criminal Justice Stafford 
Sciences Xie, Gaohong G. + Computer Science Richmond 
Scott, Katina Denise Mass Communications Richmond 
MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Bradley, Christopher L. Charlottesville Johnson, Amy Raene Richmond 
Brandt, Frederick R., Jr. + Richmond Kendall , Travis Edward .,. Naples, FL 
Buckley, David Paul Richmond Mangano, Ginamarie Richmond 
Carter, Qiana Marie Baden, PA Mesco, Jennifer Lynn Richmond 
Craver, Gerald Anthony Richmond Meyer, Scott Frederick + Richmond 
Diskul, Disnan + Banakok, Thailand Provo, John Alexander Richmond 
Halloran, Sybil Christman Richmond Santo, Charles A. Mastic, NY 
Slauter, Mark Steven Richmond 
t.~ ,Cum ·Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Cecil B. Drain 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, Amy Christine Clinical Radiation King William Lawson, Kenneth Alto Clinical Radiation 
Sciences Sciences 
Altorfer, Catherine Anne Clinical Laboratory Richmond Lee, Martha Anne ** + Occupational Therapy 
Sciences Lee, Pamela M. * + Occupational Therapy 
Bailey, Georgette Occupational Therapy Richmond Lella, Salah Abidali Clinical Radiation 
Butera, Julie Ann ** + Occupational Therapy Clifton Sciences 
Carson, Tara Lynn Clinical Radiation Sciences Mechanicsville Levinson, Elizabeth Ananda ** + 
Clark, Kimberly Gayle Clinical Radiation Lacrosse Occupational Therapy 
Sciences Lewis, Brandee Elizabeth *** + Occupational 
Clarke, Terrie Renee Clinical Laboratory Glen Allen Therapy 
Sciences Long, Ron Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
Cranford, Melissa Lynne * + Occupational Richmond Lov-Martinez, Kelly Lynn ** + Occupational 
Therapy Therapy 
Creighton, Catherine L. Clinical Radiation Powhatan Lutz, Ginger Mae * + Occupational Therapy 
Sciences Marchand, Lisa K. Hillard * + Occupational 
Crouch, Candice Evelyn Clinical Radiation Richmond Therapy 
Sciences Martin-Howgate, Yvonne Sonia Clinical 
Deputy, Laurie Jean ** + Occupational Richmond Laboratory Sciences 
Therapy Messall, Lola Denise + Occupational Therapy 
Dixon, Wendy Hand ** + Occupational Therapy Richmond Messer, Diane Carol + Occupational Therapy 
Eley, Natasha Monika Clinical Laboratory Zuni Morton, William Chadwick *** + 
Sciences Occupational Therapy 
Ericsson, Ryan Paul * + Occupational Therapy Springfield Mullins, Jeffrey Kevin Clinical Radiation 
Flory, Brenda Jean ***•+Occupational Grottoes Sciences 
Therapy Myles, Elizabeth Grace Clinical Laboratory 
Ford, Denise Michelle Clinical Laboratory Mechanicsville Sciences 
Sciences Nabukodonozzor, Rahel Clinical Laboratory 
Gegen, Carin Lauree *** + Occupational Springfield Sciences 
Therapy Naumowicz, Thomas A. Clinical Radiation 
Grimes, Lori Alison ** + Occupational Therapy Ashton Sciences 
Guthrie, Lori Nicole Clinical Laboratory Richmond Norman, Jennifer Lynn ** + Occupational 
Sciences Therapy 
Hall, Jeffery Michael, Jr. Clinical Laboratory Wytheville Ogg, Lynn Elizabeth Occupational Therapy 
Sciences Pappas, Gregory James Occupational 
Hanbury, Marina Zoe + Occupational Therapy Richmond Therapy 
Harmon, Tara Elaine *** + Occupational Richmond Perry, Angela Kay ** + Occupational Therapy 
Therapy Peters, John Randolph Clinical Radiation 
Harrington, April King ***+Occupational Battery Park Sciences 
Therapy Renvyle, Hillary Claire Clinical Radiation 
Johnson, Christi Marie + Occupational Richmond Sciences 
Therapy Rose, Erin Lynn Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
Johnson, Jason Ray Clinical Laboratory Midlothian Ruzicka, Michele Renee *** + Occupational 
Sciences Therapy 
Judd, Elizabeth Barnett Clinical Laboratory Forest Sattelmaier, Tracey Lynn Clinical Radiation 
Sciences Sciences 
Krinock, Shannon Marie ***+Occupational Bradenville, PA Shaban, Fadia Khaled Clinical Laboratory 
Therapy Sciences 
Richmond 
South Hill 
Los Angeles, CA 
Richmond 
Philadelphia, PA 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Lynchburg 
Norfolk 
Manassas 
Richmond 
Big Stone Gap 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
WestPoint 
Oakton 
Petersburg 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fort Lee 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Shaban, Roueida M. Clinical Laboratory Midlothian Valentine, Lucinda Jean Clinical Radiation Glen Allen 
Sciences Sciences 
Stalley, Andre Wesley + Clinical Laboratory Richmond Vital , Elise Heger ** + Occupational Therapy Richmond 
Sciences Whitmore, Hoyt Archer, Ill Clinical Radiation Midlothian 
Tanner, Amber Lee Clinical Radiation Sciences Richmond Sciences 
Thomas, Ginger Mae * + Occupational Catawissa, PA Whittington, Michelle Lee Staten Chapman Richmond 
Therapy Clinical Radiation Sciences 
Toney, Janet Marie *** + Occupational Newport News Wilberger, Angela Dawn Clinical Radiation Hanover 
Therapy Sciences 
Underwood, Mariah Suzanne ** + Charleston, WV 
Occupational Therapy 
Crockett, Jennifer R. 
Drager, Sharon Gay + 
Fender, Andrea Dawn 
Garner, Rebecca Ellen 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
CERTIFICATE IN AGING STUDIES 
Charlottesville 
Chester 
Richmond 
WestPoint 
Powell, Judith Faith + 
Roberts, Scott Jonathan 
Todd, Amanda + 
Williams, Chandra Estes 
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING 
Fortune, Sharon Matthews 
Lambie, Glenn William 
Morene, Joyce Carol 
Bembry-Thomas, Adriane Denise 
Biggs, Jeremy Hilton 
Butler, Jeffrey Bryan 
Croke, Alison L. 
Geddings, Elizabeth Neal 
Grillo, Sarah Pratt 
Henry, James Marshall, IV 
Holt, Yuille, IV 
Horne, Roger Giovanni + 
Im, Edward Kim 
Johnson, Scott Joseph 
Kelley, Con Allen 
Leleszi, James Francis 
McMillen, David Patrick 
Mechanicsville 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Thomas, Michael Anthony + 
Watts, Avise A. 
MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
Notiolk McNeil, Martha Fisher 
Knoxville, TN Mendez, Matthew Farrell 
Nashville, TN Meyer, David John 
Warren, RI Mihaliak, Marquita E. 
Columbia, SC Nilsen, Matthew Bennion 
Arlington O'Connor, Otis Leslie, Jr. 
Chester Packer, Bradley Smith 
Richmond Pease, Aaron Gregory 
Brooklyn, NY Reilly, Christopher John 
Richmond Sivaslian, Artur K. 
Richmond Stewart, Jane Carmen 
Richmond Vickery, Joanna 
Machipongo Zapotulko, Katrina 
Atlanta, GA 
Manassas 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Temple Hills, MD 
Richmond 
Wilmington, NC 
Concord, NC 
Richmond 
Salt Lake City, UT 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Rockville, MD 
Greenville, NC 
Charlottesville 
Oakland, NJ 
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Abrigo, Patricia Ann Physical Therapy Elyria, OH Keaton, Sonja Carmen Clinical Laboratory Fairfax 
Barber, Hunter Robert + Physical Therapy Knoxville, TN Sciences 
Bartkowski, Michelle L. Physical Therapy M11es City, MT Knight, Laura Lee Physical Therapy Richmond 
Berthe, Jill Michelle • Physical Therapy Eagan, MN Krause, Michael Lee Physical Therapy Richmond 
Blumensen, Eric + Rehabilitation Counseling Vienna Ladd, Courtney Elizabeth Physical Therapy Portsmouth 
Bourret, Kim Ann Physical Therapy Lexington, SC Lee, Peter Sang Clinical Laboratory Sciences Falls Church 
Branham, Melanie Dione Physical Therapy Durham, NC List, Daniel Wallace Physical Therapy Richmond 
Brownstein, Tracy Lynn + Gerontology Richmond Lysaght, Christine Redmon Physical Therapy Richmond 
Bruno, Michele Josette Gerontology Richmond Mauro, Dawn Marie Rita + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Claytor, Roschella Yolanda Physical Therapy Richmond Counseling 
Cornwell, Robert Merrill + Rehabilitation Culpeper McAuley, Talisha Nevette + Rehabilitation Hampton 
Counseling Counseling 
Crishock, Mary Theresa Physical Therapy Washington, DC McKinney, John Alexander Physical Therapy Richmond 
Cuffee, Tamara Evette Physical Therapy Norfolk Melchione, William Edward Physical Therapy Kings Park, NY 
Dilley, James Ralph Physical Therapy Richmond Miller, Sharon Marie Rehabilitation Counseling Fredericksburg 
Dodd, John Claude Physical Therapy Richmond Mora, Joel Alexander, I Rehabilitation Richmond 
Doehla, Kathleen Physical Therapy Richmond Counseling 
Durden, Ann Tucker + Rehabilitation Richmond Murphy, Margaret Mary Gerontology Richmond 
Counseling Nardacci, Jeri A. Rehabilitation Counseling Midlothian 
Eads, Susan Bost Rehabilitation Counseling Manakin-Sabot Neal, H. Scott Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
Elderbaum, Courtney Alicia-Marie Physical Richmond North, Anne Martin Physical Therapy Newport News 
Therapy O'Connor, Margaret Christian + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Englade, Alison Rima + Gerontology Richmond Counseling 
Fauls, Sean Patrick Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond Owens, Sarah Caton Physical Therapy Richmond 
Febo, Manuel Alberto + Clinical Laboratory Springfield Palmer, Daryl Matthew Physical Therapy Sterling 
Sciences Parrish, Carrie Elyzabeth Physical Therapy Virginia Beach 
Fedison, James Wyatt Physical Therapy Appomattox Paulsen, Jill Elizabeth Physical Therapy Richmond 
Fleming, Laura Dominick Physical Therapy Richmond Pezzillo, Sandra Louise Physical Therapy Prince George 
Flick, Elaine Esther Physical Therapy Aurora, CO Phillips, Barry L. + Rehabilitation Counseling Prince George 
Fontaine, Jennifer Sue Physical Therapy Manassas Ramsey, Tonia G. Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
Garland, Christina R. Cole + Rehabilitation Chesterfield Reynolds, Donna Renee Rehabilitation Richmond 
Counseling Counseling 
Gordon, Ann M. Physical Therapy Richmond Rocker, Kathleen Gray + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Gorham, Shaconna Diane Lawrence Richmond Counseling 
Gerontology Rosser, Kristie Anne Rehabilitation Counseling Williamsburg 
Goulding, Haven H., Jr. + Rehabilitation Pittsburgh, PA Sanburn, Nicoletta Jo Physical Therapy Richmond 
Counsel ing Simpson, Ciera Suzanne Hall + Rehabilitation Newport News 
Grossman, Naomi Susanne Physical Therapy Phoenix, AZ Counseling 
Hagberg, Cynthia Huffard Physical Therapy Richmond Smith, Ellen Frances Physical Therapy Richmond 
Han, Diane Marie Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond Spence, Romina Cherelle Physical Therapy Richmond 
Hayman, Joani E. + Rehabilitation Counseling Chesterfield Spencer, Leda C. + Rehabilitation Counseling Midlothian 
Holmstrom, Kimberly Ann + Gerontology Glen Allen Sterbenz, Sonya A. Gerontology Richmond 
Hopkins, Linda L. Pride + Rehabilitation Glen Allen Straub, Carole Lenore Physical Therapy Richmond 
Counseling Stubbs, Joanne Lynne Rehabilitation Fredericksburg 
Hughlett, Jennifer Jo Physical Therapy Mechanicsville Counseling 
Hulen, Holly Gillespie + Physical Therapy Mechanicsville Tanner, Anne Estes Physical Therapy Richmond 
Hurt, John William + Gerontology Richmond Tavolacci, Phillip Joseph + Physical Therapy Yortown Heights, NI 
Hyser, Hilary Brennan • Physical Therapy Midlothian Taylor, Chantal Renee + Gerontology Lynchburg 
Jordan, Julie Ann Physical Therapy Richmond Terry, Brenda Finch + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Jordan, Roy Hilary + Rehabilitation Counseling Petersburg Counseling 
Kannegieter, Carol Anne Chappell Glen Allen Thomas, Karima Lashawn Gerontology Chicago, IL 
Rehabilitation Counseling Tomiak, Julia Ann Physical Therapy Alexandria 
Karpf, Ariane Serena Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum.Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student_; . ·t'!,.~ ,,.,.~··Ba!~ 
VanHellemont, Julie Marie Physical Therapy 
Wall , Tineta L. Rehabilitation Counseling 
Watkins, Stephanie Elaine Physical Therapy 
Wiley, Stephen Christopher Physical Therapy 
Wilks, Matthew Riggs Physical Therapy 
SCHOOL OF ALLI ED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Charlotte, NC 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Willingham, Amy Lynn Physical Therapy 
Wilson, Jennifer Downey Physical Therapy 
Works, Rachel Lee Physical Therapy 
Wright, Luther Leroy, Jr. Clinical Laboratoiy 
Sciences 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
Anderson, Judy Ann + Minneapolis, MN Kalen, Joseph David -:-
Blatchley, James Aubrey + Mechanicsville Kelly, Richard L. + 
Blumberg, Michael Zangwill -:· Richmond Kirkland, Lisa Lee -:-
Butler, Shirley Ann Norris -:- Culpeper Kistler, Olivia Pickard + 
Caudill , Melissa Wolfe + Richmond Kunze, Frank Udo + 
Connor, Elizabeth Ann + Tallahassee, FL McDaniel, James + 
Consedine, Thomas J. + Chester Moyer, Douglas John -:-
Dunn, Leo James -:· Manakin Naughton, Kathleen McCabe -:· 
Fitte, John Mark -:- Virginia Beach Schieken, Richard Merrill -:· 
Goldberg, Marcy Leigh + Falls Church Seitz, Donald George + 
Graboyes, Robert Francis + Richmond Thompson, Shirley Ann Bennett 
Harris, Lawrence Edward + Richmond Vickers, Erin M. Anderson .,. 
Holland, Nancy Wingfield Darden + Galax Wilson , Robin Terrell -:-
Joyner, Laura Eason + Franklin Young, Kathleen Erin + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSE ANESTHESIA 
Bearkland, Mary Catherine + 
Brancato, Maureen Anne -:· 
Brooks, Janis W. + 
Cook, Stacy-Ann Nicole + 
Cordrey, Dornean Rae -:· 
Eaddy, Sandra Jean + 
Edwards, Jodie A. -:· 
Goldsmith, Kyle Joseph + 
Jackson, Laura Kinum + 
Midlothian 
Springfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Greenwood 
Louisville, KY 
Glen Allen 
Kabiri , Ahmad + 
Karst, Gretchen Lynne + 
Masnyk, Dawn-Marie -:· 
Mastrapa, Jorge Luis -:-
Merry, Charles William + 
Oxford, Kim E. -:· 
Reese, Leslie Ann Brown -:· 
Serafin, Amy R. + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Borum, Ellyn Christine + 
Chisholm, Julie lvane + 
Ericsson, Monica Brooke + 
Gerkin, Robert Francis, Ill 
Hulse, James Edward 
Hummel, Michelle Lisa -:-
Mahaffey, Frederick D. + 
McFarland-Smith, Stacey -:· 
Meisel, Jennifer Lyn ·:· 
Morgan, Stephanie Lynne + 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Spnngfield 
Richmond 
Lynchburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Lansdale, PA 
Richmond 
Reidy, Tara Schulz -:-
Samuels, Marc Charles Carlson + 
Smith, Margaret Mary + 
Stowers, Susan Marie ·:· 
Walker, Colette Rush -:· 
Wasilewski , Steven Jude + 
White, Jennifer Carter ·:· 
Woodward , Jennifer Dawn + 
Zimmerman, Rachel L. ·:· 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlotte, NC 
Knoxville, TN 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Belle Haven 
Richmond 
Manchester. CT 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Daytona Beach, FL 
Columbus, OH 
Knoxville, TN 
Damascus. MD 
Vienna 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Frederick, MO 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Garden City, Ml 
Richmond 
Inwood. WV 
Richmond 
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VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Adams, Kimberly Jo Fashion 
Bosquet, Lisa Marian Fashion 
Bynum, Sheronda Marie Fashion 
Chien, Hung-Hsu + Fashion 
Chon, Ung Chol Music 
Christon, Amanda Rae Art History 
Clemens, Tracy Leigh Fashion 
Covaney, Christina Marie Fashion 
Entzminger, Keisha Dawn Fashion 
Ezzeldin, Sharon M. Fashion 
Gianni, Nancy A. + Fashion 
Gibbs, Joel Art Education 
Kim, Eunha Colleen + Fashion 
Kitterlin, Melonie D Music 
Kramer, Anna Lynne + Fashion 
Lunde, Caron Jung Sun Fashion 
Mise, Lakesha Shanee + Fashion 
Ro, Jina + Fashion 
Russell, Melanie Lynn + Art History 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Richard E. Toscan 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Richmond Seawell, Jean Casey + Art History 
Richmond Shaw, Mamie Lee Fashion 
Richmond Sherer, Dawn Nicole + Fashion 
Richmond Skraitz, Susan R. Art History 
Midlothian Smith, Robert Carrington, Ill Music 
Sterling Snidar, Larissa K. + Fashion 
Richmond Spangler, Carrie Austin + Art History 
Virginia Beach Sutherland, Ian Andrew Music 
Richmond Varnier, Michelle L. *** Art History 
Alexandria Vess, David S. * + Art History 
Virginia Beach Wasylewski, Frances Nicole * + Art History 
Richmond Wenninger, Matthew Thomas Arnold + Music 
Richmond White, Tia D. Fashion 
Hampton Whitesides, Mark Gregory * + Music 
Prince George Whitlow, Jacob Wiley Music 
Bluffton, SC Williams, Nikeeia Cheron + Fashion 
Hampton Wing, Rebekah Joy + Music 
Richmond Wischer, Erin Elizabeth * + Fashion 
Richmond Zwicker, Marianne Fortune ** Art History 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Aakesson, John Torstan George Crafts Springfield Bass, Sarah Lillian * Crafts 
and Sculpture Bateman, Jason Matthew Hoisington 
Aakesson, John T. Sculpture Springfield Communication Arts and Design 
Adolf, Amy Lauren Fashion Richmond Bauguss, Andrea Nicole * Communication Arts 
Adrian, Timea E. ** + Communication Arts Richmond and Design 
and Design Beavers, Joseph Paul * + Painting and 
Aguerre, Emilie Marie ** + Dance/ Richmond Printmaking 
Choreography Beccaccio, Christopher Anthony + 
Allison, Robin Maria + Art Education Richmond Communication Arts and Design 
Andrews, Allison P. * Sculpture Richmond Becker, Jeffrey Peter + Communication Arts 
Andy, Kevin Stephen Communication Arts Richmond and Design 
and Design Beneditti, Gregory T. Painting and Printmaking 
Anthony, Ralph P., Jr. Communication Arts Springfield Bennette, Diane M. + Fashion 
and Design Bergstrom, Christopher Alan Communication 
Anzulovic, Maria ** + Crafts Richmond Arts and Design 
Arao, Paolo Brillante ** Painting and Virginia Beach Bersamina, Kristoffer Conrad + 
Printmaking Communication Arts and Design 
Armentrout, Laura Elizabeth ** Interior Design Fredericksburg Bishop, Steven Dale, Jr. + Communication Arts 
Arrington, Damon Wade * Theatre Bedford and Design 
Arthur, Tonda Lee + Crafts Richmond Bittinger, Kirsten Michelle Fashion 
Bair, Adam + Theatre Richmond Blackwell, Matthew F. Crafts 
Banks, Miesha Lashay Painting and Herndon Bogdan, Asechiah Matyas + Painting and 
Printmaking Printmaking 
Barker, Laura Leona Fashion Roanoke Booker, Leslie Nicole Fashion 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
Roanoke 
Chester 
Triangle 
Richmond 
Buchanan 
Fredericksburg 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechancisville 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Spotsylvania 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Toa no 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Centreville 
Richmond 
Springfield 
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Boone, Rafiel + Painting and Printmaking Hampton Daughtry, Elizabeth Jane Theatre Richmond 
Bousquet, Devin Eugene + Painting and Richmond Davis, Emily Carey * + Dance/Choreography Richmond 
Printmaking Davis, Sarah C. + Sculpture Afton 
Bower, Nikeisha + Dance/Choreography Richmond DeCamp, John David + Theatre Vienna 
Bradshaw, Richard Aaron ** + Tappahannock Decker, Angela Diane Art Education Richmond 
Communication Arts and Design Dederscheck, Tina Michelle * + Richmond 
Branch, Gabriel A. Crafts Woodford Communication Arts and Design 
Brodfuehrer, Craig William ** Communication Richmond Delorenzo y Brue, Anthony W. Crafts Reston 
Arts and Design Dersch, Allison Bethany Painting and Alexandria 
Brou, Philip Edmond, Ill *** Painting and Yorktown Printmaking 
Printmaking de Witt, Ann Catherine .,. Art History Richmond 
Bullion, Michael James Painting and Roanoke Dickerson, Robin G. + Fashion Richmond 
Printmaking Dickerson, La 'Shaina E .. ,. Communication Arts Richmond 
Burd, Michelle Hoods Interior Design New York, NY and Design 
Buresh, Tanya Lea Interior Design Vienna Diepold, Sarah Lauren * + Crafts Richmond 
Burns, Linda Jeane * Art Education Richmond Dong, Nelly Fashion Richmond 
Caldwell, Niabi Aguena + Theatre Dayton Devis, Mara ** Communication Arts and Design Exmore 
Carnwath, James Andrew Hopkins Midlothian Draper, Brigham D. Communication Arts and Sterling 
Communication Arts and Design Design 
Carpenter, Dwayne Lee Communication Arts Fredericksburg Duggan, Jennifer Mary * Painting and Fairfax 
and Design Printmaking 
Casado, Susana Marfa + Sculpture Staunton Duignan, Jason Michael * + Communication Virginia Beach 
Causa, Jill E. * Dance/Choreography Richmond Arts and Design 
Ceci, Jassen Allen + Art Education Woodbridge Dunlap, Rebecca Nechama Painting and Res ton 
Cecka, Natalie Jayne + Art Education and Richmond Printmaking 
Crafts Dunnaville, Brian Keith Communication Arts Lynchburg 
Chace, Stacy Ann + Fashion Richmond and Design 
Chao, Jane *** Communication Arts and Centreville Durso, Daniel Painting and Printmaking Springfield 
Design Edmundson, Laura Jean * .,. Art Education Richmond 
Cho, Hea-Ran ** Communication Arts and Fairfax Etto, Michael Edward **.,.Crafts Midlothian 
Design Evans, Stephanie Marie + Communication Arts Mechanicsville 
Christian, Melanie Ann + Painting and Richmond and Design 
Printmaking Ewing, Adam J. + Communication Arts and Midlothian 
Chvilyova, Olga ** Communication Arts and Richmond Design 
Design Farmer, Christopher Jon Communication Arts Colonial Heights 
Clark, Jamie Lynne * Painting and Printmaking Richmond and Design 
Clifton, Mark Stephen, II * Communication Arts Woodbridge Farrow, Brenda Michelle Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design and Design 
Coates, Jason McKrindey Communication Arts Richmond Faucheux, Kevin M. + Painting and Printmaking Reston 
and Design i;'.elloA, Bacoaby l ~11atie & ~ u 51 Alexandria 
Collins, Andrew Peter Eldridge + Sculpture Richmond Ferguson, Jennifer S. Communication Arts Richmond 
Connole, Craig Edward * Theatre Farmington. CT and Design 
Geek, JellA J. n1eatre Education AL>q cJ5 1 Disputanta Ford, Kendra Syleeta Communication Arts Glen Allen 
Cox, Brian D. Art History Colonial Heights and Design 
Craddock, Daniel Grayson * Communication Richmond Fowler, Shannon Carol ** + Dance/ Richmond 
Arts and Design Choreography 
Crisman, Elizabeth Anne + Crafts Richmond Fucci, Mark Joseph * Crafts Richmond 
Crump, Reginald E. + Dance and Williamsburg Fullerton, Travis James * Communication Arts Stafford 
Choreography and Design 
Cullum, Blanquita Etelvina Theatre Alexandria Funn, Carlos L .. ,. Dance/Choreography Mechanicsville 
Cunningham, Kevin A. + Fashion Hopewell Fussell, Jarrett Hyre Communication Arts Springfield 
Cutillo, Susan DeBlasio *** Communication Richmond and Design 
Arts and Design Gabor, Keith M. + Crafts Richmond 
Dancey, Elias Charles ** Communication Arts Blacksburg Gardner, Joyce Marie + Crafts Roanoke 
and Design 
E 9e:1\9ude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Gibbs, Brian Curt Communication Arts and Dahlgren 
Design 
Gilliam, Ryan Andrew Painting and Richmond 
Printmaking 
Gillispie, Sasha Rebecca ** Communication Richmond 
Arts and Design 
Glyer, Megan Elizabeth Kincaid ** Woodbridge 
Communication Arts and Design 
Gomez, Steven Joseph * + Communication Richmond 
Arts and Design 
Gonzalez, Vicente Arturo Theatre Prince George 
Graves, Elizabeth A. + Sculpture Orange 
Gray, Raymond Joseph, Jr. Communication Chesapeake 
Arts and Design 
Greenwood, Shelagh M. F. *** • Painting and Richmond 
Printmaking 
Griffin, Holt Whitehill Crafts Charlottesville 
Gueriera, David C. Theatre Manassas 
Hamdan, Debra Lynn ** Art History and Crafts Midlothian 
Hamilton, Geoffrey Stephen Communication Midlothian 
Arts and Design 
Hamlett, James Ryland, Jr. + Communication Victoria 
Arts and Design 
Han, Sang J. Sculpture Richmond 
Hannan, Paul Donovan * + Communication Res ton 
Arts and Design 
Hardy, Kelly Ann * + Crafts Richmond 
Harmon, Charles Thomas Communication Arts Virginia Beach 
and Design 
Harmon, Grace Harris Dance/Choreography Arlington 
Harris, Andrew Ryan Communication Arts Chesapeake 
and Design 
Harris, Hope M. * + Dance/Choreography Richmond 
Haverkamp!, Georgia J. *+Communication Richmond 
Arts and Design 
Haynes, Megan Foristel Painting and Virginia Beach 
Printmaking 
Head, Sharon Jennifer Communication Arts Vienna 
and Design 
Heifetz, Sara Josyane * Theatre Glen Allen 
Hellems, Kimberly Joyce ** Fashion Warrenton 
Henderson, William Rhett * Communication Richmond 
Arts and Design 
Higgason, Robin Lorraine + Communication Aylett 
Arts and Design 
Hitzeman, Ezra M. ** + Crafts Richmond 
Hodge, Wayne C., Jr. * + Sculpture Suffolk 
Holsinger, Diana Still + Art Education Richmond 
Huddleston, Robert J., Jr. + Painting Richmond 
and Printmaking 
Huff, Angie Rae ** Communication Arts Culpeper 
and Design 
HINKLE, ~L.-l~t:..~E:."'T"\4. 
~OST '99 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude 
Hundley, Sterling C. + Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Hunter, Janelle Patrice Fashion Richmond 
Hunter, Keisha Janel Fashion Portsmouth 
Hutchings, Suzanne Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Jackson, Sebastian L., Jr. * Art Education Columbia 
and Sculpture 
Jacobs, Jennifer Kristin Fashion Portsmouth 
Jansen, Leslie A. * + Art Education King George 
Jarrell, Gloria Nicholson Art Education Richmond 
Jessen, Meredith Blair * Interior Design Richmond 
Jetton, David W. + Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
Johnson, Sarah Burnett * Fashion Richmond 
Jones, Jason Edwards Crafts Lynchburg 
Karlsson, Mona L. * Crafts Richmond 
Karpicus, Sarah E. ** Theatre Fairfax 
Kasonik, Abby C. ** + Sculpture Charlottesville 
Keller, Cari Ann + Theatre Richmond 
Kim, Cindy Bhum-Jin Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Kim, Eunice Sunhwa Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Kim, Hee-Jung + Fashion Richmond 
Kim, James K. Painting and Printmaking Annandale 
Kim, Min-Kyung * Fashion Richmond 
Kim, Micky Minki Communication Arts and Springfield 
Design 
King, Tammy L. Art Education Chesterfield 
Kloiber, Gregory Allen + Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Kopalchick, Margaret Wiley + Art Education Richmond 
Kopp, Christine Elaine + Fashion Sterling 
Koren, Teresa Ann Communication Arts and Midlothian 
Design 
Krueger, Michael W. + Painting and Hampton 
Printmaking 
Kyhlstedt, Gabrielle + Painting and Richmond 
Printmaking 
Labrador, Karen M. + Theatre Richmond 
Lagios, Melina Jean ** Crafts Richmond 
Laine, Crawley Allen, IV * Painting and Newport News 
Printmaking 
LaRose, Ste. Jeunne Noel ** Theatre Stafford 
Lathrop, Amanda Louise + Crafts Gloucester 
Lattimore, Michele Alvina Fashion Richmond 
Layman, Allison Brook Communication Arts Powhatan 
and Design 
Layman, Benjamin Andrew * + Richmond 
Communication Arts and Design 
Leary, Kathleen Mary Theatre Richmond 
Lee, Michael/Chun-Wai * Communication Arts Glen Allen 
and Design 
Lee, Lawrance W. Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
• University Honors Student ·.+o:iir.."llffi~'riM:rro~~ . l ·~ 
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Lee, Seung Hee Communication Arts Annandale Nealon, Ryan Patrick .,. Painting and Hampton 
and Design Printmaking 
Lee, Seung Yeon Communication Arts Richmond Nelson, Aurealia N. Art History Richmond 
and Design New, Lee Paul + Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
Lemons, Crystal Marie + Sculpture Richmond Nguyen, Ly Communication Arts and Design Richmond 
Libey, Christopher George Painting and Blacksburg Niewiadomski, Stacey Marie ** Woodbridge 
Printmaking Communication Arts and Design 
Lindelof, Melanie Anne + Crafts Toa no Nolan, David Patrick + Communication Arts Newport News 
Lofgreen, Jennifer Irene * Dance/ Richmond and Design 
Choreography Nowlan, Ryan Patrick Theatre Richmond 
Logan, Talliaferro Sculpture Richmond Nugent, Aaron James Communication Arts and Fairfax 
Lovelace, David Koyadeh M'Wambe Virginia Beach Design 
Communication Arts and Design O'Connor, Kathryn Crafts Churchvllie 
Majette, Venita LaTanya + Fashion Portsmouth Obias, Patricia Ann * + Dance/Choreography Herndon 
Maron, Kelly Blair * + Art Education Richmond Ogg, Kristy Boswell * Communication Arts West Point 
Martin, Bobby Cole, Jr. Communication Arts Tabb and Design 
and Design Ojala, Cupid Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
Martin, Hebron Shayne Communication Arts Richmond Oliver, Nanci Katherine + Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design and Design 
Mason, Thomas Joseph Communication Arts Sands/on Orsinger, Joseph Steven + Communication Spnngfield 
and Design Arts and Design 
McArdle, Kaely Theatre Richmond Osiol, Anthony Gerome Painting and Manassas 
Mccuiston, Daryl F., II Communication Arts Richmond Printmaking 
and Design Owens, Tanya Bituin + Communication Arts Arlington 
McGee, Susan Patricia Communication Arts Richmond and Design 
and Design Packett, Genevieve Livingstone * Art Richmond 
McGurk, Jennifer Kaye Fashion Fairfax Education 
Mcinturff, Donald Tyler Communication Arts Woodbridge Paczkowski, Christina Marie Theatre Glen Allen 
and Design Page, Spencer R. Communication Arts Ruther Glen 
McKenney, Philip Logwood, Jr. * Montross and Design 
Communication Arts and Design Painter, Chad Edward Communication Arts Richmond 
Meggs, Elizabeth Wilson *** Communication Richmond and Design 
Arts and Design Pang, Pei-Chi Interior Design Richmond 
Mereness, Melissa Beth + Communication Alexandria Parker, Marisa Lee Communication Arts Richmond 
Arts and Design and Design 
Meyer, Kyle Hunter * + Art Education Midlothian Parra, Luis Valentino * + Communication Arts Falls Church 
Mickle, Kira * Theatre Falls Church and Design 
Miller, Catherine Louise * Communication Virginia Beach Parra, Michael Thomas * + Painting and Hampton 
Arts and Design Printmaking 
Miller, Tasha Nicole ** Theatre Education Midlothian Payne, Charlotte Elizabeth Art Education Richmond 
Moon, Helen K. Dance/Choreography Virginia Beach Pevsner, Abigail Frances Bishop * + Interior Richmond 
Moore, Jennifer Suzanne * + Interior Design Richmond Design 
Morgan, Molly Ann Art Education Newpoint Pham, Khuyen Bao Fashion Richmond 
Morris, Elizabeth Helen ** + Painting Richmond Pham, Phuong-Thuy + Communication Arts Richmond 
and Printmaking and Design 
Mosko, William M. Communication Arts Manassas Phillips, Benjamin Reid ** Communication Lanexa 
and Design Arts and Design 
._ Mrn:190, loi:iette Ei. Theatre Education Richmond Planz, Amy Lynn + Fashion Mechanicsville 
Murmer, Stephen Daniel + Art Education Richmond Plavnieks, Jenni Elizabeth * Communication Stephens City 
Muse, James Robert + Painting and Richmond Arts and Design 
Printmaking Powell, Joshua David Communication Arts Blacksburg 
Myers, Jason W. + Painting and Printmaking Richmond and Design 
Nameth, Pamela Rexlene ** + Dance/ Richmond Prak, Wathana Mao Communication Arts Richmond 
Choreography and Design 
Neale, Matthew J. Theatre Education Richmond Rademaekers, Corey Douglas * Sculpture Richmond 
~t~ta~-~e ~*{ Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
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Ramsey, Sara €1izabeth ** Communication Arts Mechanicsville 
and Design 
Ray, Cheryl Ann + Theatre 
Redman, Amy Lorraine * Interior Design 
Render, Tamara M. *+ Dance/Choreography 
Roberts, Whitney Elisabeth ** + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Chester 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Rochelle, Lauri Ann Art Education Petersburg 
Rodriguez, Daniel Alfredo Communication Arts Richmond 
and Design 
Roman, Matthew Kelly Dance/Choreography 
Rosen, Melissa Q. * + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Roth, George William + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Russek, Michael Joesph Sculpture 
Ryan, Justin T. Sculpture 
Sadoski, James Gilmore * Sculpture 
Sawyer, Rebecca Lynn ** Crafts 
Scheer, Alexandra W. * + Dance/Choreography 
Scott, Amanda Merritt *Crafts 
Seith, Hannah Morgan Dance/Choreography 
Serio, Sean Vincent * Communication Arts 
and Design 
Sharp, David Allen * Communication Arts 
and Design 
Shea, Regina Marie * + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Springfield 
Glen Allen 
Hampton 
Sandy Spring, MO 
Crofton, MO 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Shields, Heather Lyn + Fashion Richmond 
Sims, Christopher Steven Communication Arts Glen Allen 
and Design 
Singer, Deborah Jean Painting and Printmaking Midlothian 
Smialek, Jerome Timothy Painting and 
Printmaking 
Smith, Amanda Cleary + Crafts 
Smith, Andrew McNaull * Painting and 
Printmaking 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Smith, Brian Eugene * Communication Arts and Norfolk 
Design 
Smith, Kelley Lynn * Dance/Choreography 
Smith, Tanya May Communication Arts 
and Design 
Snyder, Jamie Danielle + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Midlothian 
Hopewell 
Oisputanta 
Speer, Martin Fuller + Communication Arts and Mineral 
Design 
Spencer, Staci Lanelle Communication Arts and Gloucester 
Design 
St. Clair-Hughes, Terricinia Vaughnette + 
Interior Design 
Stanley, Charlena Denise Fashion 
Stay, Rachel Tone Art Education 
Steinbrugge, Valerie Alice ** Dance/ 
Choreograpy 
Stepp, Eric W. Sculpture 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
McLean 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Stoen, Diana Alisandra * + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Stone, Benjamin A. Theatre 
Strickland, Sheila M. Art Education 
Sublett, Elizabeth Ann * + Interior Design 
Sullivan, Joan Michelle + Art History 
Summers, Jason L. + Interior Design 
Swanson, Kristen Koch ** + Crafts 
Swartzbaugh, Adrian Michael + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Thers, Beverly C.** + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Throckmorton, Melissa L. Art Education 
Tillage, Troy Shay + Painting and Printmaking 
Tilley, David Bradley Communication Arts 
and Design 
Tooley, Wade Lee Communication Arts 
and Design 
Trinh, Eileen Thien-Huong Fashion 
Trucco, Manuel Eduardo + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Tsuzuki, Yumi ** Interior Design 
Turko, Jaime Lynn * Theatre 
Tyler, Dwayne Lamont Communication Arts 
and Design 
Van Dame, Michelle Lynn ** +Art Education 
Vivier, Shannon Childress ** Interior Design 
Waller, Kristina Elizabeth + Crafts 
Walsh, Colin Patrick * + Crafts 
Washington, Hope Michelle Easter 
Communication Arts and Design 
Weaver, Brian Todd + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Webb, Yumeca Suron Fashion 
Weintz, Aimee Littlewood * Crafts 
White, Jeffery James + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Wiesner, Wendy Marie * + Crafts 
Williams, Charles B. + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Williams, Meredith Megan ** Interior Design 
Williams, Todd Jason + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Wills, Jeffrey Allen ** Theatre 
Wimmer, Alison Ann *** + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Wine, Matthew C. + Sculpture 
Winkey, Maya S. Dance/Choreography 
Wiseman, Teresa Leigh Fashion 
Wright, Jeffry G. Sculpture 
Young, Andrew T. + Theatre 
Young, Keith R. ** Painting and Printmaking 
Zimdars, Margaret Godbold + Interior Design 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Burke 
Richmond 
Arlington 
Yorktown 
Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville 
Gloucester Point 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Rest on 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Severna Park, MO 
Richmond 
Waldorf, MO 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Burke 
Check 
Richmond 
Gordonsville 
Penhook 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Allen, Jennifer Irene * Music-Education Hanover Kolm, Jonathan David ** Music-Performance 
Ashby, Steven James * Music-Performance Charlottesville Kreider, Margaret Kristen Music-Performance 
Black, Susan Marie + Music-Education Fairfax Leonard, Donald Jeffrey * + Music-Education 
Bolas, Steven Sean Music-Education Stafford Lumsden, Rachel Lee * Music-Performance 
Cofie, Josephine Lillian Naa-Awaa + Music- Reston Madayag, JoAnne Aquino Music-Education 
Education Mccrumb, Ariel Elizabeth Music-Education 
Dimalanta, Charlene Ebora Music- Richmond Palya, Sarah Ann Little Music-Education 
Performance Queen, Karen Haywood * + Music-Education 
Etter, Troy Logan *** • Music-Performance Richmond Rosser, William Rodney, Jr. Music-
Farmer, James B. Music-Performance Richmond Performance 
Gordon, Jesse James ** + Music-Education Richmond Scott, Jason B. + Music-Education 
Gryder, Heather Dawn +Music-Education Richmond Stine, Richard Thomas * Music-Education 
Horrocks, Jonathan Beresford + Music- Reston Stocker, David Bruce + Music-Performance 
Composition Tuck, R. Nat, Jr . .... + Music-Education 
Kim, Peter H. Music-Performance Glen Allen 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY 
Brennan, Kathryn M. Richmond Maatta, Jennifer Lee 
Burruss, Susan Langhorne Williamsburg Morris-Wishart, Marni Lee 
Delmas-Glass, Emmanuelle M.-H. Richmond Russell, Adrienne Leigh 
Dobyns, Rebecca M .. Richmond Schnabel, Eleanor Humphreys 
Gales, Melinda Dawn Richmond Skinner, Glenda Dilburn 
Hand, Dana Lyn Richmond Stump, April Lynn 
Levit, Hel6ise Bertman + Richmond Wilbanks, Korene Greta Olson 
MASTER OF ART EDUCATION 
Aton, Donnie Jaire Germantown, MD Ohlson, Debby June + 
Behre, Gretchen Vail Richmond O'Hara, Dee Anne + 
Clary, Doris A + WestPoint Pleasants, Madeline Estelle 
Copperthite, Cynthia Moneta Virginia Beach Pulley, LeeAnne 0. 
Griese, Vivian Soderstrom Hampton Thompson, Pamela Elizabeth + 
Matula, Leanne A. + Richmond Weyant, Gail Charlotte 
Meeker, Tammy M. + Res ton 
Richmond 
Sterling 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Shaws ville 
Ashland 
Williamsburg 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Demopolis, AL 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
West Point 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Chantilly 
Alexander, David Painting and Printmaking 
Bender-Renaldi, Susan Design-Interior 
Environment 
Berkowitz, Susan Colleen Design-
Photography/Film 
Chan, Tommy Kah Hoo Design-Photography/ 
Film 
Donovan, Tara Sculpture 
Duncan, Mark Lindsay Theatre-Acting 
Fiddler, Bill J. Painting and Printmaking 
Gautreau, Giselle Claudette Painting and 
Printmaking 
Guattery, Muriel A. Theatre-Acting 
Hennessy, Kristen Eileen Design-
Photography/Film 
Hugill, Carol Golemboski Design-
Photography/ Film 
Hunnewell, Michael William Painting and 
Printmaking 
Hiller, Elizabeth Lee + Design-Visual 
Communications 
Hughes, Kristin+ Design-Visual 
Communications 
Joiner, Douglas E. + Theatre-Directing 
Jung, David G. Painting and Printmaking 
Chon, Soyoung + Music-Performance 
Husak, James Joseph Music-Performance 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Free Union Junker, Christian S. Design-Photography/Film 
Richmond Koerner, Kori + Theatre-Directing 
Lester, Alvin Duval Design-Photography/Film 
Richmond Martin, Peter Stockwell Design-Visual 
Communications 
Richmond Matthews, Robert Hammitt, Jr. Painting and 
Printmaking 
Richmond Mori, Betty Jane Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond Pace, Audrey Joy Theatre-Directing 
Tulsa, OK Powers, Edward J. + Theatre-Acting 
Richmond Rendine, Renee Danielle Sculpture 
Sakai, Jennifer Jacqueline Design-
Richmond Photography/Film 
Richmond Sennett, David E. Theatre-Acting 
Shmerler, Deborah Lee + Design-Visual 
Richmond Communications 
Stuckgold, Debra A. Painting and Printmaking 
Miami, FL Taggart, Christopher A. Sculpture 
Tekin, Orhan Sculpture 
Springfield Theff'las, Eri" Elizabeth Theatre Education 
Watson, Jamantha Williams + Theatre 
Richmond Education 
Wedderspoon, Craig Robert Sculpture 
Richmond Wilhelm, Andrew C. Sculpture 
Rochester, NY 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Russell, Joelle Janice Griffin Music-
Composition 
Yohe, David E. Music-Education 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna·Cum L'aude · *** Summa Gorn Lauqe < . ~.oJ~ii[~.i'ft8~!1.(gtJ§~t~ . 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Clarion, PA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
San Francisco, CA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
VI RGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Acting Dean E. G. Miller 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accashian, Russell Brian Information Systems Midlothian Butler, Alton Meade, Jr. * .,. Human Resources 
Acree, David Christopher + Accounting Richmond MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Acree, Jennifer Jean **+Accounting Richmond Cannon, Mia Nicole .,. Marketing 
Adegbite, Afusat Adejoke A. + Marketing Richmond Capilla, Ricardo * Marketing 
Adugna, Beza + Information Systems Richmond Caramucci, Anthony Thomas .,. Marketing 
Ahmed, Amina B. Production/Operations Richmond Carmack, Jason Scott Finance 
Management Carneal, Michelle L. Management 
Ahmed, Fakhrul .,. Information Systems Springfield Carter William I., Jr. Finance 
AI-Mualem, Arif Yousuf + Information Systems Richmond Casey, Stephanie M. Accounting 
Alderman, Justin Thomas * Marketing Richmond Cathers, Ronald Edward + Marketing 
Allen, Jennifer Maurine * Accounting Midlothian Champagne, Derick Oscar * Finance 
Allison, Timothy Dale + Real Estate and Urban Richmond Chestnut, Kelly Dale Business Administration 
Land Development Chieu, Kim Hong Management and Marketing 
Anderson, Theresa Chestnut + Accounting Midlothian Chiu, Yu Kei *** Accounting 
Andresen, Derek Thomas Management Richmond Christian, Thomas Harold, Jr .. ,. Marketing 
Antoniuk, Jeremy S. * Marketing Austin, TX Chung, Jin Kyu * Information Systems 
Arnold, Tommye C. + Business Administration Ruckersville Cole, Jennifer Darlene .,. Economics 
Aulino, Charles M. ** .,. Finance Richmond Cole, Ryan P. Information Systems 
Austin, Christina Marie + Finance Newport News Commander, William 0., Jr* + Information 
Bailey, Kimberly B. Finance Manquin Systems 
Bailey, Robert Bruce * + Business Richmond Condon, Richard Walter + Management 
Administration Connelly, Kristina M .. ,. Management 
Baker, Rhonda Parker + Accounting Louisa Cooke, Steven Frederick + Finance 
Barkley, Brian Scott Management Hampton Copeland, Angel O'Rourke Coltrain * + 
Baronian, Ara Panos Marketing Richmond Business Administration 
Batt, Jeffrey E. + Finance Richmond Costa, Christopher Anthony .,. Business 
Bawa, Yuvi Singh + Information Systems Richmond Administration and Finance 
Beane, Amy Teresa Finance Richmond Coward, Marsha Gail Business Administration 
Beaver, Douglas Paul + Human Resources Chesterfield and Management 
MgmVlndustrial Relations Cox, Jason Michael Accounting 
Bednar, Christine Marie Marketing Midlothian Coyner, William Parnell + Accounting and 
Bell, Jessica Denise ** Accounting Richmond Economics 
Bensen, Eric Michael + Management Midlothian Crider, Richard Douglas Management 
Bianchetta, Julia Ann + Human Resources Springfield Cridlin, Chiles E., Jr. + Business Administration 
MgmVlndustrial Relations Criss, Marcy Watters Business Administration 
Billings, Timothy Andrew + Marketing Richmond Cruickshank, Evelyn Carter + Business 
Bishop, Jason Vincent Information Systems Richmond Administration 
Bishop, Stephen Melton Information Systems Richmond Cullinan, Jennifer Sue .,. Accounting 
Bizzell, Joseph Swecker .,. Accounting Richmond Cunningham, Iesha Talonda Information 
Blaha, Amy Rebecca ** Finance Colonial Heights Systems 
Branch, Rosemary Fritz * Business Chester Dailey, Keenan Alexander Information 
Administration and Management Systems 
Bridger, M. Randall Business Administration Richmond Dam, Tuan Anh .,. Information Systems 
Brown, James H., Jr. + Business Administration Richmond Daniel, Charles Lee Information Systems 
Burgess, Charlotte Amanda * Marketing Midlothian Daniel, Woinam .,. Information Systems 
Burkett, Mary Rebecca Accounting Chesterfield Dankos, Darlene Tinsley **.,.Accounting 
Burton, David Myers + Information Systems Glen Allen Davis, Cantrice Bedford + Business 
Administration 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Midlothian 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Newport News 
Quinton 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Virgima Beach 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Louisa 
Richmond 
Saxe 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
IJ;i l!m Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Decker, Anna Marie * Finance Yorktown Harrell, Tommie Lee * Business Administration Chesterfield 
Degol, Meron Information Systems Richmond Harris, Andrew Thomas, Ill Information Systems Mechanicsville 
Desai, Krishna Naresh + Human Resources Richmond Harris, Brian Keith + Information Systems Richmond 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations Harris, Cheryl Carter * Accounting Chesterfield 
Dicola, Anthony E Information Systems Richmond Harris, Tosha J. Business Administration Richmond 
Dilday, Amy Elizabeth + Business Hopewell Hassan, Omar Sherif + Information Systems McLean 
Administration Hayes, Joy Yvette * Management Brookneal 
Do, Tammie Information Systems Falls Church Heisler, Danielle Rose Management Richmond 
Duke, Kathryn L. * + Management Midlothian Hendrickson, Gary S. Safety and Risk Richmond 
Duncan, Ann Aldrich Information Systems Richmond Administration 
Dunn, Aaron Michael + Information Systems Mechanicsville Hensley, Mary Catherine + Business Richmond 
Duong, Nguyen Bach i.n (B) Management Richmond Administration 
Edel, Florent P. + Business Administration Richmond Hitchcock, Melanie Elizabeth + Management Providence Forge 
Edicola, Thomas F. Business Administration Richmond Hodges, Darnell Lee ** Business Administration Sandy Hook 
Edwards, Todd Warrenton Information Systems Richmond Hodges, Tammy Y. ** + Accounting Chesterfield 
Emery, Eliza L. ** Information Systems Richmond Hoelscher, Amy Elizabeth + Marketing Midlothian 
Epps, Towanda Brooks Information Systems Richmond Holmes, Maureen Patricia ** + Human Richmond 
Eskridge, Matthew Merrill Management Colonial Heights Resources Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Eure, Kimberly Susan + Management Richmond Hoover, Sarah Lynn Real Estate and Urban Prince George 
Evans, Elsa Volante + Finance Richmond Land Development 
Fearnow, Brady Gene + Information Systems Richmond Hopkins, John Russell, Jr. Marketing Richmond 
Feggins, Comaneci Henrika + Marketing South Hill Horton, Sheri L. + Accounting Prince George 
Ferguson, Terry Garland, Jr. + Finance Mechanicsville Hrabak, Thomas Joseph Marketing Richmond 
Fisher, Robert Wade Marketing Newport News Hughes, Nathan Vincent + Finance Richmond 
Fletcher, Jeremiah Keith + Information Systems Richmond Ingraham, Thomas Philip Business Richmond 
Foley, Judith Peck **+ Information Systems Chester Administration 
Freeman, Daniel Winthrop Information Systems Richmond Jackson, Debra S. ** + Business Administration Richmond 
Fuentes-Roberts, Bonnie Grace Marketing Richmond Jackson, Lisa Diana + Accounting Midlothian 
Fuller, Shimeka Nichelle Business Norfolk James, Tyson Tyler + Information Systems Richmond 
Administration Jenkins, Kenneth Scott + Information Systems Glen Allen 
Furbert, Peter James + Information Systems Richmond Jenkins, Ryland S. + Business Administration Richmond 
Furlong, Wendi Carissa Marketing Richmond Jennette, Ashton Marie * + Economics Richmond 
Garris, Angela Hembrick Finance Chesterfield Jett, Anthony Stuart + Information Systems Aylett 
Gebre, Mekonnen Embaye ** + Business Richmond Jin, Min *+ Information Systems Richmond 
Administration Johnson, Amy Kathleen Information Systems Colonial Heights 
Gillis, Andre Marcel Jordan + Marketing Richmond Johnson, Thomas Allen + Business Chesterfield 
Goeltz, Travis Matthew + Information Systems Chesterfield Administration 
and Accounting Jurczyk, Constance F. ** + Information Systems Glen Allen 
Gollakota, Murty S. ** • Marketing Chester Jurina, Laura B. + Accounting San Francisco, CA 
Goodman, Jason Daniel Accounting Richmond Justus, Kristopher D. Information Systems Aylett 
Gray, Evelyn F. Management Richmond Kalafatis, Christopher Paul * + Accounting Richmond 
Gray, Gayle E. + Business Administration Richmond Kallar, Navjot Singh Information Systems Richmond 
Greenday, Cheryl Lynne * Accounting Mechanicsville Kamalapuri, Ramani + Information Systems Richmond 
Griles, Timothy Steven + Business Richmond Kamin, Christine J. + Management Richmond 
Administration and Management Kennedy, Stacy Heather + Information Systems Montpelier 
Grinnell, Andrew Dennison Accounting Chesterfield Kim, Roderick B. Information Systems Richmond 
Grubich, lsin Cinar + Finance Richmond King, Earnest + Real Estate and Urban Land Crewe 
Guzman, Samuel Martin, Jr. * Accounting Midlothian Development 
Hairston, Chris Renee Marketing Charles City King, Tony V. + Business Administration Center Cross 
Hale, Robert T. + Marketing Richmond Knight, Justin Paul + Finance Richmond 
Hall, Rodney David + Marketing Richmond Kunze, John Kevin Finance Richmond 
Hall, W. Keith + Finance Chesterfield Lam, John Huiming + Accounting Richmond 
Hamlin, Vikki Ann + Accounting Chesterfield Lamb, Meaghan Elizabeth + Marketing Richmond 
Hampton, Tonia Rochelle Information Systems Richmond Langston, Reid Edward + Marketing Richmond 
Hanna, Rhonda Shay + Accounting Richmond Lawrence, Keith B. Marketing Richmond 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Le, Phuong Duyen Ha Information Systems Glen Allen Morefield, Laura Marie ** + Finance Richmond 
Leary, Robert Broughton, Ill Economics Portsmouth Morgan, Joseph Michael, Jr. Business Richmond 
Lee, Hyon Ku + Information Systems Richmond Administration 
Lehman, Myra G. Accounting Quinton Morris, Natasha Lavonda Business Richmond 
Lewis, Christopher Scott + Economics and Crewe Administration 
Finance Morris, Timothy Alan + Business Administration Richmond 
Lima, Richard T. Marketing Richmond Morton, John Henry, Ill + Marketing Richmond 
Lindsey, Joshua Everett Information Systems Richmond Murray, Julie Stuart Finance Reston 
Little, Danielle Gwen + Accounting Richmond Neblett, Jacquelyn Kristin + Information Richmond 
Lockhart, Carmen Leigh + Finance Richmond Systems 
Loftis, Charles Jason Real Estate and Urban Glen Allen Newton, Timothy David + Management Richmond 
Land Development Nguyen, Huy T. Information Systems Glen Allen 
Long, Jeffrey D. Business Administration Glen Allen Nguyen, Khanh Tuan * Information Systems Richmond 
Lougee, Claudine Elizabeth + Information Richmond Nguyen, Long Phuoc + Information Systems Richmond 
Systems Nguyen, Nhat T. + Information Systems Richmond 
Louk, Susan P. ** + Information Systems Richmond Nham, Quynh Ngoc + Information Systems Richmond 
and Accounting Nightlinger, Michael E. ** + Marketing Richmond 
Love, Mandi Paige Marketing Midlothian Nixon, Andrena Michelle + Information Richmond 
Lowery, Kari Ann Finance Woodbridge Systems 
Lunsford, Jennifer M. Information Systems Colonial Heights Noon, Brian William + Business Administration Powhatan 
Luu, Hoa Ngoc ** Business Administration Richmond Norwood, Steven B. Information Systems Richmond 
Mabry, Carlos Keith Marketing Richmond Nuiie, Ana Julia Madena * Management Richmond 
Maisch, Christian Lee + Marketing Glen Allen Ogunremi, Ololade Omoyele ** Information Richmond 
Malik, Arif A. + Information Systems Richmond Systems 
Mallory, Alynne Michelle Management Richmond Oo, Nai Lin Information Systems Richmond 
Mallory, Christopher S. Finance Midlothian Ottinger, Gregory Scott Business Richmond 
Manga, Benjamin James + Finance York, PA Administration 
Martin, Amy M. * + Accounting Mechanicsville Owens, Cynthia Diane * Information Systems Powhatan 
Martin, Anthony Scott + Business Glen Allen Painter-Jamieson, Sara Katherine + Richmond 
Administration Management 
Martin, Catherine Frances + Marketing Richmond Pape, Nicole Marie * • Human Resources Midlothian 
Martin, Jessica Ray + Finance Richmond MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Mason, Shannon Lynne + Accounting Richmond Parham, Samuel Derick Management Petersburg 
Matthews, Susan Lane Information Systems Richmond Parker, Garland Tahj + Business Administration Portsmouth 
Matthews, Javan + Economics Richmond Parker, LaTisha Ann + Marketing Woodbridge 
McDermott, Reba L. + Accounting Richmond Parrish, Timothy C. Business Administration Richmond 
McGhee, Threeatt I. + Information Systems Danville and Management 
McGuire, Maria Wilnette + Business Richmond Patterson, Shawn Wayne Business Richmond 
Administration Administration 
McIntyre, Leland Rhea Finance Richmond Patterson, Steven Keith Finance Richmond 
McNally, Paul Wayne, Jr. + Information Systems Mechanicsville Pauli, John William + Accounting Sands ton 
McPherson, Thomas Harding, II Information Chester Payne, Baron Leanel + Accounting Richmond 
Systems Payne, Mary Elizabeth * + Human Resources Glen Allen 
Met, Navy Information Systems Richmond MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Metcalf, Dorothy Kay + Business Administration Prince George Peace, Barbara Bonner + Human Resources Richmond 
Miles, Laura Frances Accounting and Chester MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Information Systems Pegram, Karla Simone + Accounting Richmond 
Millard-Lowe, David Michael + Finance Ware Neck Pelter, Mandilyn Paige + Management Bowling Green 
Milligan, Christine Dorothy Accounting Harrington, DE Peters, Daniel Joseph ** Real Estate and Richmond 
Millner, Marian Martin + Business Administration Richmond Urban Land Development 
Mirshahi, Ramin + Real Estate and Urban Land Richmond Phan, Anna Ngoc-Diem Le Information Richmond 
Development Systems 
Momot, Katarzyna Mirska ** + Finance Richmond Phillips, Karen Lynn + Human Resources Richmond 
Monroe, Richard Tyrone, Jr. Finance Richmond MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Moody, Natalie Yvonne Nicole Finance Capitol Heights, MD Pinkleton, Kimberly Beth Management Colonial Heights 
~ b uae .' ,.** ~agna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Pintavalle, Robert Frederick, Ill + Finance Midlothian Spitzer, Grady L. + Human Resources Mechanicsville 
Plymire, James Henry + Finance Prince George MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Powell, William J., Jr. Business Administration Pinehurst, NC Spokes, Peter Edward + Finance Marshall 
and Management Spradlin, Margaret Catherine Information Richmond 
Previs, Kenneth R. Management Mechanicsville Systems 
Preyer, Jeremie J. Accounting Newport News Spruill, Tiffany G. Business Administration Charles City 
Pudner, Francis Joseph + Information Richmond Steinbrecher, T. Kevin + Business Richmond 
Systems Administration 
Raymond, James Nelson, Jr. + Information Richmond Stinnett, Cavell Wayne + Accounting Mechanicsville 
Systems Strayer, Richard R. + Finance Richmond 
Reams, Hugh Douglas, Ill Accounting Richmond Stubblefield, Lisa C. + Management Richmond 
Reece, Don Bradley, Jr. + Marketing Mechanicsville Sutton, Marie Lowe + Accounting Glen Allen 
Redmond, Robin Joy Kurnas * + Business Hopewell Sweetland, Tracey LeAnn + Accounting Richmond 
Administration Talmage, Edward Orion, Ill + Information Gum Spring 
Reid, Melanie Jacquetta + Accounting Richmond Systems 
Reid, Warren Christin + Information Systems Woodbridge Taylor, Ralph Townsend * Accounting Glen Allen 
Reyes, Miguel + Business Administration Richmond Taylor, Tamara Kristine + Real Estate and Richmond 
Ridout, Allison Price * Business Chesterfield Urban Land Development 
Administration Taylor, Wendi Gail Information Systems Mechanicsville 
Rodman, John Roy, Ill Business Administration Mechanicsville Tedesco, Marsha Mizelle Accounting Petersburg 
Rogers, Mary Ann + Accounting Richmond Tekola, Kalkidan D. Information Systems Vienna 
Roland, Kimberly Dinell + Business Glen Allen Terbush, Thomas Scott Parker + Information Richmond 
Administration Systems 
Ross, John Charles, IV + Marketing Midlothian Terefe, Dawit Business Administration Richmond 
Rudisill, Bret William + Management Richmond Tharp, Steven Andrew + Information Systems Richmond 
Aybar, Amy Elizabeth **•Accounting Richmond Thompson, Todd Joseph ** Accounting Richmond 
Salus, Kyle Aaron Management Midlothian Tingler, Blaine Cody + Information Systems Sterling 
Samtani, Harsha M. + Information Systems Virginia Beach Torres, Emilly Production/Operations Fredericksburg 
Sarkees, Travis Marketing Richmond Management 
Schulz, Peder H. ** Information Systems Herndon Toy, Cheryle K. + Real Estate and Urban Chesterfield 
Scott, Cynthia Ann + Business Administration Richmond Land Development 
Scott, Kiascha Monee + Information Systems Petersburg Tran, Due Huu Information Systems Springfield 
Scott, Lloyd Joseph Safety and Risk Richmond Tran, Khanh P. + Marketing Richmond 
Administration Tran, Nhu Uyen V. + Accounting and Finance Richmond 
Sekpeh, Chandra Danette Information Richmond Tunstall, Phyllis Alexandra Business Richmond 
Systems Administration 
Sellers, Sharon Information Systems Richmond Turski, Stephanie Lynn Finance Mechanicsville 
Sexton, Amy Lynn * Business Administration Midlothian Uthe, Jeffrey A. + Business Administration Glen Allen 
Shannon, Jason Eric + Finance King William Varner, Gregory Allen Information Systems Richmond 
Shell, Jennifer Lesley **+ Business Richmond Vaswani, Soni Nari Information Systems Glen Allen 
Administration and Marketing Vo, Kiel Anh * Information Systems Richmond 
Shepherd, John Murdaugh, Ill ** + Business Richmond Vu, Nga Kim Information Systems Richmond 
Administration Wadhawan, Hema Business Administration Arlington 
Sherman, Erica C. * + Information Systems Springfield Wajick, Stephanie Lynne Accounting Dinwiddie 
Short, Herbert R., Jr. + Business Richmond Wakilpoor, Shiren + Accounting Richmond 
Administration Walker, Brochelle Octavia Finance Richmond 
Simpkins, Virginia Ann + Accounting Chester Walker, Michelle Smith + Accounting Richmond 
Skipwith, Janice Marie ·• Business Richmond Watson, Carmen Bianca Marketing Richmond 
Administration Webster, Mary Elizabeth + Accounting Richmond 
Smith, Edmund J. Business Administration Richmond Wein, Jeremy J. + Business Administration Midlothian 
Smith, J. Brian + Information Systems Richmond Weiner, David A. Finance Richmond 
Snyder, Richmond Stuart *+Accounting Richmond Wenzel, Sonja Snow + Accounting Richmond 
Spindle, Heather Leslieanne + Information Midlothian Wesley, Robert Anthony Information Systems Richmond 
Systems West, Justin Aaron + Business Administration Roanoke 
West, Wendy Renee + Business Administration Mechanicsville 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Studen_t #1-; pieg~·oonfert'e'°a pri~yP May 1009 
SC HOOL O F BUSI NESS 
Westfall , Stacey Blair + Human Resources Chester Wright, John Douglas .,. Accounting 
MgmVlndustrial Relations Wyland, Sondra Kay + Human Resources 
White, Adolph, Jr. * Information Systems Richmond MgmVlndustrial Relations 
Wickman, Glenn Ward Information Systems Glen Allen Wyne, Katharine Marie .,. Finance 
Willett, Sarah Jane * Business Administration Richmond Yeatts, M. Brandon Finance 
Williams, Angela Towanda + Information Chesterfield Yi, David S. + Information Systems 
Systems Yi , Sung W. + Information Systems 
Williams, Charles David, Ill Accounting Moorestown, NJ Young, Natalie F. + Management 
Williams, Susan Melissa Accounting Richmond Young, Yvonne Sachae + Marketing 
Williams, Terry Michelle Accounting Richmond Yung, Edwin Mui ** Information Systems 
Wilson, Georgina + Business Administration South Hill Yung, Stephen + Information Systems and 
Wood, Matthew J. Marketing Hampton Accounting 
Wrenn, Charles A. ** + • Finance Richmond Zhang, Li * .,. Information Systems 
Wright, Isaac Wade Management Richmond Zienkiewicz-Burns, Yvonne Y .. ,. Management 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE 
Abrams, Linda Diane Information Systems Glen Allen Harney, Kimberly Dawn + Information Systems 
Adams, Howard Cary, Jr. Information Systems Richmond Harper, Noland Anthony + Accounting 
Aikor, Joyce M. Accounting Richmond Harris, Tonya Mitchell Information Systems 
Albin, Cristina S. Information Systems Richmond Hassen, David W. Information Systems 
Sabik, Fadi + Accounting Richmond Heller, Rog P. + Information Systems 
Ballowe, Alan Paige + Accounting Richmond Jackson, Lillian Quinell Marketing 
Bausome, Anthony Wilson Information Richmond Jackson, Michael Keith + Accounting 
Systems James, Ronnette Michelle Accounting 
Bayly, Duane A. + Info rmation Systems Midlothian Jeffress John B., IV Information Systems 
Beck, Maurice 0., Jr. + Accounting Chester Kurz, William Joseph, Ill Accounting 
Benson, Francis Roderick Information Richmond Layton, Paul Alan + Accounting 
Systems Lehman, David John + Information Systems 
Bishop, Jodi Berman + Accounting Richmond McCloskey, Michael G. + Information Systems 
Blevins, Bradley Lowell Information Systems Richmond McMillan, Sandra Dawn Accounting 
Brown, Carl L. + Information Systems Richmond Melton, N. Timothy .,. Information Systems 
Campion, Jennifer Barrett + Marketing Richmond Miller, Theresa T. Accounting 
Carpenito, Anthony Marie Accounting Richmond Pendleton, William Gion Information Systems 
Chen, Shuo (Shawn) Information Systems Richmond Pham, Hiep Dinh Information Systems 
Chiou, Shiun-Huei + Information Systems Richmond Pinchbeck, Mark Burton Information Systems 
Conard, Stephen James Information Systems Richmond Rectenwald, Catherine Elisabeth Information 
Desai, Falguni Pratik Information Systems Glen Allen Systems 
Duong, Hang Thu Information Systems Richmond Redfern, Katheryn Cope Information Systems 
Fraley, Charles R. + Information Systems Richmond Reed, Karen Nourse .,. Information Systems 
Frederick, Stephanie Sims + Information Glen Allen Roberts, Marlyn Jones + Accounting 
Systems Rosendale, James Alan .,. Information 
Gailis, Kenneth J. Information Systems Richmond Systems 
Gish, Julie Marie + Information Systems Richmond Sacra, Keith C. Information Systems 
Gladhill, Harvey C. + Information Systems Richmond Sagiraju, Srilakshmi Information Systems 
Gosaie, Jane Aparna + Information Systems Glen Allen Seligmann, Laura .,. Information Systems 
Gu, Huiyun Information Systems Richmond Solomonova, Olga Information Systems 
Hall, James Anthony Information Systems Richmond Stamper, Robert Houston, Jr. Information 
Hand, Lori L. Information Systems Glen Allen Systems 
Harbour, Anthony Steven Information Systems Richmond 
Manakin-Sabot 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Burke 
Richmond 
Tappahannock 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Callao 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Woodford 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Swanson, Daphne Beckstrom + Accounting Glen Allen 
Via, Sarah L. + Information Systems Richmond 
Walsh, Karen Christena + Information Systems Richmond 
Warmack, Cronin Immanuel Phillips Richmond 
Information Systems 
Watkins, Gary C. + Accounting Richmond 
Weiss, David L. Information Systems 
Williamson, Katherine Ann Information 
Systems 
Wilson, Kimberly A. + Information Systems 
Yu, Jiang + Information Systems 
Yu, Yin + Information Systems 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
Ezell, Jodie W. + Richmond 
Lacy, Matthew L. Richmond 
Tangsomchai, Chaiwuth 
Vongpetcharat, Oaraporn 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Adams, Bradley 0. Richmond Hale, Kim Lee + 
Anderson, William E., Jr. Powhatan Halloran, Linville Gregg 
Ayers, Christopher Vincent Richmond Hamrick, Richard Minor, Ill 
Baber, Mary Elizabeth Richmond Hawkins, Steven Wayne 
Bagby, Ashley Rawlings Richmond Henderson, Terry Barkindt + 
Barrett, Lesli B. + Richmond Hill, Jon Brinsfield, II 
Benedetto, Linda Ann Richmond Hobbs, Chanel Epps + 
Betz, Paul Glen Allen Hollowell, Laura Moravec 
Blackwell, Mark Howard Richmond Howard, Cheryl Dodd 
Bowman, W. Edward, Jr. + Richmond Howell, Linda Barley 
Bryant, Paula C. Richmond Humerickhouse, Daniel R. + 
Buhrman, Louise E. Richmond llakkuvan, Palaniappa + 
Callaham, Margaret Catherine + Richmond Jenkins, Frank Edward, Jr. 
Carney, James Joseph Glen Allen Jenkins, Melissa Laine 
Chandurkar, Sunil Sudhakar + Richmond Johnson-Raney, Cynthia Dale 
Cheek, Diane Cassada Midlothian Kanto, William P., Ill 
Clark, Holly Melhorn Richmond Katz, Lee David 
Clarkson, William Andrew + Buffalo, NY Keller, Shannon Barfield 
Colizzi, Gregory E. Richmond Kirby, Tracy Lyn + 
Connolly, Kathleen A. + Glen Allen Kositanurit, Boontaree + 
Conrad, Richard Scott Richmond Laidig, Katherine Davis 
Cosby, Mary V. + Richmond Lee, Karen Ann 
Custer, Stephen Quentin Bridgewater Lenhardt, Colleen Marie + 
Dodge, Beverly Pierce Powhatan Loderick, Stephen Michael 
Donovan, Anthony Madison Richmond Lowe, Cynthia Marie + 
Duke, Richard Anthony Chesterfield Mariner, Lenora Diane 
Duncan, Paul Marshall Midlothian Martin, Steven Craig 
Fickling, Mary Elizabeth + Richmond Martindale, Sherry McClure 
Fischi, Warren Richard + Richmond Mays, Brian Scott 
Flannagan, Douglas Andrew + Richmond McCall, Matthew Scott 
Fiecke, Thomas Wray Richmond Mccarter, Kevin Scott + 
Fortune, Kenneth James Richmond McCormac, Allen Scott 
Gatewood, Herndon Maury, Jr. + Chester McGinnis, Theresa K. 
Goode, James Brendan Midlothian Meade, Lucy Burwell 
Gopalasubramanian, Krishna + Hampton Meeker, Jeffrey R. 
Gore, Michael W. Richmond Meng, Ching-Wei 
Graham, Edgar Randolph West Point Merritt, Thomas Henry 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Chester 
Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Glen Allen 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Chester 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Midlothian 
Virginia Beach 
Gloucester 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Staunton 
Bristol 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
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Miller, Toya Elaine 
Morris, Bradley Scott + 
Morris, Brian N. + 
Morrison, David Michel 
Motley, Elizabeth Anne 
Neal, Sloan Nicole .,. 
Patel, Nisha Jagdish + 
Pepin, Pascale 
Poore, Lisa Magrill .,. 
Pyles, Anne Spotswood .,. 
Ransone, Karen L. Lankford 
Razi , Muhammad Abdullahal 
Redford, L. Scott 
Ren, Hong + 
Repak, Susan Hobson + 
Ritrawe, Sutera 
Rives, James David 
Scanlan, Sean Michael + 
Scott, Stephen LaMar 
Shibley, Edward M., Jr. 
Smith, Tamala Salaine 
Stepanian, Leon Mark 
Stevens, Laura Ann White 
Stirrup, David J. 
Sullivan, John Patrick + 
Sullivan, Tonya E. 
Arrington, Sonya Shea Pence 
Balandina, Elena E .. ,. 
Blatt, Jonathan Grandis 
Duet, Bibiana Marie .,. 
Elmblad, Jonas Harry 
Flippen, Kathleen Sams 
Gill, Mark Avery + 
Gresock, Michele Lynn + 
Henry, Raymond Michael + 
Cole, Barbara Christfield + 
Flinchum, Jennifer Fernald 
Haynes, Sally A. 
King, Douglas Eugene + 
- ~ Laude ** Magna Cum Laude 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Richmond Sun, Bing Richmond 
Richmond Swanson, Christopher David .,. Richmond 
Richmond Tahardi, Jonas Richmond 
Mechanicsville Taylor, Anita Elaine Ginyard Glen Allen 
Richmond Taylor, Samuel Stuart, Jr. Glen Allen 
Emporii - - Thomas, Manoj Abraham Richmond 
Emporia Vanderland, Helen Carrington Doswell 
Richmond Walsh, Michael David Richmond 
Richmond Walter, Lorrie Dudley Richmond 
Richmond Walters, Aimee Price + Glen Allen 
King William Wasaff, Paul S. + Richmond 
Richmond Waschak, James Stephen Richmond 
Richmond Wasserman, Todd Ryan + Richmond 
Briarwood, NY Watson, Bradley Lawrence Farmville 
Chester Webne, Randy Elaine + Richmond 
Richmond Weir, Denise M. + Glen Allen 
Chesterfield West, Lane Bradford, Sr. + Richmond 
Richmond Widjoyo, Erwin Sasongko .,. Richmond 
Richmond Williams, Tamika Yvonne -:- Richmond 
Richmond Willis, Virgil P. Glen Allen 
Richmond Wise, Daniel George + Chester 
Richmond Witherspoon, Rodney Dion + Richmond 
Richmond Woodlief, Paul Broda + Midlothian 
Richmond Wright, Mervyn A. + Richmond 
Mechanicsville Zahler, William Scott .,. Frederick, MD 
Mechamcsvllle Zifcak, Lisa + Providence, RI 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
Mineral Knerr, Don Malick, Jr. + Richmond 
Richmond Li , Jing Richmond 
Richmond Martin, Jay Bush Ashland 
Richmond Mcleod, Ernest C., Jr. -:- Richmond 
Stockholm, Sweden Miller, Scott C. + Richmond 
Richmond Sermons, Cassandra Athenia Richmond 
Richmond Smith, Joseph Wysor, Ill + Richmond 
Richmond Wu, Shuang Richmond 
Richmond 
MASTER OF TAXATION 
Mechanicsville 
Glen Allen 
Hampton 
Richmond 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Miles, Linda Lee Midlothian 
Okun, Josephine E. J. Charlottesville 
Wilhoit, Steven Craig + Virginia Beach 
• University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Ronald J. Hunt 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
Bales-Farina, Stacy Lynn Midlothian Hughes, Paula Lee 
Bass, Amy Danielle Petersburg Lam, Thai-An Thuy 
Carreras, Elaine Ting Richmond Patel, Sima Batu 
Chebssi, Yodit Alexandria Spotswood, Jennifer Kirk 
Guzman, Elsa Jean Midlothian Turner, Barbara Ann 
Hanson, Jennifer Marie Fredericksburg Wilkins, Amy Melissa 
" DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY 
Ahmad, Khalid Ali 
AI-Dhabeeb, Meshal J. 
AI-Ghawas, Mohammad N. 
AI-Mazeedi, Hani Sahib Habeeb 
AI-Shammari, Mohammed S. 
AI-Shemali, Husain Ahmed Husain Hasan 
Alachnowicz, John David 
Albinder, Stacy Anne 
Alexander, Brian Scott 
Andersen, Holly Harris 
Ashton, Gary J. 
Baker, Pamela Wetherington + 
Banks, Juan Hubert 
Birsch, Laurie Ann 
Bonny, James Bryan 
Bertman, Zamir 
Brinser, Paul Wesley, Ill, M.D. 
Bunashi, Ahmad Saleh 
Burns, G. Preston, Ill 
Bussey, Kelly Leigh 
Cahill, Brian Francis 
Carrow, Rhonda Gail 
Casey, B. Laurel 
Chambers, Sarah L. 
Conner, Frederick Allan + 
Dhakar, Surya Prakash 
Dobson, Joseph Charles, Ill 
Duong, True Quang 
Ellis, Jeremy W. 
Facenda, Margaret Ann 
Fei, Tian 
Flinn, Wanda 
Foy, Randall Crawford 
Gardner, Michael Christopher 
Gauquie, Christin J. 
Hughes, David Richard 
Jessen, Gregory Shane 
Koussa, Mai Yahya 
Kreeb, Bryan Andrew 
Le, Kieu M. 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Walkerton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Res ton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Portsmouth 
Glen Allen 
Miami Lakes, FL 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlotte, NC 
Richmond 
Lee, Jinhyo Helen 
Lee, Peter S. 
Ligon, Alfred Davis, Jr. 
Lynch, Roberta L. 
Mazer, Corey Joel 
Mueller, Jennifer Reed 
Murray, Malcolm Jamal 
Ngo,Chau 
Nuckols, Pamela Marie Fleischmann 
Papageorgiou, Nicholas K. 
Phipps, Darren Michael 
Poquis, Gregory A. 
Rantz, Katherine L. 
Ray, Angel Katrina 
Redifer, Lori Ann 
Scordalakes, Emmanuel George 
Scott, Shawn Gregory 
Siragusa, Joseph John, II 
Skinner, Kevin M. 
Smith, Allison Renea 
Smith, Richard Dean, II 
Snow, Michael Jonathan 
Snow, Wesley Neilson 
Spillane, Kevin G. 
Spillers, Ronald Edward 
Staehle, Tara Michelle 
Steger, Carl Meritt 
Stephens, Clare M. + 
Suon, Rainy Ravy 
Thomason, Edward John 
Tonthat, Jessica Dung-Nguyen 
Truvan, Danny D. 
Wadiak, Jennifer R. 
Webster, Keri Leigh 
Webster, Neal Parson 
Wenk, Scott Anthony 
Whitehurst, Kelly Michele 
Williamson, Michael Dale 
Yoo, Jina Claire 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Orange 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Great Falls 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Falls Chruch 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Manassas 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Farmington, UT 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Vienna 
Blacksburg 
Richmond 
Woodbridge 
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VI RGINIA COMMONW EALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean John S. Oehler, Jr. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Andrews, Steven C. + Health Education Richmond Grady, Carol Lynne + Health Education 
Archie, Torrance J. + Recreation, Parks McKenney Graham, Meredith P . . ,. Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism and Tourism 
Arnett, Brian Michael + Recreation, Parks Midlothian Guarnieri, Deborah Marie Physical Education 
and Tourism Hardy, John W., Jr. Physical Education 
Amato, Frank Dominic Recreation Parks Richmond Harrington, Chiquita Maria Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism and Tourism 
Baskind, Timothy Francis Health Education Richmond Harrison, Margie Rebecca ** + Physical 
Bennett, Sherrah Frances Health Education Richmond Education 
Berryman, William Chad + Recreation, Parks Kannapolis, NC Hedrick, William Bradley + Physical 
and Tourism Education 
Boyko, Meredith A. Recreation, Parks and Glen Allen Hill, Thomas + Physical Education 
Tourism Johnson, Brandi Marie Recreation, Parks 
Callands, Nichole Sharon + Health Education Java and Tourism 
Campbell, Michael D. + Recreation, Parks Richmond Jones, Kara Michelle Recreation , Parks 
and Tourism and Tourism 
Cantey, Salindra Physical Education Richmond Jones, Kathleen N. + Physical Education 
Carr, Alyce Marie Recreation, Parks and Richmond Jones, Shayna Raquel Health Education 
Tourism Lambert, Vicki Lynn Recreation , Parks 
Cason, George Albert, Ill + Physical Education Midlothian and Tourism 
Clements, Mereal F. + Physical Education Halifax Lankford, Andrew S . . ,. Recreation, Parks 
Cleveland, Alison M. Physical Education Matoaca and Tourism 
Coleman, Monifa Niccole + Physical Education Richmond Lecuire, Pascale D. * Health Education 
Collins, Aimee Lynn .,. Recreation, Parks and Richmond Leynes, Allison Hyden * Health Education 
Tourism Lorey, Deborah Angeline Recreation, Parks 
Costello, Christine Anne + Health Education Richmond and Tourism 
Davis, Julius A. Health Education Richmond Lovell , Julie Noel + Physical Education 
Davis, Michael Jerome, Jr. * .,. Health Glen Allen Martin, Carolyn L. + Health Education 
Education Mason, Kathi Elizabeth Minter *** 
Deitz, Lori Kay * Physical Education Fredericksburg Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Dimetros, Eyerusalem Moa Health Education Washington, DC McKenney, Marq Andre Health Education 
Ehle, John Van Allen, Ill + Recreation , Parks Alexandria Montague, Lewis F., IV + Physical Education 
and Tourism Nameth, Pamela Reylene ** .,. Physical 
Evans, Thomas Clyde, Jr. + Physical Sands ton Education 
Education Payne, Helen Mclaughlin * Health Education 
Fjeldstad, Anette Simble .,. Health Education Richmond Peele, Tifeshon Valencia Health Education 
Floyd, Bonnie G. + Health Education Richmond Pence, Sharla H. + Recreation, Parks 
Frazier, Constance Lynn * Recreation, Parks Richmond and Tourism 
and Tourism Pendrak, Erica Lynn + Recreation, Parks 
Furges, Taniaell LaKim .,. Recreation, Parks Richmond and Tourism 
and Tourism Peterson, Lorenzo Lee Health Education 
Gambaccini, Jaime M. Recreation, Parks and Mechanicsville Pettus, Nichole Amonette + Health Education 
Tourism Piotrowski, Frank William, Jr. + Recreation, 
Gonzalez, Melissa Pastore ** .,. Health Virginia Beach Parks and Tourism 
Education Rahmaan, Zaneta F . . ,. Health Education 
Goodlet, Kimberly Ann Jones Health Providence Forge Render, Tamara M. * .,. Physical Education 
Education Russell , Gloria Jean .,. Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Richmond 
Purcellville 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Tappahannock 
Arlington 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Lancaster 
Glen Allen 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Aylett 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Portsmouth 
Mechanicsville 
Harrisburg 
Richmond 
Moseley 
Petersburg 
Towson, MD 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
;:-t Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Schools, Christal Lane * + Recreation , Parks Aylett Taveggia, Thomas William + Recreation, 
and Tourism Parks and Tourism 
Schulte, Matthew Brandon + Physical Richmond Thomasson, Lexi Layne + Recreation, Parks 
Education and Tourism 
Schwartz, Leslie R. Recreation, Parks Richmond Thompson, Elizabeth Tyler + Health 
and Tourism Education 
Shaw, Shannon Leigh Recreation, Parks Richmond Todd, Katrina Mae Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism and Tourism 
Sheppard, Wendy Baron + Health Education Richmond Uhalde, Rene Anthony + Recreation, Parks 
Shifflett, Douglas Randolph, Jr. Physical Glen Allen and Tourism 
Education Woldu, Senayit Health Education 
Smith, Charles Lind * Recreation, Parks Bonifay, FL Woolard, Kimberly Lynn ** + Recreation, 
and Tourism Parks and Tourism 
Snead, Charles Henry + Health Education Richmond Yeaman, William Edward Daniel * + Health 
Sullivan, Erin + Recreation, Parks and Tourism Richmond Education 
Tash, William H. + Recreation, Parks Fredricksburg Zandy, Teresa Lynn Health Education 
and Tourism 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
McLean 
Richmond 
Warsaw 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Kelly, Anne Beanie Brown 
Kernyat, Susan Lynn 
Kraemer, Theresa J. + 
Ahrens, Robert Warren, II Administration 
and Supervision 
Albertson, Christine M. + Special Education -
Early Childhood 
Alexander, Rebecca Jean/Thornton + 
Administration and Supervision 
Alexander, Roy T. + Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Almond, Sharon Lynn Administration and 
Supervision 
Bailey, Diane Bower + Special Education -
Mental Retardation 
Bazemore, Betty Hunter + Counselor 
Education 
Beane, Kathleen Fidler Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Beavers, Wanda D. Counselor Education 
Beck, Karen H. + Special Education - Mental 
Retardation 
Bell, Carmen Hamilton Administration 
and Supervision 
Bell, Pamela Banks + Administration 
and Supervision 
m, ':'\' .Cum Lal!de ,-·. ·** Magna Cum Laude 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Miller, Charlynn Ann 
Rosendale, Rebecca Ann + 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Mechanicsville Berge, Linda Wynette Alexander Adult 
Education 
Richmond Blankenship, Kristin Marie Rideout 
Counselor Education 
Fredericksburg Blevins, John Anthony Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Richmond Brady, Maria Y. Curriculum and Instruction 
Branch, Krista St. John + Special Education -
Beale ton Emotional Disturbance 
Brenner, Bruce Adult Education 
Richmond Brice, Patricia W. Adult Education 
Britt, James Earl, Jr. Counselor Education 
Spotsylvania Brown, Melanie L. Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Montross Browning, Melissa Ann + Special Education -
Early Childhood 
Richmond Campo, Carol Michelle Counselor Education 
Ashland Cappellanti, Diana Peters Administration and 
Supervision 
Richmond Carbaugh, Julia Ondov + Counselor 
Education 
Richmond Carpenter, Beth Ann Shannon Counselor 
Education 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Montross 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Fredericksburg 
Midlothian 
*** Summa Cum Laude • University, Hiinors ·Slli8)j[ii,i · -~ l!le!!Jree oon1erree i;ilii0r te May 1991 
,· .. ' ~ 
SC HOOL OF EDUCATION 
Chapman, Cynthia Renee + Administration Richmond Hundley, Krista Kay Counselor Education Warsaw 
and Supervision Hunt, Mary Jean + Administration and Richmond 
Clare, Charles Logan Administration and Glen Allen Supervision 
Supervision Igel, Heather Paige-Shockley + Curriculum Glen Allen 
Cody-Point, Angela 8. + Administration and Richmond and Instruction 
Supervision James, Haley Ann + Special Education - Early Gloucester 
Coles, Joyce Adult Education Richmond Childhood 
Cooper, Patricia Doyle + Special Education - Richmond James, Michelle Byram Administration and Fredericksburg 
Early Childhood Supervision 
Corazzini , Seth Aaron Special Education - Midlothian Jonasch, Tiina E. Special Education - Richmond 
Learning Disabilities Learning Disabi lities 
Costello, Nancy Hollister Burton Curriculum Richmond Jones, Deborah Murphy Reading Beaverdam 
and Instruction Jones, Mary Jo Carole + Special Education - Colonial Heights 
Cothern, Sarah Diggs Curriculum and Richmond Learning Disabilities 
Instruction Keeler, Anne West + Adult Education Richmond 
Davis, Sarah Elizabeth Special Education - Richmond Kelly, Anne Beanie Brown Adult Education Richmond 
Mental Retardation Kelly, Carson Bartholomew Counselor Midlothian 
Delmore, Laura Anne Curriculum and Richmond Education 
Instruction Kernyat, Susan Lynn Adult Education Richmond 
Douglas, Dora Elizabeth Adult Education Powhatan Khanali , Loretta G. Special Education - Mechanicsville 
Doval, Elin Cortijo Counselor Education Glen Allen Emotional Disturbance 
Doyle, Ellen Marie Counselor Education Centreville King, Charlene M. Special Education - Early Richmond 
Duane, Townsend Elizabeth Counselor Richmond Childhood 
Education King, Erin Berry + Counselor Education Richmond 
Dugger, Helen Marie Administration and Richmond Kirtner, Kim Meredith Curriculum and Bowling Green 
Supervision Instruction 
Dunleavy, Sallie Gwaltney + Counselor Richmond Koslovic, Deborah J. Special Education - Richmond 
Education Emotional Disturbance 
Eller, Susan H. Special Education - Emotional Richmond Kurtz, Jackie Lane + Counselor Education Mooresville, NC 
Disturbance Law, Lori Kristen + Reading Richmond 
Emery, Herschell Scott Counselor Education Richmond Lewis, Belinda Special Education - Mental Richmond 
Estes, Laura Frances Reading Ashland Retardation 
Faris, Ellen Stern + Curriculum and Instruction Richmond Lewis, Timothy L. Counselor Education Richmond 
Freeland, Jean Elizabeth Counselor Education Fredericksburg Lombardi, Kathryn Hall + Special Education - Midlothian 
Frisch, Jennifer Lynn Administration and Richmond Mental Retardation 
Supervision Love, Tina Maria + Counselor Education Chester 
Garner, Delta T. + Administration and Richmond Maddux, Rachel Rena Administration and Richmond 
Supervision Supervision 
Giles, LaTesa Maria + Special Education - Goochland Marbury, Alicia Kaye + Adult Education Highland Springs 
Emotional Disturbance Martin, James Arlington + Administration and Glen Allen 
Goddin, Eileen Mary Administration and Tappahannock Supervision 
Supervision Mclean, Susan Kathleen .,. Special Education Richmond 
Gray, Janice Tamera Curriculum and Instruction Powhatan - Early Childhood 
Greenidge, Andrew David Special Education - Richmond Mears, Suzanne T . . ,. Administration and Spotsylvania 
Emotional Disturbance Supervision 
Hanchey, Lee G. Administration and Mechanicsville Mercer, Walter Lee + Administration and Hanover 
Supervision Supervision 
Hayes, Marcia Ann Mathematics Education Ruther Glen Miller, Charlynn Ann Adult Education Glen Allen 
Heino, Paul Christian + Administration and Fredericksburg Milto, Elissa Claire + Special Education - York, PA 
Supervision Emotional Disturbance 
Hinton, Traci Michelle Counselor Education Richmond Moore, Charlice Yvette Special Education - Richmond 
Hogge, Tabitha Elizabeth + Counselor Richmond Emotional Disturbance 
Education Murphy, Vicki Lynn + Adult Education Midlothian 
Hubard, Linda Eggleston Adult Education Midlothian Myers, John Kenneth + Administration and Stafford 
Supervision 
81Uwi'~Y:-~e-·. ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • Universi ty Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
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Nagle, Loretta Horgan + Special Education - Richmond Shield, Mary Katherine Special Education - Richmond 
Mental Retardation Learning Disabilities 
Neal, Leanna R. Adult Education Richmond Simonelli, Lois McMillion + Special Education - Midlothian 
Nobles, Susanne Lee Curriculum and Fredericksburg Early Childhood 
Instruction Sisk, Susan Burgess Counselor Education Tappahannock 
Nolan, Marsha N. + Administration and Kinsale Smith, Nicole Elizabeth Counselor Education Hampton 
Supervision Sprouse, Stephanie L. Special Education - Mechanicsville 
O'Connor, Meghan Marie Administration and Fredericksburg Emotional Disturbance 
Supervision Steele, Kevin Gayle Counselor Education Glen Allen 
Olah, Teresa Shellito + Curriculum and Ruther Glen Stetz, Susan Lee + Curriculum and Instruction Richmond 
Instruction Stevens, Margaret Eggleston + Administration Midlothian 
Pace, Christopher Malcolm Curriculum and Richmond and Supervision 
Instruction Stockdon, Marc Hampton + Counselor Richmond 
Padilla, Mederise Butler + Special Education - Glen Allen Education 
Early Childhood Stone, Rebecca Lynn Wells Administration Fredericksburg 
Parker, Katherine Theresa + Adult Education Disputanta and Supervision 
Penn, LaMonde Marlene + Adult Education Richmond Teagle, Jeanne Susanne + Counselor Richmond 
Pully, Dina Brubaker Counselor Education Mechanicsville Education 
Randolph, Cathy Smith Administration and Richmond Terrell, Jane Anne + Adult Education Richmond 
Supervision Thomas, Ivan Corneilus Counselor Education Norfolk 
Ratchford, Samantha lliza Bethaney Ashland Thomas, Nicole Jacquelyn + Administration Richmond 
Counselor Education and Supervision 
Rayburn, Thomas E. Special Education - Louisa Vickers, Tracy Nadine + Counselor Education Richmond 
Learning Disabilities Washington, Shalonda Shantale + Counselor Richmond 
Resto, Benita Morris Administration and Suffolk Education 
Supervision Watson, Deborah Moore Adult Education Richmond 
Richardson, Tricia Alden + Special Education - Providence Forge Wever-Christian, Lisa Beth Special Education - Richmond 
Learn ing Disabilities Emotional Disturbance 
Rimell, Donna K. Special Education - Early Midlothian Wickham, Patricia Moser + Administration Richmond 
Childhood and Supervision 
Ringersma, Angela Kay + Special Education - King George Wilborn, Joyce Yvonne Curricu lum and Richmond 
Early Childhood Instruction 
Roane, Margaret Elizabeth Counselor Mechanicsville Wilckens, Heather Edwards + Curriculum Manakin-Sabot 
Education and Instruction 
Roberson, Rose Marie + Adult Education Chester Wilkins, Diane Yvonne Kelley + Counselor Glen Allen 
Rockhill, Sally Ann + Special Education - Early Midlothian Education 
Childhood Wilkinson, Amy Cubitt + Special Education - Richmond 
Rockwell , Lisa LeBourdais + Special Richmond Early Childhood 
Education - Learning Disabilities Williams, Jane Claudia + Counselor Education Richmond 
Rogers, Antoinette Michelle Curriculum and Richmond Williams, Jennifer Goetschius + Special Colonial Heights 
Instruction Education - Mental Retardation 
Rollins-Hines, Tammie Patrice Administration Colonial Heights Winder, Mary Michelle + Counselor Education Mechanicsville 
and Supervision Woods, Jerald Scott + Administration and Glen Allen 
Ryan, Frances Shannon Counselor Education Richmond Supervision 
Schreiner, Alice M. + Adult Education Richmond Wyman, Edie Celeste + Counselor Education Richmond 
Schwarz, Kimberly Cousins Curriculum and Richmond Yazawa, Ken + Special Education-Severe and Nagano, Japan 
Instruction Profound Disabilities 
Shaw, Amy Elizabeth + Curriculum and Knoxville, TN Zywien, John Joseph Administration and Dunnsville 
Instruction Supervision 
Sherman, Whitney Helen + Administration and Highland Springs 
Supervision 
1!1!11 * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • un·1vers·1ty Honors Student -' "' ' · · f " · ;,,l(l,!t# 999 Iii ~· .-~~r(le',con erre" pnor.i,~·.w';Z"/! · 
Besser!, Debra Jean + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Blankenship, Julie R. + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Carwile, Jeffrey David + Recreation , Parks 
and Tourism 
Fleming, Christopher S. + Physical Education 
Greenberg, Marcy F. + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Ismail, Laila + Physical Education 
Acheson, April Anne + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Aitken, Christhopher Lawrence Teaching-
Middle Education 
Alexander, Cara Leigh Teaching-Early 
Education 
Allen, Leigh Anderson + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Angel, Nicole Yvonne Teaching-Early 
Education 
Armbruster, Eric Timothy Teaching-
History/Social Studies Education 
Armstead, Tiffany Jenine Teaching-Early 
Education 
Atkins, Kimberly Paige + Teaching-Middle 
Education 
Ault, Alison C. + Teaching-History/Social 
Studies Education 
Axselle, Elizabeth Hume + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Bailey, Natasha L. Teaching-Special Education 
Bailey, Shannon Ray Teaching-Early 
Education 
Barbee, Jennifer Ann + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Bennardo, Christopher J. + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Berger, Ashley Denise Teaching-Early 
Education 
Boone, Charles Stanley, Jr. + Teaching-
History/Social Studies Education 
Bowles, Penny Anne Hill + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Brooks, Meredith Cathleen + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Brown, Marie Indelicato Teaching-Engl ish 
Education 
Burkholder, Ann Kathleen Teaching-English 
Education 
SC HOOL OF EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Alexandria 
Colonial Heights 
Lynchburg 
Forked River. NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mooneyham, Jonathan T. + Physical Education 
Moore, Mary Christine Luck + Recreation , 
Parks and Tourism 
Rhodes, Wendy Michelle Physical Education 
Roberts, Scott Johnathan + Physical Education 
Steen, Michael Anthony + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Trick, Megan Elizabeth + Recreation , Parks 
and Tourism 
Williams, Kisha Denise + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
MASTER OF TEACHING 
Richmond Burruss, Holly Wilkerson .,. Teaching-Middle 
Education 
Manakin-Sabot Canada, Nichole Devina + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Richmond Castlebury, Cynthia Gail Teaching-Early 
Education 
Powhatan Cheatham, Melanie McKay Teaching-Early 
Education 
Midlothian Chinn, Vaishali Shah Teaching-Early 
Education 
Richmond Clements, Susan Elizabeth + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Richmond Cowell, Charmaine Lipke + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Midlothian Curran, Kathryn Ann Hayes + Teaching-
English Education 
Richmond Davies, Amie Oliver.,. Teaching-Special 
Education 
Richmond DeMott, Carolyn Jean + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Richmond DeRoco, Christopher Alan + Teaching-Early 
Richmond Education 
Dickerson, Verna Patricia + Teaching-Middle 
Richmond Education 
Dixon, Ann-Marie Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond Drake, Patricia P. Teaching-English Education 
Draper, Nathaniel Forrest Teaching-
Richmond Interdiscip linary Science Education 
Duffy, Linda Greene + Teaching-Early 
Richmond Education 
Duffy, Patricia Eileen Teaching-Early 
Charlottesville Education 
Dunlavey, Michelene Louise Teaching-Early 
Richmond Education 
Eubanks, Amy Elizabeth + Teaching-Special 
Richmond Education 
Evans, William David + Teaching-Early 
Richmond Education 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Nokes ville 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Newsoms 
Glen Allen 
Fredericksburg 
Fredericksburg 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
D um ·Laude ** ~agna-Gum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
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Fox, Rebecca Murphy + Teaching-Middle Midlothian Lindsey, Ann Marie Litchfield + Teaching- Glen Allen 
Education Special Education 
Gabriele, Tara Marie + Teaching-Early Glen Allen Long, Virginia Carey + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Galleher, Julia Bateman + Teaching-Early Mechanicsville Lowe, Kimberley Anne Teaching-Early Alexandria 
Education Education 
Gard, Kristina Diane Grady Teaching-Early Richmond Luck, Tammie Menzies + Teaching-Early Mechanicsville 
Education Education 
Gaston, Robbin Nicole + Teaching-Early Richmond Mable, Kevin John Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Education Studies Education 
Gray, Debra Denise Teaching-Early Education Newport News MacGowan, Jennifer Louise Teaching-Early Richmond 
Gray, Shannon Colleen Teaching-Early Glen Allen Education 
Education Mandzak, Billie J. + Teaching-Middle Education Richmond 
Green, Kimberly JaNeen Teaching-Middle Richmond Mann, Kim Ann Teaching-English Education Chesterfield 
Education Marquis, Margaret E. Teaching-English Richmond 
Haag, Rachel Keene Teaching-Early Education Holyoke, MA Education 
Haas, Rachel Erin + Teaching-Early Education Richmond McDuffie, Christian Delaine Teaching-Middle Richmond 
Hall, Karen Ann + Teaching-Middle Education Glen Allen Education 
Hall, Sonya Alysa + Teaching-Early Education Louisa McGeever, Teresa Gardner + Teaching-Early Colonial Heights 
Hannam, Michael Frederick Teaching-Middle Fairfax Education 
Education McMurtry, Michael John + Teaching-History/ Richmond 
Harris, John Sterling Teaching-History/Social Tappahannock Social Studies Education 
Studies Education McWilliams, Rachel C. + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Heath, Curtis Randolf+ Teaching-History/ Sands ton Education 
Social Studies Education Mehfoud, Denyelle Lynn Paquette Teaching- Richmond 
Holbrook, Heather Renee Teaching-Early Richmond Early Education 
Education Meiller, Andrew Wells Teaching-Early Columbia 
Householder, Kristen Miller Teaching-Biology Midlothian Education 
Education Mey, Andrew Patrick Teaching-History/Social Glen Allen 
Hribar, Tricia Ann + Teaching-Early Education Midlothian Studies Education 
Huffman, Bobbie Willis, Jr. Teaching-English Fredericksburg Milstead, Michelle Gray + Teaching-Early Midlothian 
Education Education 
Hughes, Kelly Suzanne Teaching-Early Richmond Mitchell, Shelley J. Teaching-Early Education Richmond 
Education Murphy, Kenneth Wayne Teaching-Middle Glen Allen 
Humes, Clarence E., Jr. Teaching-History/ Richmond Education 
Social Studies Education Natale, Bonnie Howard Teaching-English Richmond 
Jett, Angela White + Teaching-Early Education Aylett Education 
Junge, Mara + Teaching-Early Education Richmond Necessary, Michelle Dianne Teaching-Early Richmond 
Keffer, Amy Beth + Teaching-English Richmond Education 
Education Nichols, Everett John + Teaching-Special Richmond 
Kegris, Lorrene Cherie Teaching-Early Chester Education 
Education Nolan, Christine Marie Kathryn Teaching-Early Midlothian 
Keith, Kathy Lynn Teaching-Biology Education Midlothian Education 
Keller, Rachel Murray + Teaching-Biology Manakin Northington, Amela J. Teaching-English Richmond Education Education 
Kessinger, Nicole Lea Teaching-Middle Chester Nunnally, Angela Leatrice + Teaching-Early Richmond Education Education 
Kirby, Jennifer Harper + Teaching-Early Mechanicsville Osley, Brian Thomas + Teaching-Middle Chester Education Education 
Lam, Derek Stewart + Teaching- Richmond Otey, Cristy K. + Teaching-Early Education Providence Forg1 Interdisciplinary Science Education Otey, Melvin Rosson, Ill+ Teaching-Early Petersburg Laschalt, Jennifer Elizabeth + Teaching-Early Chester Education 
Education Parker, Sharon L. Teaching-History/Social Midlothian Lea, Sally Townes Teaching-Early Education Danville Studies Education 
Lewis, Gail Wood + Teaching-Early Education Richmond Pendergrass, Katherine Denise+ Teaching- Richmond 
Biology Education 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
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Peterson, Amanda Ann + Teaching-Early Mineral Smith, Doris Fidler + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Petts, Angela Yvonne Teaching-English Stony Creek Smith, Jessica Anne Teaching-English Falls Church 
Education Education 
, Pignatore, Sandra Maria Teaching-Middle Richmond Starr, Brenda Michelle Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Pilkenton, Mary Laura Teaching-Early Glen Allen Stebbins, Harvey Ravenscroft, Ill Teaching- Ashland 
Education Early Education 
Poynter, Juliana Dale Teaching-German Midlothian Stokes, Elizabeth Louise Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Prentice, Katherine Anne + Teaching-Early Richmond Swamickannu, Arasi Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Price, Lisa Michelle + Teaching-Early Richmond Swamickannu, Kalai Selvi Teaching-Early Philadelphia, PA 
Education Education 
Prochaska, Marcy Lynn Teaching-English Richmond Talley, Tammi Marie + Teaching-Special Richmond 
Education Education 
Pugh, Jennifer Morgan + Teaching-History/ Glen Allen Testerman, Janelynn Angulo Teaching- Richmond 
Social Studies Education Special Education 
Rada, Alexis Vesely Teaching-Early Education Glen Allen Toivonen, John W. + Teaching-English Richmond 
Ratinoff, Julie Michelle Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Tyson, Elizabeth McCabe + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Rawlings, Rebecca Lynn Teaching-Early Emporia Education 
Education Vecchiolla, Robert Arthur Teaching- Richmond 
Raychouni, Janet McConnell Teaching-Early West Point History/Social Studies Education 
Education Viars, Dawn Shannon Teaching-Early Highlands Springs 
Reed, Heather L. Teaching-English Education Richmond Education 
Reeves, Jennifer Marie Teaching-Early Richmond Waldridge, Martha Teaching-English Education Midlothian 
Education Waller, Elizabeth Ann + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Rice, Robert David + Teaching-History/Social Richmond Education 
Studies Education Wasserman, Todd Ryan Teaching-Early Richmond 
Richardson, Danna Kelli Teaching-Early Midlothian Education 
Education Webb, Heather Holland Teaching-Early Mechanicsville 
Rodriguez-Creech, Felicia + Teaching-Early Austin, TX Education 
Education Welch, Robin Berberich .,. Teaching-Early Mechanicsville 
Rosypal, Manya Hegan + Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Wenger, Kristy Nicole + Teaching-Biology Myerstown, PA 
Rule, Karen Elizabeth Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Whitbeck, Bridget Buckley Teaching-English Richmond 
Russell, Grandison Graham + Teaching- Chesterfield Education 
English Education White, Julia Cavanaugh + Teaching-Early Midlothian 
Seay, Cynthia Jo Teaching-Early Education Richmond Education 
Seay, William Claude, Jr. + Teaching- Richmond White, Minta Stuart + Teaching-Biology Richmond 
History/Social Studies Education Education 
Seccia, Marc David Teaching-Early Education Richmond Williams, Joy Dione Teaching-Special Richmond 
Selby, Terri Ann Teaching-Early Education Richmond Education 
Sharp, Alice Gold + Teaching-Early Education West Point Willis, Annelliott J. + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Shelor, Eloise Wiley Teaching-English Richmond Education 
Education Wilson, Melissa Sue Teaching-English Richmond 
Sheppard, Kerry Bowen Teaching-English Richmond Education 
Education Wright, Bevin Joyce + Teaching-Spanish Richmond 
Shulleeta, Stephanie Marie + Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Wright, Stewart Harner Teaching-Early Richmond 
Smith, Cory Matthew Teaching-Biology Round Hill Education 
Education 
~JaJde ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Chen, Xunchang + Biomedical Engineering 
Chomnawang, Nimit Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Baton Rouge, LA 
ltskovich, Vitalii V. + Biomedical Engineering 
Mani, Venkatesh + Biomedical Engineering 
Bohlen, Mary Jane + 
Hughes, Mark A. + 
Mamon, Anne H. + 
McCaleb, Nancy J. + 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
King George 
Fredericksburg 
Fairfax 
Arlington 
Mosby, Janie S. + 
Obermeyer, Edward A. + 
Reif, Kathleen P. + 
Syphard, Alexandra Dunya + 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Warrenton 
Virginia Beach 
Nokesville 
Lanexa 
m, * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** S · umma Cum Laude • University Honors Stud.ant ·:_ ·,..ffiWr'&e cion.ferred prior to May 199 
VIRGI NIA COM MONWEALTH UN IVERS ITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
PRE-MEDICAL BASIC HEALTH SCIENCE CERTIFICATE 
Alam, Rammy lhsan Annandale Kao, William Wan Virginia Beach 
Alouf, Michael J. Richmond Khan , Jawwad Jahangir Manassas 
Arnold, Paul Orphanidys Ware Neck Leik, Courtney Elizabeth Richmond 
Bergeron, Nicole Aimee Richmond Matheney, Lori Dianne Richmond 
Bong, Christine Janel Haywood Richmond McNiff, Katherine Barrett Richmond 
Bong, Gary William Richmond Meyer-Ban, Michelle Marie Midlothian 
Bouvet, Sean Christopher Richmond Miller, Kristin Bryant Richmond 
Carter, Richard Ford, Jr. Charlottesville Neshat, Monica Afarin Richmond 
Caven, Timothy Hays Charlottesville Nguyen, Binh Ngoc Richmond 
Charleston, Tarina Marie Richmond Palmer, Celeste Dionne Hampton 
Chen, Darren Tai-Jen Charlottesville Payne, Matthew William Fairfax 
Choi, Sang Hyun Annandale Rana, Raj lnder McLean 
Cockrell , Charlotte Ann Silver Spring, MO Roberts, Jeffrey Bennington Lynchburg 
Collins, Jennifer Sarah Richmond Rozanski , Sylvia Beata Richmond 
Conklin, Robert Charles Richmond Santos, Cecily Renee Fairfax 
Descaire, Luis Eduardo Annandale Senger, Mark Andrew Richmond 
Doyle, Kelly Elaine Richmond Sessums, Cynthia Witt Petersburg 
Epperson, Thomas Irving, Ill Palmyra Shultz, Jason Griffin Richmond 
Forsythe, Mary Kathryn Buffalo Grove, IL Shurm, John Sidney, Jr. Richmond 
Gambel, Debra M. Richmond Stuart, Michael Shannon Richmond 
Gannon, Elizabeth Honore Dumfries Tait, Peter Haynesworth Richmond 
Hamilton, John David McLean Tirona, Sharon Lynn Pagtakhan Richmond 
Hoang, Khoa Dang Richmond Tomlin, Tiah Rhenea Richmond 
Jensen, Keith Douglas Ostergaard Catlett Tran , Chau Quynh Herndon 
Jenski , Christian Alexander N Haledon, NJ Tran , Tina Pham R11::hmond 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GENETIC COUNSELING 
Ohle, Carolyn 
Peters, Barbara Jean 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Quillin, John Martin Richmond 
Valdez, Karen Virginia Richmond 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Allen, Carrie Ann + Biochemistry and Midlothian Creasy, Kimberly Rush ·'· Microbiology and Fredericksburg 
Molecular Biophysics Immunology 
Aung, Mie Mie .,. Pharmacology and Yangon, Myanmar Daugherty, Wilson Parrish .,. Physiology Boyce 
Toxicology Dubois, Charles Corson ,. Human Genetics Richmond 
Badarinath, Suhas Physiology Richmond Endriss, Ellen Kay Biostatistics Bethesda. MD 
Badra, Leslie Jubran Physiology Richmond Ereso, Glenn Louis .,. Biochemistry and Richmond 
Boswell, Cynthia Tova + Biostatistics Glen Allen Molecular Biophysics 
Choe, Cassandra Heesung + Pharmacology Richmond Foroughi, Arash Physiology Falls Church 
and Toxicology Guanzon, Angelo Patrick .,. Physiology Danville 
Conrad, William Scott .,. Anatomy Richmond Hang, Brian Anatomy Richmond 
Craig, Matthew Rankin Physiology Richmond Henig, Heather Kilbride .,. Anatomy Richmond 
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Hersh, Eric Shawn Physiology Richmond Lou, Jeffrey Koon Physiology Triangle 
Hill, Gloria Diane Human Genetics Richmond Maeng, Patrick Shin Physiology Richmond 
Huang, Candice Chiali + Anatomy Richmond Malhotra, Rajiv + Anatomy Richmond 
Jafari, Neda Pharmacology and Toxicology Sterling Manning, Claudine Carnevale + Biostatistics Richmond 
James, Anthony Lorenzo + Human Genetics Richmond Mross, Kerrian + Anatomy Richmond 
Jarrett, Novlet Clair + Physiology Richmond Moussally, Jon Scott Physiology Richmond 
Khaldi, Ahmad + Pharmacology and Richmond Nguyen, Tue Thi-Hong + Physiology Richmond 
Toxicology Paletta, Laura Elizabeth Physiology Richmond 
Kim, Helen Joo + Anatomy Richmond Rice, Melody Robin + Anatomy Richmond 
Kleiner, Elizabeth Anne + Anatomy Richmond Richardson, Robert Mark Physiology Richmond 
Langdon, Lea Elizabeth + Physiology Richmond Schreher, Jeremy Alan Biochemistry and Richmond 
Lee, Kangmin Biochemistry and Molecular Richmond Molecular Biophysics 
Biophysics Sharma, Joy Vashisht II Physiology Alexandria 
Lee, Matthew Carter Pharmacology and Petersburg Varandani, Anjali + Physiology Richmond 
Toxicology Willoughby, Karen A. + Pharmacology and Glen Allen 
Leuthauser, Amy Denise + Anatomy Richmond Toxicology 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Alexander, Annetta Cheryl + St. Croix, VI Lambson, Ronald Frank Midlothian 
Ampey-Thornhill, Ginell Richmond Makuta, Timothy James Richmond 
Battista, Joseph V. Richmond Nash, Carolyn R. + Richmond 
Brooks, Matthew Stephen Fort Lee Polk, Valerie Susan + Glen Allen 
Charleston, Tarina Marie Richmond Prom, Elizabeth Chin Fairfax 
Ditto, Kara Evangeline Richmond Rana, Sabeen Ahmed + Richmond 
Foroughi, Arash Falls Church Rice, Rebecca B. + Richmond 
Hinton, Tiffany LaDawn Chesapeake Riley, Christine Marie + Richmond 
Johnson, Dwayne Lee Richmond Weidner, RoseAnn + Midlothian 
Joseph, Christine Elizabeth Richmond Witkiewicz, Patti M. Richmond 
Joyner, Sarah Elizabeth + Virginia Beach Wright, Trinita Yolandra Richmond 
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GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Dr. Hermes A. Kontos, Vice President for Health Sciences and Dean 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
Alam, Shumyle Richmond Breen, Lorna M. Charlottesville 
Hospital Appointment: University of Illinois Hospital Appointment: Long Island Jewish 
College of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois Medical Center, New Hyde Park, New York 
Albert, Jesselle Elaine-Marie Madrid, Spain Brokaw, Jason Phipps Midlothian 
Hospital Appointment: Madigan Army Medical Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Center, Tacoma, Washington Medical Center, Newport News, Virgin ia 
Amin, Mitesh Salish Springfield Brown, David Bryce Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Washington Hospital Hospital Appointment: Eastern Vi rginia Medical 
Center, Washington, D.C. School-Portsmouth, Noriolk, Virginia 
Anthony, Cheryl Alison Martinsville Buck, David Andrew Radford 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital Appointment: Carilion Health System, 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Roanoke, Virginia 
University, Richmond, Virginia Buckler, Aileen Gretchen Richmond 
Asrat, Alem Los Angeles. CA Hospital Appointment: University of Vermont-
Hospital Appointment: University of Southern Fletcher Allen Health Care, Burlington, Vermont 
California, Los Angeles, California Burch, Miguel Angel Alexandria 
Azzam, Amin Nabil Potomac, MD Hospital Appointment: Boston University Medical 
Hospital Appointment: University of California- Center, Boston, Massachusetts 
San Francisco, San Francisco, California Caldwell, Paul Estil , Ill Richmond 
Baird, Todd Biery Richmond Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hospital Appointment: Rhode Island Hospital- Virginia Hospitals at Vi rginia Commonwealth 
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island University, Richmond , Virginia 
Bavuso, Salvatore Karl Yorktown Cao, Lynn Kimthi Springfield 
Hospital Appointment: Womack Army Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Community Hospital, Fort Bragg, North Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Carolina University, Richmond, Virginia 
Beckom, Constance Waddell Midlothian Carter, Steven Ricker Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Center, Richmond, Vi rginia Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Beirne, Renee Serra Weirton, WV University, Richmond , Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Cesca, Christine Enos Fairfax 
Virginia Hospitals at Vi rginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
University, Richmond, Virginia Virginia Hospitals at Vi rg inia Commonwealth 
Bennett, Richard Leroy Richmond University, Richmond , Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Maimonides Medical Cesca, John Frank San Bruno, CA 
Center, Brooklyn, New York Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Blair, Billie Yvonne Newport News Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of University, Richmond, Virginia 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Cha, Leanne Jie-hea Kim Springfield 
University, Richmond , Virginia Hospital Appointment: Fairtax Family Practice 
Braun, Heidi Lisa Midlothian Center, Fairtax, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Chalasani, Kalpana Virginia Beach 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: University of Cal ifornia 
University, Richmond, Virginia San Diego Medical Center, San Diego, 
Bray, David Alan, Jr. Rolling Hills, CA California 
Hospital Appointment: Universi ty of Maryland Charlesworth, Amy Sue Enterline Jamestown. PA 
Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland Hospital Appointment: Spartanburg Regional 
Medical Center, Spartanburg, South Carolina 
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Cheng, Lindsay Shawn Roanoke 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Cho, Kathie Herryung Canton, MA 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Christian, James Dearing, IV Lynchburg 
Hospital Appointment: Wake Forest University 
Baptist Medical Center, Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina 
Christian, Shirley L. Virginia Beach 
Hospital Appointment: lnova Fairfax Hospital, 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Clary, B. Boyden, Ill Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Penn State Geisinger 
Health System, Hershey, Pennsylvania 
Coker, Leslie Robin Newport News 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia 
Duecy, Erin Eileen Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Rochester-
Strong Memorial , Rochester, New York 
Ecker, Robert Doniger Brookline, MA 
Hospital Appointment: Mayo Graduate School of 
Medicine, Rochester, Minnesota 
Edwards, James B. Oakland, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Martin Luther King, Jr.-
Drew Medical Center, Los Angeles, California 
Ellison, Elizabeth Haynes Suffolk 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Erskine, Alistair Robert Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Rhode Island Hospital-
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 
Faulkner, Brent CaBell Lexington 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Feezor, Robert Joseph Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Program-Shands Hospital, Gainesville, Florida 
Fernandez, Andrea Stephanie Glen Allen 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Forman, Alyson Rachel Res/on 
Hospital Appointment: University Health Center 
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Galbis-Reig, David Arlington 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Galiani, David Louis McLean 
Hospital Appointment: Albert Einstein Medical 
Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Garcia, Theresa Carmen Espanola, NM 
Hospital Appointment: University of Missouri-
Kansas City Programs, Kansas City, Missouri 
Gilson, Meredith Paige Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Travis Air Force Base, 
Fairfield, California 
Gladieux, Kenneth Ross Alexandria 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Good, Matthew Williamson Charlottesville 
Hospital Appointment: Emory University School 
of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia 
Gosselin, David Paul South Hampton, NI-
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Grussendorf, Christopher Mark Fredericksburg 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical 
Center, Richmond, Virginia 
Hagy, Mark Lindsay Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Iowa 
Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa 
Harris, Charles Rogers, Ill Gloucester 
Hospital Appointment: Contra Costa Regional 
Medical Center Martinez, California 
Harris, Norman Stuart, Jr. Lynchburg 
Hospital Appointment: Brigham and Women's 
Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts 
Hasan, Nael Fairfax 
Hospital Appointment: Carolinas Medical 
Center, Charlotte, North Carolina 
Hendricks, Glenna Pitman Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Louisiana State 
University Medical Center-Rapides Regional 
Medical Center, Alexandria, Louisiana 
Hickbottom, Tammie Sheryl Fort Wayne, IN 
Hospital Appointment: Howard University 
Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
Higginbotham, Jack Wayne, Jr. Rocky Mount 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hope, Robert Lee, Jr. Virginia Beach 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hull, Jason Ray Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
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Hung, Patrick D. McLean 
Hospital Appointment: Baylor College of 
Medicine, Houston, Texas 
Ingram, Bethany Revak Fairfax 
Hospital Appointment: Fairfax Family Practice 
Center, Fairfax, Vi rginia 
Jain, Ranjana Wise 
Hospital Appointment: North Shore University 
Hospital, Manhasset, New York 
Kallar, Navreet Kaur Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Temple University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Kamilakis, Peter Nikias Fredericksburg 
Hospital Appointment: Duke University Medical 
Center, Durham, North Carolina 
Kanich, William Steele Raleigh, NC 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Vi rg inia 
Karaffa, David Matthew Mechanicsville 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Kau, Eric Lee Wilmington, DE 
Hospital Appointment: New York University 
Medical Center, New York, New York 
Kerzner, Roger Owings Mills, MD 
Hospital Appointment: Barnes-Jewish Hospital , 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Khan, Shakil Ahmed Woodbridge 
Hospital Appointment: The Johns Hopkins 
University-Sinai Hospital , Baltimore, Maryland 
Knoll, Charles Irving Virginia Beach 
Hospital Appointment: George Washington 
University Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
Koo, Derrick T. Roseville, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Wake Forest University 
Baptist Medical Center, Winston-Salem 
Kostuchenko, Paul John San Francisco, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Langston, William Gee Sardis, MS 
Hospital Appointment: Earl K. Long Medical 
Center, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Layman, Rebecca Kay Harrisonburg 
Hospital Appointment: Shenandoah Valley 
Family Practice Residency, Winchester, Virginia 
Lee, Karin Louise Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Columbia St. Marks, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Lee, Sandra Joyce Redwood City, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Medical Center of 
Delaware-Christiana Hospital, Newark, 
Delaware 
Livingood, Jennifer Clancy 
Hospital Appointment: Eastern Virginia Medical 
School, Norfolk, Virginia 
Lowman, Karla Denise 
Hospital Appointment: Penn State University-
Good Samaritan, Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
Luong, Linda Le 
Hospital Appointment: Memorial Hospital of 
Rhode Island, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Maghsoudi, Alireza 
Hospital Appointment: Georgetown University 
Hospital, Washington , D.C. 
Maheshwari, Vinay 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virgin ia 
Makar, Vivian Onsy 
Hospital Appointment: University of North 
Carolina Hospital, Chapel Hill , North Carolina 
Manetas, Michael Stephen 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virg inia Commonwealth 
Universi ty, Richmond, Virginia 
Marsland, Thomas Wilson 
Hospital Appointment: University of North 
Carolina Hospital, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Matherlee, Michael Dean 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virg inia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Mayo, Douglas David 
Hospital Appointment: University of Maryland 
Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
McAndrew, Brian Patrick 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
McConnell , Amy Constance 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
McLeer, Tara Ellen 
Hospital Appointment: Mercy Medical Center-
Redding, Redding California 
McNutt, Erin Lee 
Hospital Appointment: Santa Clara Valley 
Medical Center, San Jose, California 
McQueen, Alfred Percell, Jr. 
Hospital Appointment: Washington Hospital 
Center, Washington, D.C. 
Messier, Matthew Roland 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Reston 
Myersville, MO 
Annandale 
Clifton 
Buffalo, NY 
Richmond 
Mahwah, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Annapolis, MO 
San Francisco, CA 
Lebanon, IL 
Hampton 
Manassas 
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Mihm, Lillian Mary 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Mihora, Lisa Dianne 
Hospital Appointment: Travis Air Force Base, 
Fairfield, California 
Moen, Zamir Villafuerte 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virgin ia 
Moore, Jeffrey Alan 
Hospital Appointment: Hennepin County 
Medical Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Moore-Maxwell, Crystal Arviette 
Moreno, Amy Kathleen Deperro 
Hospital Appointment: Fairfax Family Practice 
Center, Fairfax, Virginia 
Myer, Jennifer Emily 
Hospital Appointment: Yale-New Haven 
Hospital, New Haven, Connecticut 
Neely, Brian Scott 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical 
Center, Richmond, Virginia 
Obenchain, Robin Lynn 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Obias, Vincent James Legaspi 
Hospital Appointment: Eastern Virginia Medical 
School, Norfolk, Virginia 
Oh, Unsong 
Hospital Appointment: New York Hospital-
Medical Center Queens, Flushing, New York 
Ozmun, Richard Randall, Jr. 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, Texas 
Perens, Gregory Sol 
Hospital Appointment: University of California-
Irvine Medical Center, Irvine, California 
Perry, John Curtis 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virg inia Hospitals, Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Pin, Richard Howard 
Hospital Appointment: Massachusetts General 
Hospital Boston, Massachusetts 
Poltrack, Andrew Francis 
Hospital Appointment: University Hospital, Inc., 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Prosser, Andrea Karin 
Hospital Appointment: Children's National 
Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 
Rahman, Ersalan Ahmad 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Baltimore, MD 
Santa Barbara, CA 
Vienna 
Blacksburg 
Highland Springs 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Salem 
Annandale 
Seoul, Korea 
Sterling 
Los Angeles, CA 
Richmond 
Farmville 
Glen Allen 
Fresh Meadows, NY 
San Diego, CA 
Rassman, Sean Oliver 
Hospital Appointment: Harvard Combined 
Orthopedic Program, Boston, Massachusetts 
Regimbal, Kathryn Marie 
Hospital Appointment: Alameda County Medical 
Center, Oakland, California 
Robinson, Elizabeth Ann 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Medical School, Houston, Texas 
Rodriguez, Eduardo DeJesus 
Hospital Appointment: Johns Hopkins Hospital, 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Rule, Leslie Alison 
Hospital Appointment: University of Wisconsin-
St. Mary's Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin 
Russ, Mary Clarke 
Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Program-Shands Hospital, Gainesville, Florida 
Saady, Matthew Joseph 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia 
Saeed, Ibrahim Muhammad 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Medical School, Houston, Texas 
Salazar, Charles Angelo 
Hospital Appointment: Mountain Area Health 
Education Center, Asheville, North Carolina 
Schroeder, Jessica Helen 
Hospital Appointment: Children's National 
Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 
Seymour, Heather Marie 
Hospital Appointment: Johns Hopkins Bayview 
Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
Sharma, Sanjay 
Hospital Appointment: Barnes-Jewish Hospital, 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Shieh, Sherry 
Hospital Appointment: University Hospitals of 
Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio 
Shumate, Melissa Dawn 
Hospital Appointment: University of Illinois 
College of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois 
Sicat, Jeffrey Mariano 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Snyder, Martha Ashley Agee 
Hospital Appointment: Duke University Medical 
Center, Durham, North Carolina 
Snyder, Matthew James 
Hospital Appointment: Duke University Medical 
Center, Durham, North Carolina 
Los Angeles, CA 
San Franciso, CA 
Richmond 
Miami, FL 
Neenah, WI 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Annandale 
Jacksonville, FL 
Waterford 
Damasuis, MD 
Ballston Lake, N 
Colonial Heights 
Hampton 
Short Hills, NJ 
Richmond 
Westminster, Ml 
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Soliman, Pamela T. Lutherville, MD 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Vi rginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Spady, Malik Collins New Orleans, LA 
Hospital Appointment: University Medical 
Center, Lafayette, Louisiana 
Spears, Michelle Miller Ashland, KY 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Sutton, Thomas Lane Provo, UT 
Hospital Appointment: Madigan Army Medical 
Center, Tacoma, Washington 
Sydnor, Malcolm Kennedy, Jr. Lynchburg 
Hospital Appointment: Carilion Health System, 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Talibi , Azhar Ali Newport News 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Taylor, Donald Paul Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, 
Portsmouth , Virginia 
Tedeschi, Kim Marie Chantilly 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Tew, John Grant Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Vi rginia 
Thomas, Derek J. Pittsburgh, PA 
Hospital Appointment: Medical University of 
South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina 
Tignor, David Cowden Fredericksburg 
Hospital Appointment: Cabarrus Family 
Medicine Residency, Concord, North Carolina 
Tranduc, Matthew H. Cupertino, CA 
Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Health Sciences Center-Jacksonvi lle, 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Truitt, Sarah Taliaferro Denver, CO 
Hospital Appointment: University of Colorado 
School of Medicine, Denver, Colorado 
Varghese, Saji Sarah Ellicott City, MD 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virg inia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Vi rginia 
Vitrikas, Kirsten Rae Springfield 
Hospital Appointment: Andrews Air Force Base, 
Camp Springs, Maryland 
Vokac, Michelle Catherine Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virgin ia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Waddy, James Mitchell, Jr. 
Hospital Appointment: Eastern Virginia Medical 
School-Portsmouth, Norfolk, Virginia 
Waller, Rachel Rebecca 
Hospital Appointment: New York Presbyterian 
Hospital-Cornell , New York, New York 
Ward, Helen Mcleod 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, Texas 
Wenger, Evan James 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virgin ia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
West, Timothy Eoin 
Hospital Appointment: Boston University 
Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts 
Wickham, Edmond Pryce, Ill 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Vi rg inia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Williams, Elizabeth Ellen 
Hospital Appointments: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Vi rginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Vi rginia 
Williams, Sharrona Sheree 
Hospital Appointment: Georgia Baptist Medical 
Center, Atlanta, Georgia 
Winters, Michael Eugene 
Hospital Appointment: University of Maryland 
Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
Witte, Todd Nolan 
Hospital Appointment: Lehigh Valley Hospital , 
Allentown , Pennsylvania 
Wittkamp, Michael Joseph 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Vi rginia Hospitals at Virg in ia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Wittman, John Joseph, Jr. 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Vi rginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Womack, Scott Gregory 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Medical School, Houston, Texas 
Yo, Seung Je 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Medical Center, Newport, Vi rgin ia 
Zakaib, John Salem 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Ziwasimon, Andru 
Hospital Appointment: University of New 
Mexico School of Medicine, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico 
Pen hook 
Richmond 
Blacksburg 
Chesapeake 
New Haven, CT 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Philadelphia, PA 
Mt. Ai,y, MD 
Poughkeepsie, NY 
Richmond 
Chantilly 
Lynchburg 
Springfield 
Richmond 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
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Acosta, Stephanie 
Aquart, Merrille L. 
Archibeque, Natalie McNeal + 
Bagby, Jonathan Stuart 
Baker, Susan Ann Scott 
Battleson, Katharine Loker 
Baum, April Lynette 
Bennett, Amy Fultz + 
Berrey, Allison Leigh ** + 
Billips, Deborah Leigh Walters + 
Billock, Marjorie Helen + 
Bissett, Melinda Jean Heintz + 
Blankenship, Nancy Scott ** + 
Bobb, Barton Thomas ** + 
Bohon, David Wesley 
Booker, Belinda Nicole 
Bridgforth, Karen Camden + 
Brooks, Aarona Susan + 
Brooks, Nykisha Nykya 
Browe, Lisel Thornhill + 
Browns, Suzanne Elizabeth + 
Brubeck, Tanya Janette + 
Buckley, Lisa Marie + 
Burke, Leslie Bradley 
Butler, Kathryn Hamm + 
Cagni, Toni Jo 
Caldwell, Gloria D'Laine * + 
Campbell, Patricia A. 
Carlson, Joyce Renee + 
Carlstrom, Laura Jones 
Champagne, Elizabeth Pilson • 
Cheney, Annadell + 
Chiusano, Jennifer Rose Linn + 
Cole, Janet Kathryn 
Cole, Karen Elizabeth Kite + 
Colley, Traci Mechelle + 
Collie, Helen Mae 
Congable, Jaime Maureen 
Cooke, Shelley T. 
Correll, Christine Brigitte + 
Crombie, Carol Lynn + 
Crosson, Denise D. + 
Cunningham, Margaret Joyner + 
Dabrowski, Janet Elaine + 
Dale, Teresa G. + 
Danitschek, Sandra K. **+ 
VIRG INIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Nancy F. Langston 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Richmond Darby, Sharon Walton * + 
Richmond Devan, Judy Kraus + 
Richmond Devereaux, Jo-Ann M. + 
Petersburg Diebel, Alicia Muriel Davis 
Norfolk Dillon, Amy Denise **+ 
Richmond Dodson, Carol Hierholzer + 
Norfolk Corish, Kenna Christine 
Mechanicsville Edmonds, Ashley Elizabeth 
Chesapeake Edwards, Melissa Lynn + 
Chesapeake Evans, Wendy Michelle Ogles 
Virginia Beach Feher, Karen Esterline 
Yorktown Ferguson, Jennifer Anne + 
Richmond Finch, Lucia Kerrigan + 
Richmond Fischer, Twila Sue + 
Roanoke Forrester, JoLane C. 
Richmond Fowlkes, Vanessa Peyton + 
Powhatan Gilman, Robin Ketner + 
Richmond Goodner, Asha Lynn *** + 
Ashland Green, C. Russell 
Roanoke Gregoire, Lisa Dawn 
Richmond Grumbine, Jill Marylaine 
Chesapeake Haensch, Nancy A. 
Virginia Beach Hagie, Sue Ellen + 
Richmond Hardy, Ann Sebrell 
Charlottesville Harper, Cynthia Lynn 
Virginia Beach Harris, Tiffany Renae 
Richmond Hegedus, Melissa Dawn 
Richmond Heine, Michele R. * + 
WestPoint Heller, Susan Anne 
Richmond Heny, Michele D. *'" 
Richmond Hereford, Michelle Deann Freeman + 
Vinton Hoge, Stephanie Ann 
Virginia Beach Hole, Mary Catherine Paul + 
Richmond Jackson, Dori Lee 
Chester Johnson, Janet Denise Cox + 
Norfolk Jones, Ashley Rebecca 
Chester Kalathia, Nita Laxmichand 
Richmond Kaminski, Deidre Ann + 
Toa no Kees, Renee L. 
Chesterfield Kerby, Catherine Alison Lambert + 
Colonial Heights Ko, Hyunsun Dominica + 
Waynesboro Krieg, Lisa Tannenbaum * + 
Lynchburg Lane, Maria Ellen 
Madison Heights Langless, April Ann + 
Hampton Laskowski, Norene Mary + 
Richmond Leung, Nancy Chee * + 
Midlothian 
Fredericksburg 
Virginia Beach 
Chester 
Winston Salem, NC 
Prince George 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Goshen 
Manquin 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Dahlgren 
Virginia Beach 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Rochester, NY 
Glen Allen 
Midlothian 
Roanoke 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Fredericksburg 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ft. Defiance 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Buffalo Junction 
Cherry Creek, NY 
Chesapeake 
Hampton 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Levenson, Emily I.**+ Richmond Salmon, Delroy Barrington Midlothian 
Lewis, Shelley O'Bier Farnham Salser, Eric Brooks Prince George 
Lipinski, Aimee Renee Richmond Scher, Janet Scher Richmond 
Little, Katherine Lane + Richmond Scott, Elizabeth Lohr Midlothian 
Lloyd, Vickie Lynne + Richmond Shell, Mamie Elaine + Smithfield 
Locher, Deborah A. Richmond Silverstein, Grace Richmond 
Long, Deborah Marguerite + North Garden Simpson, Samantha Leslie + Norfolk 
Lord, Rebecca P. Richmond Sizemore, Lisa Ann .,. Powhatan 
Loudy, Nancy G. Richmond Spigle, Denise Ann Griffin + Richmond 
Lucier, Antonietta Faedo + Chester Stacklin, Cheryl Lee + Prince George 
Martin, Kathryn Jaye .,. North Steinbach, Cynthia Louise Fredericksburg 
Martin, Kathy Ethel + Richmond Strosnider, Diana Shelley Prince George 
Matthews, Julie Guyton + Mechanicsville Sullivan, Margaret Mary ** + Richmond 
McGrath, Michelle Reid * .,. Richmond Sutton, Julie Stevens Mechanicsville 
McKean, Tyler J. + Niagara Falls, NY Sweeney, Catherine Anne + Mechanicsville 
McNeal, Natalie A. + Richmond Szabo, Christina Marie **+ Gum Spring 
Medina, Diane Louise Seeley + Virginia Beach Tarkenton, Christine Louise *** + Glen Allen 
Miller, Emilie Katherine * + Richmond Taylor, Anne Carroll ***·'· Virginia Beach 
Mitchell, Vonda Kaye Mayfield + Richmond Thain, Jeanie Norene + Hampton 
Moon, Kathleen Marie + Richmond Thomas, Hazel Danner + Midlothian 
Murphy, Jennifer Marie Midlothian Thomas-Wright, Jenny Susan Glen Allen 
Myers, Laurie Thomson + Yorktown Thomas, Michael Wayne Powhatan 
Neblett, Patricia Chappell Petersburg Thweatt, Lisa Ann Marie Richmond 
Nelson, James Lee, Jr. Richmond Tinsley, Elaine Trice *"' Newtown 
Nelson, Sharon Margaret + Virginia Beach Topp, Sandra K. **+ Williamsburg 
Owen, Kelvin 0., Jr. Richmond Tucker, Lorenda Sue Colonial Heights 
Pagano, Elaine Ouellette Colonial Heights Twiford, Marie Bazinet + Quebec, Canada 
Panilo, Melia L. + Virginia Beach Vehouc, Joseph Paul + Richmond 
Paulson, April Wray Hopewell Wax, William Andrew ** + Richmond 
Pavey, Julie Diane ** + Richmond Wheeler, Jennifer Dancy .,. Oisputanta 
Paxson, Sarah Holder Chesterfield Whirley, Jennifer Carter Colonial Heights 
Penn, Lisa Frances Richmond Wickham-Laudun, Marli lone + Smithfield 
Perkinson, Tricia Page *** + Lawrenceville Wilkins, Susan Aylett + Powhatan 
Phillippe, Sara S. + Fredericksburg Williams, Tammy Elizabeth * + Glen Allen 
Phillips, Melissa Ann + Newport News Wilson, Ynette Rene + Richmond 
Phuntek, Christopher Lee Phuntek Syracuse, NY Winner, Jamie Bane + Virginia Beach 
Reny, Catherine Jeanne Richmond Wood, Michelle Kathryn + Verona 
Reyes, Nolan Olay + Virginia Beach Wrenn, Sandra 0. + Lynchburg 
Rice, David Francis Glen Allen Wurtele, Jennifer Anjanette Chesterfield 
Riddle, Jonathan Dru Richmond Wyatt, Daniel G. Richmond 
Roller, Jean Seville Beaverdam Zuniga, Ida Crumb Sandston 
Rudolph, Britney Rice King William 
. in Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • Universi ty Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
POST-MASTER'S NURSE PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATE 
Bishop, Margaret Firer + 
Bruflat, Carola M. + 
Compton, Ann Douglas 
Faulkner, Pamela Rogers 
Hawkins, Deborah Craun 
Huffstutler, Rebecca Dianne + 
Bolling, Deborah Robinson 
Boyce, Stephanie Lynn + 
Brigle, Kevin Eugene + 
Brown, Valerie Clark + 
Carlitti, Karen Hamilton 
Conneen, Caroline Foxley + 
Edwards, Daphne Cook 
Estes, Mona + 
Fagan, Cynthia Carter 
Fetters, Judy Grace + 
Fultz, Arlene Inscoe + 
George, Donna Belinda 
Gillespie, Lynn Fuller 
Hamrick, Bonny DeLauney 
Henley, Jane F. + 
Hills, Robin Mason + 
Hines, Linda Turner 
Johnson, Mary P. Nothnagle 
Kangas, Kristen Raney + 
Larrick, Laura Ann 
Lawton, Stacy Closson + 
Lockhart, Terry 0. 
Lucas, Valentina Sage 
Mannion, Jean Patricia + 
Moon, Patricia S. 
Moore, Courtney Elizabeth + 
Richmond 
Vienna 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Barboursville 
Little, Cynthia M. + 
Osinski, Carol-Jo + 
Pickler, Rita Hundley + 
Sanderford, Soeria Damirchi + 
Woo, Penelope Tan 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Richmond Nashi, Stavro N. + 
Richmond Nelson, Michele LaSota 
Richmond Newcomb, Holly Shannon 
Phenix Noel, Melissa Anne + 
Woodbridge Penn, Lisa Frances 
Fredericksburg Pennington, Debra Ann + 
Matoaca Phetrasuwan, Supapak 
Virginia Beach Pletch, Allisyn Whitford 
Midlothian Porter, Janice Godshell 
Glen Allen Purvis, Martha Conway 
Richmond Robinson, Kimberly J. 
Glen Allen Royal, Jennifer Lewis 
Richmond Runstrom, Linda J. 
Richmond Scott, Margaret Bracey 
Williamsburg Seabrook, Berna A. + 
Glen Allen Silvey, Melody A. 
Richmond Smith, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Rochester, NY Spence, Jennifer Barbara 
Midlothian Stemann, Elizabeth Claire 
Winchester Taylor, Patricia Marie 
Chesapeake Townsend, Catherine Leslie 
Chesterfield Walker, Mary Smith + 
Richmond Williams, Leslie Muldowney 
Yorktown Woodcock, Brenda H. + 
Midlothian Yeong, Kelly Lea + 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Williamsburg 
Norfolk 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
King William 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Philadelphia, PA 
Mount Carmel, PA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Newport News 
Mechanicsville 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Aylett 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Virginia Beach 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Rockville 
Richmond 
m •· Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** s · ~--umma Cum Laude • University HonorsSt~dei~t ' · + 8egree oonfell'ea prior to May 19!! 
VIRG INIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 
Natarajan, Sreevatsa Gopinath 
Ashby, Christopher Todd * 
Atkins, Gordon Whitney 
Baird, Lori Anne * 
Barret, Christine Carter 
Bass, Terry Bryan 
Burk, Amy Leigh 
Campbell, Joseph David Barr 
Chen, Grace I-Ju ** 
Chien, Susan Helen 
Dinh, Dien Xuan 
Dunn, Kelly Nicola 
Duong, Quynh-Van Nguyen * 
Edwards, Jennifer Howard * 
Edwards, Tonya Enrika 
Eldin, Nancy Zein 
Evans, Jessica Lynn 
Evans, Joy Nettie 
Faulkner, Dawn Michelle 
Fender, Andrea Dawn 
Garner, Rebecca Ellen 
Gauss, Lisa Lynn * 
Gibbs, Wesley Pierce 
Giles, Joel Trent * * 
Goodman, Courtney Melissa Bittinger 
Han, Angela Eunhee * 
Heng, Pou Visoth 
Holbrook, Michael Travis 
Huang, Neal Sze-Yuen ** • 
Huffman, John Lane 
Hunt, Almeta Sierra 
James, Jennifer Ann Petcen * 
Johnson, Dionne Arnette 
Kau, Sheireen Leslie 
Kim, Eunjung Esther 
Lowe, Donita Leeann * 
Luster, Cheri Inman 
McKeone, Faith Ashley 
Messer, Angela Lee Snyder + 
Messerian, Martin Stephen 
Metheny, Stacey Renee 
Miliauskas, Sara Lillian 
Mohler, Cherri Pleasants 
Murchie, Bevin Elizabeth ** 
Nassif, Dina Amine ** 
Newbanks, Laura LeAnne *** 
Richmond 
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY 
Richlands Ngo, Tiffany Minh-Tuyen 
Orange Nguyen, Phuong-Thao Thi 
Chesterfield Nguyen, Quan D. * 
Mechanicsville Nguyen, Quynh Mai * 
Chesapeake Nguyen, Tam Minh * 
Moundsville, WV Nguyen, Thuy T. * 
Broadway Nguyen, Yen Binh * 
Downey, CA Oduolowu, Olufunmilayo Moradeke Abosede 
Richmond Pala!, Cuthbert Theo, Ill 
Alexandria Pham, Richard ** 
Falls Church Pollard, George Mitchell , Jr. 
Falls Church Pollard, Theresa Anne Gruss 
Richmond Porterfield, Carrie Denise * 
Richmond Post, Laura Lee ** 
Midlothian Rafi , John Ali 
Andover, MA Reynolds, Tara 
Andover, MA Robertson, Loretta A. * 
Lexington Ryle, Catherine Anita 
Richmond Sadr, Farzin 
West Point Sanderson, Heather Paige * 
Richmond Shelor, Donna Boyd ** 
Richmond Sinderman, Wendy Ann * 
Rocky Mount Sisler, Julie Diane * 
Richmond Slifka, Gayle Jeanne 
Richmond Smith, Megan Gray 
Richmond Sok, Joan Hyewon * 
Richmond Sudol, Lidia Adriana 
Springfield Suer, Leyla Catherine 
Richmond Tatum, Melissa Carol ** 
Richmond Tignor, Audrey Rector 
Richmond Treanor, Cathleen El izabeth 
Richmond Troy, Terry Lynn ** 
Fairfax Station Umberger, Renee Lynn 
Silver Spring, MD Vinson, Monica Larraine * 
Cedar Bluff Waddell , Rebecca Lynn * 
Burke Walker, Karl ie Davis 
Manakin-Sabot Wallace, Joel Fredrick ** 
Staunton Wallace, Whitney Lynn ** 
Richmond Watkins, Michael Lee * 
Mechanicsville Welk, Kimberly Suzanne 
Richmond West, Jennifer Page 
Chester Wetherbee, Christine Lynn 
Richmond Willis, Wendy Parsons 
Richmond Wright, Angela Grace *** 
Harrisonburg Yambao, Franklin Valenzuela 
Falls Church 
Chantilly 
Dale City 
Arlington 
Herndon 
Alexandria 
Herndon 
Chantilly 
Richmond 
Vienna 
Bedford 
Bedford 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Charlottesville 
Manakin-Sabot 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Floyd 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Alexandria 
South Hill 
Richmond 
Sterling 
Wytheville 
Richmond 
Berryville 
Newport News 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Round Hill 
Richmond 
Bridgewater 
Hayes 
Chester 
Danville 
Appomattox 
Virginia Beach 
~ ~?,:*·'\' M<ig.na·Cul]l L.aude *** Summa Cum Laude • Universi ty Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
Ayoub, Samia L. 
Barbari, Fayeruz Nabil 
Barnett, Thomas M. ** 
Best, Kiva Arionne 
Biggs, Melissa Powell ** 
Branch, Nancy S. 
Burch, Rhonda Lynn 
Friday, Daisy Bell * 
Gayle, Adrian George 
George, Laura Brantley + 
Gililland, Amy Karen 
Gould, Carrie Margaret 
Gray, Jamie Lyn * 
Hailey, Kelli Jo ** 
Harrison, Joyce A. 
Hollaway, Megan Lane ** 
Hyatt, Amy Ruth 
Johnson, Akira 
Johnson, Gheislyn LaYatta * 
Junod, Estelle Bucher ** 
Adamchak, Mary Lacey 
Adams, Beth Anne + 
Alam, Christine Miles 
Alonso-Sibenik, Lisa Anne 
Anderson, Lynn Patricia 
Archard, Lee + 
Ascari, Chiara Angela Bruna 
Ashman, Eleanore Audrey 
Backer, Linda L. 
Barnes, Andrea Leigh 
Barta, Bethany Ann 
Barton, Ashley Harrell 
Baum, Heather Alison 
Beard-Thomas, Roni-Lee 
Benz, Janet Hope + 
Beorn, Leanne Wade + 
Berg, Julianne Marie 
Bergin, Karen Ann 
Birch, Barbara J. 
Birnbaum, Marte + 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Frank R. Baskind 
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK 
Great Falls 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Sands/on 
Fairfax 
Cabot, VT 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Warrenton 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Baldwin, NY 
Ashland 
Kauffman, Abigail Ann ** 
Mize, Daphne Renae 
Mullen, Michael James 
Patterson, Chelsea Elizabeth *** 
Pawson, Mary Beth 
Peddicord, Jeannie Reed 
Rappa, Martin ** 
Roberts, Dayle Marie * 
Roseboro, Ginger Little 
Rozsahegyi, Lisa Denise ** 
Sidney, Cherlanda Ronyell + 
Slavin, Patricia Ann * 
Steele, William Taylor 
Tatum, Tamara Dawn 
Taylor, Dana Marie 
Toppin, Charese LaKisa 
Tran, Thu-Hang Thi 
Trent, Victoria Leigh 
VanArnam, Jeffrey Michael ** 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Fairfax Station Bonarelli, Vincenza Claudia 
Williamsburg Brasier, Paul Brian 
Falls Church Brown, Charlene Rene 
Alexandria Brown, Douglas James 
Richmond Brown, Flo Ann 
Richmond Brown, Veverley Coverton 
Fredericksburg Bryant, Tamisha Ebony 
Richmond Bsullak, Teresa Elaine 
Richmond Burgner, Brenda Elaine + 
Alexandria Butz, Anne Catherine 
Virginia Beach Campbell, Martha M. 
Richmond Carrion, Tara Stacey 
Richmond Carter, Teresa Ann 
Richmond Challis, Jennifer Oliver 
Arlington Chapman, Stacia L. 
Powhatan Chierichella, Rebecca Anne 
Herndon Christian, Wendy Gomes + 
Falls Church Claxton, Laura Catlin Chase + 
Richmond Clemmer, Nancy Day + 
Arlington 
m * Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Stu.dent 
Richmond 
Chester 
Allenwood, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Highland Springs 
Beaverdam 
Richmond 
Dolphin 
Mechanicsville 
Dunnsville 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Sharon Hill, PA 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Virginia Beach 
Keswick 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Montgomery Village 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Annandale 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Newport News 
Fairfax 
Arlington 
Oak/on 
Arlington 
SC HOOL O F SOCIAL WORK 
Cohen, Hilary H. Clifton Hammer, Kimberly Anne Roanoke 
Comfort, Heather E. Gaithersburg, MD Hayden, Melissa Anne + Charlottesville 
Consoli, Lorraine Joan + Fairfax Station Hesser, Stacey Lynn Newark, OH 
Cooper, Cathy Manley Springfield Hill, Michelle Ann Ark 
Cooper, Gregory Scott Richmond Himelick, Allison Jean Indianapolis. IN 
Courtney, Angel Michelle Mechanicsville Hinman, Roberta A. Dale City 
Cronin, Anne Marie Richmond Hiort, Sofia A.T. Uppsala. Sweden 
Crooks, Melissa Ann Griffith Springfield Hobbs, Jason Bradley Richmond 
Davis, Monica Danielle Alexandria Hofman, L. Leigh Lawrencev1J/e 
DeCarbo, Pamela Kay Fredericksburg Hudson, Jennifer Marie Richmond 
Del Gaudio, Michelle Laura Midlothian Hughes, David Bruce Mechanicsville 
Denkinger, Carrie Callaway + Dyke Hunt, Rondi Riester Fredericksburg 
Dennis, Elisabeth Meade Thibodaux, LA Irvin, Robert McLean 
Dennis, Nicollette Arneatha Roanoke James, Magdalina Pitts Richmond 
DeShazer, Janice Thompson Woodbridge James, Melissa S. Richmond 
Diehl, Karen L. Waynesboro Jamie, Jill Suzanne Alexandria 
Dietz-Henk, Anna Marie Richmond Jenkinson, Jill Taylor Centerville 
DiNunzio, Jennifer M. Richmond Johnson, Barbie Jill + Dale City 
Dolan, Bridget Kathleen Nokes ville Kahwajy, Kristen Careen Richmond 
Dooley, Kathleen Camille + Alexandria Kammeier, Kenneth Brett Decatur, IL 
Driesel!, Carolyn Lee Richmond Kirkwood, Julie Chantilly 
Driver, Jodi Loren New Baltimore, Ml Kieger, Sarah Goodman Lynchburg 
Dulin, Jeri Linda Colonial Beach Kochanski, Lori Richmond 
Edmonds, Michelle Lee Arlington Koonce, Tiffany Mclees Alexandria 
Esbeck, Jill Marie Arlington Krick, Stephanie Mae Chesapeake 
Evans, Nichol Rachel Richmond Kunkel, Tara Lynn + Chester 
Fairbanks, Marcia Ann Manassas LaMontagne, Alexis Dawn + Herndon 
Farrell, Laura Leddy Vienna Larsen, Terrila Ann + Dahlgren 
Fiore, Jamie Michelle Virginia Beach Leininger, Donna "Christine" Colonial Heights 
Fleury, Anne R. Annandale Lethem, Beatrice isaBelle Falls Church 
Folds, Laura Ellen Richmond Levin, Davita Beth Charlottesville 
Folsom, Emily Denise Richmond Liggins, Donna Salina Smithfield 
Foote, Timothy Jason Easton, MD Lounsbury, James L. Potomac, MD 
Fountain, Tina Marie Richmond Love, Angela Renee Richmond 
Fox, Cameo Nichole Chester Luteran, Stephen + Burke 
Francis, Theresa E. Ashland MacIntyre, Karen E. Rockville, MD 
Freeman, Cynthia Gerhart Richmond Mann, Tabitha Woodbridge 
Gage, Stephanie Frances Midlothian Manoogian, Julie Page Alexandria 
Garcia, Steven Michael Arlington Martelle, Jennifer Elizabeth Fredericksburg 
Garnett, Kathryn N. Richmond Martin, Jenny Rebecca Lancaster, PA 
Garrison, Cecil Lynn, Jr. + Centreville Mathieu, Kel i J. Chesapeake 
Gemignani, Maia Georgia Falls Church May, Carrie Richmond 
Glover, Crystalyn Jamie Wayzata, MN McAllister, Donna Catherine Fairfax 
Goldin, Myriam Lucia Fairfax McCain, Jeannette Doyle Midlothian 
Gould, Margot Schulz Great Falls McCall-Rosenfeld, Judith E. + Ashburn 
Gray, Sharon Laverne Jones Herndon Mccrobie, Lynn Jackson Irvington 
Green, Laura Allison Richmond McKeon, O'Connell West Urbanna 
Grett, Ron Norfolk Mercer, Saundra D. Falmouth 
Griffith, Anne Marie Springfield Mescall, Delaney Christine Turnage Richmond 
Griggs, Melynda Margaret Centerville Meyersohn, Katherine Odette + Richmond 
Gross, Melissa Leigh Richmond Milboer, Rachel Anne Richmond 
Guelzow, Amy Kristen Richmond Miller, Frazier Wynne-Roberts Ashland 
Guthrie, Mary Bernadette Heath Fredericksburg Miller, Laura Gabel Arlington 
Hairston, Janice Bernadette Richmond Miller, Marilyn Grace Olsen Richmond 
Hallett, Susan Gamble Richmond Mkandawire, John + Fairfax 
~ ~ ude,, ·**. ~agna Cum·Laude *** Summa Cum Laude • University Honors Student + Degree conferred prior to May 1999 m 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Moffat, Jill Lynne Syracuse, NY Smith, Beverly Thompson Hampton 
Molzen, Mary Elizabeth Morningstar Woodbridge Smith, Mary Ellen Springfield 
Montgomery, Kevin Martin Richmond Snyder, Shelita Marie New Orleans, LA 
Mooney, Donald L., Jr. Manassas Solondz, Seth Peter Richmond 
Moore, Gwen F. Springfield Sparks, Megan Elizabeth Ruther Glen 
Moore, Ivy Denise Glen Allen Spell, Rebecca Johnson Glen Allen 
Morley, Elizabeth Ann Richmond Spivey, Melinda Kay Richmond 
Morris, Kathryn Dudley Harrisonburg Starke, Linda Scruggs Chattanooga, TN 
Nance, Charlotte Elizabeth Wytheville Stauffer, Rosemarie Harrisonburg 
Naples, Denise W. + Fredericksburg Steele, Robert Howard, Ill Mechanicsville 
Natalizia-Malamas, Jodie + Alexandria Stiglets, Marcus Lynn Richmond 
North, Marjorie S. Clifton Stokes, Maranda Lynn Richmond 
Nostheide, Michelle Pruett Centreville Strang, Nancy K. + Spotsylvania 
Nott, Katherine Donahoo Richmond Straub, Robyn Beth Alexandria 
Orr, Rahikya S. + Richmond Straus, Helen L. + Richmond 
Oughton, David Whitfield Vienna Sullivan, Siobhan Aimee Sterling 
Paige, Carol Anne Newport News Sweeney, Colleen Newport News 
Palmer, Julianna M. + Poquoson Taylor, Erin Lee Richmond 
Pettit, Kristi Ann Spotsylvania Tchatalbachian, Kathleen Chantilly 
Pettyjohn, Sharon Lee Richmond Temple, Juatina Laverne Richmond 
Powers, Patricia Hipple Annandale Thacker, Patricia Anne + Springfield 
Reevas, Kimberly Lynn + Fairfax Thomas, Emily Elizabeth Woodbridge 
Reeves, Mark Gregory Fredericksburg Tikoyan, Mercedes T. Fairfax 
Reid, Teryl Janine Farmville Tippett, Heidi Marie Fredericksburg 
Remley, Anne Taylor Vienna Tuck, Lisa Marie Big Stone Gap 
Renault, Melanie Alfred Chester Tysiac, Rebecca M. Rochester, NY 
Richardson, Hope Davis + Richmond Valentine, Barry Lee + Fredericksburg 
Roberts, Catherine Grace Richmond VanBenschoten, Scott W. Richmond 
Rodrigues, Berta Pinho Washington, DC Walker, Peter Copeland Richmond 
Roe, Caroline Csongos + Centreville Waters, Meredith Leigh Midlothian 
Roeder, Michele Marie Fredericksburg White, Stephanie Ann Richmond 
Rollison, Michael N. Richmond Whittney, Laura L. Richmond 
Rush,Susanne Lorton Wilbur, Susanne Jennifer Behrens Charlottesville 
Santoro, Caron Keswick Willard, Wanda Rose Glen Allen 
Sauer, Rebecca Lynn Eden Prairie, MN Williams, Chandra Estes Arlington 
Saunders-Houston, Daphne + Alexandria Williams, Lisa Moore Midlothian 
Schmidt, Alana Jeanne Burke Wilson, Marianne Marie Hampton 
Scott, Vanessa Monique + Richmond Wingfield-Robinson, Tracy Fredericksburg 
Seip, Carl Arthur + Richmond Wood, Stacie A. Fairfax 
Senkbeil, Amy Lynn Sheboygan, WI Woodward, Nancy Roden + Stafford 
Sharpe, Jennifer Marie Richmond Woolford, Susan Elizabeth Richmond 
Singletary, Jon Eric Richmond Young, Adam Percy Richmond 
+ lllegree eenferrec;t r;,rier te May 1 ttt, 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNI VERSITY 
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dr. Grace E. Harris, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
Adkins, Paul W. + Richmond Huston, Marie Beth Richmond 
Andrews, Chantal Day *"' Chesterfield Jackson, Cher Belinda Montpelier 
Bates, Hephzibah Richmond James, Jacqueline A. Butler Richmond 
Baumgartner, Lorenz + Gernsheim, Germany Jennings, Angela Scott + Glen Allen 
Bethel, Julia Ann * Manassas Lee, Kismet Cathleen Powhatan 
Bigley, Tod Brannon + Richmond Lewis, Andrea Sarah ** Mechanicsville 
Bridger, Geraldine **+ Chester McDaniel, Shirley Jean Redman * Mechanicsville 
Blattner, Christina Pacileo + Richmond Meaux, Jennifer Blanche Richmond 
Cahoon, Elaine Fortier Mechanicsville Melvin, Sharlee T. *"' Richmond 
Carter, Joyce Marie * Richmond Miller, Eric B. Midlothian 
Challis, Riiste Shannon Richmond Miller, Teresa Mae + Richmond 
Chastain, Michelle C. Richmond Micheletti, D.G. Richmond 
Chopfield, Linda 0. Midlothian Moerman, Christine N.C. Chesterfield 
Cook, Anne H. Powhatan Montgomery, Chad Edward ** Richmond 
Cook, Patricia Sparkes * Williamsburg Murphy, Philip James + Richmond 
Correia, Joanne G. **+ Prince George Parker, Erica Renee Richmond 
Cousins, Brian Conan + Alexandria Penn, Antonia R. + Midlothian 
Erickson, Loree L. * Leesburg Price, Cheryl Artis Chesterfield 
Fazzi, Bonny Lee ** Weems Reed, Stacy Lenore + Richmond 
Fisher, Sherri L. + Midlothian Reynolds, Alana Ashley Richmond 
Fran~e, Mary Frances * Fort Wayne, IN Shavers, Nancy Theresa Fayetteville, NC 
Fu, Colette Roanoke Schilbe, Lee Coleman + Richmond 
Garland, Elizabeth Cox Callao Spiers, Dana W. *"' Chester 
Granger, Judy Bruce + Glen Allen Spraker, Paul Michael + Chester 
Gray, Sidney A. + Richmond Swan, E. Richard Ashland 
Hall, Bronwen Brandybuck **+ Richmond Warner, Stacy Lyn + Woodbridge 
Harrison, Jody Clarke + Mechanicsville Wells, Bruce Calvin, Ill + Richmond 
Hash, Stanley Grey + Williamsburg Wickramasekera, Melissa Sally Richmond 
Hicks, Claudia J. + Midlothian Willard, Sara Newpher Richmond 
Hostetler, Joshua Daniel Richmond Williams-Ormond, Donna L. + Chesterfield 
Hunt, Una Patricia + Richmond 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
Amagoh, Francis Etubeokwu Public Policy Richmond 
and Administration 
S.S. , Prairie View A and M University 
M.B.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Municipal Bond Ratings in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia: An Analysis of Its Determinants 
and Implications on Borrowing Costs." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Blue E. Wooldridge 
Balan, Guhan Pharmaceutical Sciences Lawrenceville, NJ 
S.S., Birla Institute of Technology and Science 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization of the Intestinal Absorption 
of Captopril Using Human Small Intestine Models." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Will iam H. Barr 
Barritt, Jason Andrew + Anatomy 
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University 
M.S., Medical College of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth 
University 
DISSERTATION: "Mitochondrial DNA Rearrangements in 
Human Oocytes and Preimplantation Embryos." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Dennis W Matt 
Baumann, John Jacob Public Policy and 
Administration 
S.S., Pennsylvania State University 
M.S. , University of Rochester 
DISSERTATION: "The Ethics of Human Genetic 
Enhancement Extending the Public Policy Debate." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. David R. Hiley 
Beckett-Camarata, Elizabeth Jane + 
Publ ic Policy and Administration 
S.S. , Syracuse University 
M.P.A. , American University 
DISSERTATION: "An Empirical Investigation of the Effect 
of Strategic Planning on the Financial Pertormance of U.S. 
Municipalities." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Michael P. Brooks 
Berry, Eloise Juanita Psychology-Counseling 
B.A., Villanova University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Impacting Adolescent Well-Being: An 
Intervention Evaluation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Micah L. McCreary 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Aurora, OH 
Philadelphia, PA 
Bingham, Gail Elaine Publ ic Policy and Richmond 
Administration 
B.A. , Indiana University 
M.P.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Study of Perceived Leadership Practices 
of Persons with Visible Disabilities." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Blue E. Wooldridge 
Black, Claire Christian Art History 
8.A. , University of Virginia 
M.A., University of Texas - Austin 
DISSERTATION: "Rodin, Michelangelo, and the Discourse 
of Modernitly: A Study of Rodin Criticism." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert C. Hobbs 
Bokelman, Elizabeth Ann + Urban Services 
B.S.N., M.S., Ohio State University 
DISSERTATION: "Development of a Profile to Assess 
Organizational Learning in Health Care Organizations." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jon F. Wergin 
Bricout, John Constantine + Social Work 
B.A., Brown University 
M.A. , Boston University 
M.S.W., State University of New York, Buffalo 
DISSERTATION: "The Relationship Between Employers' 
Perceived Organizational Context and Their Impressions of 
the Employability of Job Applicants with Severe Psychiatric 
and Physical Disabilities." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kia J. Bentley 
Farmville 
Chesterfield 
Chesterfield 
Brown, Laverne Latrice + Chemistry Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
DISSERTATION: "Novel Phenylpropanoid Glycosides 
from Polygonum Pensylvanicum ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert T. Sneden 
Bruce, Steven Edward + Psychology · Clinical Providence, RI 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Exposure to Community 
Violence on Urban Adolescents: Family Support as a 
Protective Factor." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert D. Farrell 
Bryant, Wanda Jane + Psychology · Counseling Sterling 
B.S., Andrews University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Application of Cognitive Dissonance 
Theory in the Promotion of Forgiveness." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Everett Worthington 
Cherry, Virginia Rose Publ ic Policy and Petersburg 
Administration 
B.A., College of William and Mary 
M.Ln., Emory University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Effect of Library Automation at Richard 
Bland College: A Program Evaluation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Laura J. Moriarty 
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Cohen, Colby Rebecca + Psychology - Columbia, SC 
Counseling 
B.S., University of Florida 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Development of Heterosexual 
Romantic Relationships within Social Networks: 
Changes in Knowledge and Talk Patterns." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Stanley R. Strong 
Crawford, Dawn M. + Chemistry Bel Air, MD 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Strain on the Morphology 
and Mechanical Properties of Thermoplastic Polyurethane 
Elastomers." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr.R.G. Bass 
Crigler, Lee Criss Nursing Madison 
B.S.W .. M.S.W., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "The Realities of Supervising Recovering 
Chemically Dependent Nurses During Re-Entry." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: W. Richard Cowling, Ill 
Cummings, Susan G. Social Work Hampton 
B.S., Christopher Newport University 
M.S.W .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Effects of Gender and of a History 
of Child Abuse. Neglect. or Both on the Perception of 
Threat in Perpetrators of Intimate Partner Violence." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Elizabeth Dungee-Anderson 
Downie, Michele Sebastian + Psychology - Newark, DE 
Counseling 
BA. College of Wi ll iam and Mary 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Impact of Racism and Sexism on the 
Well-Being of African American Female College Students." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kathleen M. Ingram 
Durr, Leslie Martina + Nursing Charlottesville 
B.S., Syracuse University 
M.S., Hunter College 
DISSERTATION: "The Lived Experience of Nurse Executives 
During Organizational Change." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara A. Munjas 
Elston, Jackie Cook Publ ic Policy and Richmond 
Administration 
B.B.A., M.B.A. , James Madison University 
DISSERTATION: "Higher Education and the Social Contract: 
Achieving Al ignment wi th the Service Mission in the Liberal 
Arts at Urban Universities." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Michael Brooks 
Entwisle, John Walter, Ill + Physiology Lafeyette Hill, PA 
B.S., M.D., University of North Carolina 
DISSERTATION: "Changes in Expression of Sarcoplasmic 
Reticulum Protein and Stress-Related Genes in Stunned 
Myocardium: Effects of Unloading During Early Pertusion." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. F. Norman Briggs 
Faison-Britt, Karen A. Urban Services Emporia 
B.S.N., Hampton University 
M.S., University of North Carolina 
DISSERTATION; 'The Professionalization of the RN-BSN 
Student in a Distant Learning Program." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Sally A. Schumacher 
Floyd, Kimberly Dianne + Psychology - General South Boston 
S.S. , Mary Washington College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: 'The Effects of Need for Cognition. 
Argument Quality. and Attitudes on Rape Juror Verdicts: 
An Elaboration Likelihood Model Perspective.·· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John Joseph Hartnett 
Floyd, Nancy -:- Business Ml. Crawford 
B.A. , University of North Carolina 
M.B.A. , Boston University 
DISSERTATION: "Determinants of Participation in the 
Computer-Supported. Ad Hoc Workgroup." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jean 8. Gasen 
Foot, Michael Thomas -:- Psychology · Clinical New Haven, CT 
8.A. , University of Virginia 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "An Evaluation of Wilderness Therapy: 
Assessing Changes in Self-Concept, Behavior. and Affect 
Relative to Treated Controls." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Arnold L. Stolberg 
Fortner-Burton, Carolyn Anne + Pathology Richmond 
B.S., Christian Brothers University 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Neuropathology of Status Epilepticus.·· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. M. Gary Hadfield 
Freburger, Janet Kues -:- Health Services Balt1more, MD 
Organization and Research 
B.S., University of Maryland 
M.S., Medical College of Virginia. Virginia Commonweallh 
University 
DISSERTATION: "Patient Care at Academic Heallh Center 
Hospitals: An Analysis of Factors Associated with the 
Outcomes of Care for Stroke and Total Hip Arthroplasty 
Patients." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Hurley 
Friend-Harris, Felecia Leola + Psychology - Midlothian 
Clinical 
B.A.. University of Virgina 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: 'The Relationship between Knowledge , 
Cultural Beliefs, Life Stressors, Locus of Control, Substance 
Use. Perceived Risk. Perceived Barriers and Benefits of 
Condom Use and Safe Sex Behaviors among African 
American College Women:· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Arnold L. Stolberg 
Geddes, Norma J. Nursing Richmond 
8.A. , York University 
B S.N., M.S.N., University of Vi rginia 
M.Ed., University of Toronto 
DISSERTATION: "The Nature of the Experience of Personal 
Transformation in Healing Touch (HT) Practitioners: A 
Heuristic Inquiry:· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. W. Richard Cowling. Ill 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Gibb, Roger David + Biostatistics Richmond 
B.A., Utah State University 
M.S., University of Michigan 
DISSERTATION: "Estimation of Optimal Operating 
Conditions in Univariate and Multivariate Response 
Surtace Applications." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Walter H. Carter, Jr. 
Gibbs, Courtenay Noelle+ Urban Services Charlotte, NC 
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College 
M.A., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: "Implementing Institutional Strategic 
Planning and Change: A Case-Study of a Division 
of Student Affairs." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Michael D. Davis 
Gourley, Eugene V. , Ill + Psychology • Clinical Radford 
B.A., University of Vi rg inia 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Psychologists' Custody Evaluation 
Procedures in the Commonwealth of Virginia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Arnold L. Stolberg 
Grinde, Lisa Renee Psychology • General Richmond 
B.A. , Northern Michigan University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Cross-Cultural Qualitative Study of 
Childhood Physical Disability in Finland, Haiti, and Latvia: 
Views of Families, Professionals, and Community Members." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara J. Myers 
Grove, Andrew Dean + Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.A., Eastern Mennonite College 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of an Oltipraz-Responsive 
UDP-Glucuronosyltransferase lsoform, 1A7, in the Protective 
Mechanism of Oltipraz Towards Benzo(a)Pyrene." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Joseph K. Ritter 
Hart, Jason W. Psychology . General Williamsburg 
B.S., M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Achievement Motivation and Expected 
Co-Worker Effort in Collective Task Pertormance." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mark F. Stasson 
Heiney, Michele M. + Psychology • General North Wales, PA 
B.A. , Purdue University 
M.S., Vi rginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Task and Social Cohesion 
on Group Pertormance: Does Task Interdependence Matter?" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mark F. Stasson 
Hill, Bernard Dan, Jr. Public Policy and Bumpass 
Administration 
B.S., Lock Haven University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION; "Organizational Design: A Dynamic 
Simulation Comparing Classical and Emergent-Network 
Models." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ralph S. Hambrick, Jr. 
Hodgson, Lynda Susan Business 
B.S., M.B.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Organizational Change through the 
Implementation of New Information-Systems: A Modified 
Technology Acceptance Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Peter H. Aiken 
Hora, Judith A. Business 
B.A., University of California Los Angeles 
DISSERTATION: "Value Relevance of Financial 
Information Reported by Foreign Firms: Evidence from 
Financial Analysts and Trading Volume." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Rasoul H. Tondkar 
Hu, Yan + Physiology 
B.M., China Medical University 
M.S., Beijing Medical University 
DISSERTATION: "Stress and Dehydroepiandrosterone 
Interactions." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mohammed Y. Kalimi 
Japee, Shruti Arun Biomedical Engineering 
B.S., Birla Institute of Technology and Science 
DISSERTATION: "A New Video Image Analysis System 
to Study Red Blood Cell Dynamics and Oxygenation in 
Capillary Networks." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald N. Pittman 
Jerome-D'Emilia, Bonnie M. Health 
Services Organization and Research 
DISSERTATION: "The Diffusion of a Medical Innovation: 
Variation in the Utilization of Breast Conservation Surgery." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Dolores G. Clement 
Jez, Evelyn A. Public Policy and 
Administration 
B.A. , College of Our Lady of the Elms 
M.A., Southern Illinois University 
DISSERTATION: "Reorganization, Communication, and 
the Implementation of Change: Virginia's Department of 
Education, 1990-1994." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ralph S. Hambrick, Jr. 
Johnson, Charlene Renee + Microbiology 
and Immunology 
B.S., College of William and Mary 
DISSERTATION: "Differential Patterns of C-Myb/B-Myb 
Expression During Monocytoid Differentiation of Human 
Leukemias." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Eric Westin 
Johnson, Kenneth Alonzo + Urban Services 
B.S., M.Ed. , Virginia State University 
DISSERTATION: "Student Attitudes and Perceived 
Leaming Effectiveness of Courses Offered in the Satellite 
Television Mode of Instructional Delivery at the U.S. Army 
Logistics Management College." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Carroll A. Londoner 
Jordan, Audrey Denise Social Work 
B.S., Carroll Collge 
DISSERTATION TITLE: "The Relative Effects of Socio-
Cultural Factors on Levels of Obesity Among African-
American Women." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Michael J. Sheridan 
Richmond 
San Diego, CA 
Richmond 
Madras, India 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Richmond 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Kostuchenko, Paul John Microbiology and 
Immunology 
B.A., University of California 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of Transforming Growth 
Factor-Beta in CDS Expression and Apoptosis During 
Thymocyte Ontogeny." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Harry D. Bear 
Kovelesky, Rosemary A. + Pharmaceutical 
Sciences 
B.S., University of Connecticut 
DISSERTATION: "A Novel Isolated Pertused Guinea Pig 
Lung Model for Assessment of Anti-Leukotriene Effects in 
Vitro." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Peter R. Byron 
Kraemer, Theresa Jean Urban Services 
B.A., S.S., University of New Mexico 
M.S., San Francisco State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Perception of Physical Therapy 
Students Regarding the Provision of Transcultural Care." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Daisy F Reed 
Kuhn, Andrew W. Maxwell + Biostatistics 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Incorporating Noise and Dispersion 
Factors into Parametric Failure Time and Generalized 
Linear Models." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Walter H. Carter, Jr. 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Langhorst, Scott Alan Public Policy and Richmond 
Administration 
A.B., College of William and Mary 
M.Ed., University of South Carolina 
ED.S., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Relationship of Computer-Mediated 
Communication Usage and Collegial Behaviors of Faculty 
at Research Universities: Constructing Vi rtual Collegial ity." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ralph S. Hambrick, Jr. 
LaVoie, Crystal Paz Microbiology and Richmond 
Immunology 
S.S., Fairtield University 
DISSERTATION: 'Transcriptional Analyses of Circular 
Plasmid Carried Open Reading Frames in the Lyme 
Disease Spirochetes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Richard T Marconi 
Lawson, Robert G. Public Policy and Glen Allen 
Administration 
,, 
B.A., King College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "An Analysis of Mary Parker Follett's 
Contribution to Human Progress." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Leigh Grosenick 
Leach, John Kevin Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.A., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: "The Characterization of Hepatitis BX 
Protein and the Small X Proteins." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Darrell L. Peterson 
Lekskulchai, Veeravan Pathology Richmond 
S.S. , M.S ., Madidol University 
DISSERTATION: ·separation and Identification of 
Stereoisomers of Methamphetamine and Impurities 
of Illicit Synthesis: 1.2-Dimethyl-3-Phenylaziridime and 
Chloroephedrine." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr Alphonse Poklis 
Li , Shoutian Chemistry + Richmond 
S.S., Jilin University 
DISSERTATION: "Synthesis, Characterization and Optical 
Properties of Nanoparticles." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. M. Samy El-Shall 
Lin, Zhili -:- Biochemistry and Molecular Richmond 
Biophysics 
M.D., Shanghai Second Medical University 
DISSERTATION: "Charaterization of a Negative and a 
Positive Regulatory Elements Within the Human Vimenth 
Gene." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Zendra E. Zehner 
Liour, Shyh-Shyur Biochemistry and Molecular Richmond 
Biohysics 
B.S., Tunghai University 
DISSERTATION: "Ganglioside Metabolism in Neuronal 
Development and Pathogenesis." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert K. Yu 
Lloyd, Jeremy Michael Urban Services Richmond 
S.S., Ph.D., University of East Anglia, England 
DISSERTATION: "Knowledge and Beliefs. Roles. and Guiding 
Principles of Two Exemplary High School Science Teachers 
and a Model for Teacher Reflection." 
DI SSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Richard J Rezba 
Macdonald, Linda Fox Business Doswell 
S.S. , University of North Carolina 
DISSERTATION: "A Field of the Development of a Peer 
Appraisal System for Self-Managed Work Teams in a 
Production Setting: Maximizing Perceptions of Work Team 
Satisfaction and Minimizing the Effects of Intra-Group Conflict 
and Competition." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers 
Manetz, Timothy Scott -:- Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
S.S .. Vi rg inia Polytechnic Institu te and State University 
DI SSERTATION: "Development of an lrritancy/Phenotypic 
Analysis Assay for the Identification and Differentiation 
of Chemicals wi th the Capacity to Elicit Irritation. 
lgE-Mediated. or T Cell-Mediated Hypersensitivity Responses." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Jean Meade 
Maragh, Hallene A. Physiology Hanover 
B.S .. M.B., University of West Indies 
DISSERTATION: "Steroid Induced Change in Keloid Gene 
Regulation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Dorne Yager 
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McAdory, Louis Elliott + Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Chemical Synthesis, Bacterial Expression, 
and Characterization of pro-GnRH/GAP, 
a Precursor Protein of Two Biologically Active Peptide 
Hormones." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Harris 
Mccann, Tifani Layne Biostatistics 
B.A., The College of New Jersey 
DISSERTATION: "Determining Estimable Functions in the 
General Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Walter H. Carter, Jr. 
Charlottesville 
McCoy, John Arthur + Psychology - Richmond 
Counseling 
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
M.A., University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
DISSERTATION: ''The Influence of Social Connectedness 
on Anxiety and Self-Esteem under Conditions of Stress." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Steven Robbins 
Metz, Richard Paul + Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S., Clarion University 
DISSERTATION: "Cloning and Charaterization of the Rat 
UDP-Glucuronosyl Transferase 1a7 Gene." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Joseph K. Ritter 
Miller, Lucinda Koke Anatomy Fairfax Station 
B.S., University of Oregon 
DISSERTATION: ''The Organization of the Efferent 
Connections of Field AES and the Auditory Cortices 
in the Cat." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. M. Alex Meredith 
Moore-Miller, Crystal Arvviette Biochemistry Highland Springs 
and Molecular Biophyics 
B.A., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization and Analysis of Multiple 
Large-Scale Rearrangements of Mitochondrial DNA in Rat 
Liver, Heart, and Brain. 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Glenn C. VanTuyle 
Mukherjee, Nilay + Biomedical Engineering Richmond 
B.S., JaDavpur University 
DISSERTATION: "Load Sharing in Articular Cartilage." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR": Dr. Jennifer S. Wayne 
Neblett, Julie Ciocco + Psychology - Clinical Richmond 
B.S., James Madison University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Treating Conditional Aversion in 
Constipated Children: A Multiple Baseline Investigation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Melanie McGrath 
Nicholson, Katherine Lynn + Phamacology Richmond 
and Toxicology 
B.S., Cornell University 
D.V. M. , University of Georgia 
DISSERTATION: "The Behavioral Pharmacology of Novel 
N-Methy-D-Aspartate-Receptor Channel Blockers." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert L. Balster 
Nix, John Tydings, Jr. Public Policy and 
Administration 
B.S., Boston University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Factors Influencing Effectiveness in 
Pertormance of the State Comptroller's Agency." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Blue E. Wooldridge 
O'Neal, Carol Lynn + Pathology 
B.A., Universtiy of Virginia 
M.S., George Washington University 
DISSERTATION: "Acetylcodeine, An Impurity of Illicit Heroin: 
Its Utility as a Biomarker for Illicit Heroin Use and 
Pharmacological Characterization." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Alphonse Poklis 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Ogle, Burton Ray + Urban Services Richmond 
B.S., University of Tennessee 
M.S.E.H., East Tennessee State University 
DISSERTATION: "An Analysis of Predictors of Raccoon 
Rabies Spread in Virginia: A Public Health Policy Study." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Sally A. Schumacher 
Olson, John Mark Microbiology and Richmond 
Immunology 
B.A. , State University of New York 
DISSERTATION: "Expression and Characterization of 
the Human Cannabinoid Receptor CB1 Using the Semliki 
Forest Virus." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Guy A. Cabral 
Penberthy, Jennifer Kim Plybon + Charlottesville 
Pychology - Clinical 
B.A. , M.A., Wake Forest University 
DISSERTATION: "Relationships between the Beck 
Depression Inventory, the Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression, and the DSM-111-R Criteria for Major 
Depression in Chronic Major and Double Depression." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. James P. McCullough 
Pithawalla, Yezdi Bahadur Chemistry Richmond 
B.S. University of Bombay 
DISSERTATION: "Gas Phase and lntracluster Ion-Molecule 
Reactions: Applications to Cationic Polymerization." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. M. Samy El-Shall 
Puffenbarger, Robyn Amiee Microbiology Richmond 
and Immunology 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Cannabinoids Inhibit Cytokine Expression 
from Rat Microglial Cells." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Guy A. Cabral 
Rafeei, Tourage Anatomy Richmond 
B.A. , Iran University 
B.S., M.S. Texas Women's University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Training at Equal Power 
Levels Using Eccentric and Concentric Contractions on 
Muscle Hypertrophy and Muscle Activation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Stephen J. Goldberg 
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Rand, Barry Edward + Psychology - Cl inical Lenoir, NC 
a.A., University ol Massachusetts 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Perceived Attachment Style and Stresslul 
Life Events as Predictors of Psychological Distress in 
College Freshman." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Marilyn T. Erickson 
Razi , Muhammad Abdullahal Business Richmond 
B.S.M.E .. Bangladesh University of Engineering and 
Technology 
M.B.A.,Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Development of a Spare Parts Inventory 
Conlrol Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ibrahim Kurtulus 
Riggins, Earl Calvin, Ill + Pychology - General Hampton 
B.S., Christopher Newport College 
M.S., Old Dominion University 
DISSERTATION: "The Measurement of Attachment Styles. 
Dimensions, and Intensity Across Adult Age Groups." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara J. Myers 
Schenck, Eliza Ragsdale + Psychology - Greensboro, NC 
Clinical 
BA, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
M.A., University of Alabama 
DISSERTATION: "Children Exposed to Maternal Drug Use: 
Factors Associated with Resiliency." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert D. Farrell 
Shannon, Patrick Social Work Richmond 
B.S., University of Buttalo 
DISSERTATION: "Family-Centered Practice in Early 
Intervention Services for Infants and Toddlers: The 
Experience of Families in One Local lnteragency 
Coordinating Council." 
DISSERTATION ADVISORS: Dr. Stephen F. Gilson, 
Dr. Mary Catherine O'Connor, Dr. Ann W. Cox, Dr. Elizabeth 
Cramer and Dr. Marcia Harrigan 
Shea, Kristin Perrone + Psychology - Fishers, IN 
Counseling 
BA, University of Minnesota 
M.S., Virgin ia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Factors Influencing Marital Quality 
Among Dual-Career Couples." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Everett Worthington 
Shen, Jie + Health Services Organization Richmond 
and Research 
B.S., Nanjing University 
M.S., Harvard University 
DISSERTATION: "HMO Penetration and Health Care 
Outco.mes of Acute Myocardial Infarction: An Organizational 
Effectiveness Perspective." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan 
Shenoy, Shilpa Ravi Biochemistry and Hampton 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.A., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Development of Heparin Antagonists 
for Clinical Use: The Design, Synthesis. and Testing of 
Multiple-Helix Heparin-Binding Peptides." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Harris 
Shi, Shu-Feng + Nursing Richmond 
B.S .. National Defense Medical Center 
M.S .. State University of New York 
DISSERTATION: "A Causal Model of the Ettect of 
Preparatory Sensory Information on ICU Adult Patients·· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara A. Munjas . 
Shumate, Melissa Dawn Physiology Richmond 
B.A. . University of Virginia 
DISSrnTATION: "Characterization of GABAA Receptor 
Alterations ,n Temporal Lobe Epilepsy and Epileptogenisis.· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Douglas A. Coulter 
Silver, Isabel Dale ·:· Public Policy and Urbana. IL 
Administration 
B.A. , St. Lawrence University 
M.S .. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
DISSERTATION: "In the Shadow: Women. Gender. and 
Publ ic Administration in Indonesia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Janet Hutchinson 
Smith, Beverly Ann + Microbiology and Petersburg 
Immunology 
B.S .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Follicular Dendritic Cell (FOG) 
Maintenance of HIV lnfectivity." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Gregory Burton 
Song, Yong Suk -:-Psychology - Clinical San Francisco, CA 
B.S., James Madison University 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of Social Support. Unsupportive 
Social Interactions. Coping. and Optimism in the 
Psychological Adjustment of Individuals with HIV/AIDS." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kathleen M. Ingram 
Spector, Mark Stephen + Pharmacology and Oklahoma City, OK 
Toxicology 
B.S .. North Carolina State University 
DISSERTATION: "Ditterential Adrenergic Regulation of 
Kinase Cascades in Quiescent and Regenerating 
Hepatocytes and in Hepatocellular Carcinoma Cells." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. George Kunos 
Stith-Willis, Annie Miriam D. Public Policy Richmond 
and Administration 
B.S., M.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Status of Women Faculties in Higher 
Education in the United States: Analyzing the Numbers. ·· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ralph S. Hambrick 
Suarez, Troy P. + Psychology - Clinical Brandon, FL 
B.S .. University of Florida 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Cognitive . Behavioral and Biological 
Correlates of Complementary and Alternative Medicinal 
Use in People Living with HIV and AIDs. ·· 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR Dr. Finetta L Reese 
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Sullivan, Terri Norton + Psychology - Clinical Richmond 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Risk and Protective Factor for Drug Use 
Among Urban Adolescents." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert D. Farrell 
Summitt, Carol Leigh Rusek Biostatistics Gum Spring 
B.S., Radford University 
DISSERTATION: "Threshold Models for Time-to-Response 
Endpoints." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Chris Gennings 
Tranduc, Matthew H. Biochemistry and Glen Allen 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., University of California 
DISSERTATION: "Expression of the Sulfated Glucuronyl 
Acid (SGA) Epitope and Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule 
(NCAM) in Cultured Bovine Brain Microvascular Endothelial 
Cells." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert K. Yu 
Vaughan, John Edward Physiology 
B.S., Christopher Newport University 
DISSERTATION: "Neutrophils and Placental Dysfunction 
in Preeclampsia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Scott W. Walsh 
Richmond 
Vester-Reichmann, Anne Karina + Business Richmond 
B.S., M.Tax., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: An Empirical Analysis of Dutch Bank 
Branches." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Neil B. Murphy 
Wallace, Timothy Jude Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.A., University of Vi rginia 
DISSERTATION: "Cloning, Purification and Characterization 
of Rat Lung Carboxylesterase." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. William M. Grogan 
Wang, Bing-Long + Health Services Tainan, Taiwan 
Organization and Research 
B.S., M.S., National Defense Medical Center 
DISSERTATION: "Managed Care Penetration, Hospital 
Vertical Integration and Hospitals Pertorrnance: 
A Contingence-based Adaptation Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan 
Watson, Thelma Everson-Bland Public Policy Disputanta 
and Administration 
B.A., Virginia State University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION : "Motor Voter Registration in the Old 
Dominion: The Politics of the National Voter Registration 
Act of 1993." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Melvin I. Urofsky 
Winslow, Robert Holden Microbiology and Islands Trees, N\ 
Immunology 
B.S., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: "Genetic Analysis of Transcription Activation 
by the Nuc C Protein of Serratia Marcescens." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Gail E. Christie 
Wood, Helen Elizabeth + Psychology - Clinical Oilville 
B.A. , Rhodes College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Psychological Kinship, Well-Being, and the 
Stress of Chronic Caregiving to Dementia Patients." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kent G. Bailey 
Wood, Lynn Frier Microbiology and Richmond 
Immunology 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Defining Ogr: RNA Polymerase Alpha 
Contacts Reguired for the Activation of P2 Late Gene 
Transcription." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Gail E. Christie 
Woody, David, Ill Microbiology and Immunology Fort Worth, TX 
B.A., Dartmouth College 
DISSERTATION: "Identification of Predictors of Parent 
Competency Among Low Income African American Women 
Who Are Single Mothers." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Marilyn A. Biggerstaff 
Wright, Delmar Pernell Public Policy and Powhatan 
Administration 
B.S., M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Study of the Availability, Accessibility and 
Efficacy of Substance Abuse Prevention Service Delivery 
Systems Employed to Address the Potential for Substance 
Abuse by Law Enforcement Officers in the Commonwealth 
of Virginia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. S. William Pelfrey 
Yang, Emily S. Biochemistry and Molecular Glen Allen 
Biophysics 
B.S., University of Alberta 
DISSERTATION: "The Mechanism of Conversion of 
APO-Serine Hydroxymethyltransferase to Holoenzyme." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. LaVeme G. Schirch 
Young, Jean Radcliff Urban Services Fredericksburg 
B.S. , Methodist College 
M.Ed., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Science Supervisors' Conceptions of 
Biology and The Field of Science: A Qualitative Study." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Sally A. Schumacher 
Zhong, Wenqing Chemistry Wilmington, DE 
B.S. , Peking University 
DISSERTATION: "Surtace-lnduced Dissociation and 
Collision-Induced Dissociation of Protonated Peptides: 
Structure Elucidation Energetics and Mechanisms." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Vicki H. Wysocki 
UNIVERSITY 
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Virginia Commonwealth University is 
committed to excellence in teaching and 
research and their role in public service 
and patient care. To realize and recog-
nize academic excellence is VCU's 
highest priority. The University Honors 
Program was established to help fulfill 
this objective by meeting the needs of 
academically talented undergraduate 
students. 
VCU bestows University Honors on 
graduating students who have attained 
distinction through impressive achieve-
ment in course work as well as other 
formal and informal educational experi-
ences. To be considered for University 
Honors, students must complete a rigor-
ous prescribed curriculum and submit an 
academic dossier that reflects their com-
mitment to learning in the best University 
tradition. Their petition to graduate with 
University Honors must be approved by 
the faculty serving on the University 
Honors Council. 
y 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Scott Allen Anjali Nirmalani 
Anya Baranova Andrea Oertel 
Erica Benson Olufisayo Omojokun 
Keith Berkie Saumil Parikh 
Jason Campbell Dipti Patel 
Hey Chong Sumukh Patil 
Christie Cunanan Kara Pincoffs 
Gaelyn Eaton Naeem Poursharif 
Jonathan Ellis Colleen Quinn 
Michelle Ellis Omer Riaz 
Jessica Gainous Daniel Seay 
Aloma Harris Nicholas Shah 
Anna Hong Starr Shepard 
Omid Hozumi Mara Stewart 
Cindy Hsu Michael Timm 
Sowmya Iyer Brooke Wilbraham 
Helene Lee Carrie Williams 
Mpho Mangole Kerry Williams 
Kimberly Mauck 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Jill Berthe 
Brenda Flory 
Hilary Hyser 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Troy Etter 
Sheila Greenwood 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Murty Gollakota 
Nicole Pape 
Amy Rybar 
Charles Wrenn 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Elizabeth Champagne 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
Neal Huang 
SERVICE 
A N D 
UNIV ER SI T Y S E RVIC E AWARDS 
Presented to students who have provided 
outstanding service and commitment to the 
University, student organizations , and/or the 
Richmond community. 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Marc Ferrera 
LEADERSHIP 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
Malcolm Murray 
AWARDS 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Lori Deitz 
Deborah Lorey 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Sharon Gray 
UNIV E RSI T Y LE AD ERSH IP AWA R DS 
Presented to students in leadership roles 
in student organizations and/or University 
comm ittees who have disti nguished 
themselves by demonstrating outstanding 
leadership abi lity and commitment to their 
organizations at VCU. 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCI ENCES 
Marc Ferrera 
Robert Hill 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
Sarah Chambers 
Darren Phipps 
Emmanuel Scordalakes 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Lori Deitz 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Michael Stiefel 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Ann Hardy 
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1999 PHI KAPPA PHI SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
THE HONOR 
SOCIETY OF 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society 
founded in 1897. The Virginia Commonwealth 
University Chapter was established in 1976. 
The primary objectives of this society are to 
promote the pursuit of excellence in all fields of 
higher education and to recognize outstanding 
achievement by students, faculty and others 
through election to membership and various 
awards for distinguished achievement. 
Phi Kappa Phi typifies the honor society 
ideal , characteristic of American higher 
education, as it exists for the dual purpose of 
recognizing and honoring those students who 
attain high scholastic achievements , and 
encouraging those students who are capable 
of doing so. 
Phi Kappa Phi is unique because 
it recognizes scholarship in all academic 
disciplines, and does not restrict its member-
ship to a specific field. Its interest and eligibility 
are extended across all subjects offered 
at the modern university and, by so doing, 
highlights the importance of appreciating and 
understanding more than a single limited 
specialty. 
UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE 
SCHOLARSHIP 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Erin Gerkin 
LAUREN A. WOODS AWARD 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Anna Hong 
WAYNE C. HALL RESEARCH AWARD 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Dr. Diane Simons 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Dr. Judy Richardson 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Doctoral Level 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Terry Hight 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Mary Corrigan 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Jeong-Eum Kim 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Amal Said 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Steven Myran 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Michael Harrison 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Beverly Baliko 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
Yuxin Men 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Kristina Hash 
Master's Level 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Nathaniel Wade 
Jennifer Zipprich 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
James Holdren, II 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Jarik Van Sluijs 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Harry Rowan, Ill 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Brenda Langford 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Amy Dillon 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Elizabeth Dailey 
COLLEGE ANO SCHOOL 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Justin Gunther 
Samanth Atluri 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Lan-Chi Dinh 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Justin White 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
Diane Lundgard 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Lynda Leslie 
1999 PHI KAPPA PHI FACULTY 
INITIATES 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Dr. Stephen D. Gottlredson 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
Dr. Jack L. Haar 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
Dr. H. Thomas Karnes 
1999 PHI KAPPA PHI ALUMNI 
INITIATE 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
Dr. Gene White 
* 
m 
* (fJ 0 1999 PHI KAPPA PHI STUDENT INITIATES 
a: 
<( COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCHOOL OF BUSINESS SCHOOL OF NURSING 
s: AND SCIENCES PROFESSIONS Jennifer Maurine Allen Patricia A. Campbell 
<( Lisa A. Bell Michael Zangwill Blumberg Charles M. Aulino, Ill Elizabeth Champagne 
0 Jamie Hibbard Blackmon Jeni Crockett Christopher Vincent Ayers Ann Sebrell Hardy 
z Karen Ann Collett James Wyatt Fedison Amy Rebecca Blaha Melissa Dawn Hegedus 
<( Gaelyn E. L. Eaton Robert F. Graboyes Alton M. Butler, Jr. Jane F. Henley 
(fJ Theresa D. Eddins Christopher Lawrence Hatcher James J. Carney Nancy G. Loudy 
a: Jonathan Hunter Ellis Joseph D. Kalen Yu Kei Chiu Michele L. Nelson 
0 Rima Boukhzam Fayad Kenneth Alto Lawson Darlene Tinsley Dankos Janice G. Porter 
z Yevgeniya V. Feinstein El izabeth G. Myles Todd W. Edwards Martha Conway Purvis 
0 Marc Huliganga Ferrera Richard Merrill Schieken Cheryl L. Greenday Berna A. Seabrook 
I Megan Elizabeth Gavin Donald G. Seitz Timothy Steven Griles Christina Marie Szabo 
>- Thomas C. Guirkin, Jr. Stephen C. Wiley Tommie L. Harrell Christine L. Tarkenton 
I- Sybil C. Halloran Darnell Lee Hodges 
(fJ Amy E. Hicks SCHOOL OF THE ARTS Debra S. Jackson SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
a: Omid J. Hozumi Paolo B. Arao Katherine Laidig Neal Sze-Yuen Huang 
w Cindy C. Hsu John Patrick Bina Hoa Ngoc Luu H. Thomas Karnes 
> Jill Bunch lndugula Philip Brou Laura M. Morefield Bevin E. Murchie 
z Sowmya Iyer Susan L. Burruss Nicole M. Pape Dina A. Nassif 
::) Erin H. Jenkins Susan DeBlasio Cutillo Allison Price Ridout Laura L. Newbanks 
Anna Elizabeth Kelly Mark Lindsay Duncan Amy E. Aybar Melissa Carol Tatum 
Sylvia Leigh Lambert Sasha Rebecca Gillispie John Shepherd Terry Lynn Troy 
Anita Marie Lavin Muriel A. Guattery Todd J. Thompson 
Helene Lee Kimberly J. Hellems Adolph White, Jr. SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Sang W. Lee Elizabeth Lee Hiller Bethany A. Barta 
John Raymond Lorenti James J. Husak SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY Leanne Wade Beorn 
Vivian White Loy Sarah Burnett Johnson Holly Harris Andersen Barbara J. Birch 
Sylvia Hohman Manolatos Marni Morris-Wishart Paul W. Brinser, Ill John C. Bricout 
Kathryn D. Morris Debbie J. Ohlson Michael C. Gardner Douglas James Brown 
Babajide A. Ogunseinde Joy Pace Jennifer Marie Hanson Teresa Elaine Bsullak 
YooRee Oh Kimberly G. Parker Kevin G. Spillane Anne Catherine Butz 
David Sunghan Paik Renee Rendine Scott Anthony Wenk Martha M. Campbell 
Saumil Parikh Deborah Jean Singer Heather E. Comfort 
Roshni Arvind Patel Valerie Steinbrugge SCHOOL OF EDUCATION Anna Marie Dietz-Henk 
Dung D. Pham Pamela E. Thompson Kathleen F. Beane Michelle L. Edmonds 
Anne M. Pollard Gail C. Weyant Lori K. Deitz Melissa Leigh Gross 
Naeem Poursharif Marianne Fortune Zwicker Kimberly JaNeen Green Amy Kristen Guelzow 
Terence J. Rasmussen Deborah Jones Sofia A. T. Hiort 
Nancy Jawish Rives Anne West Keeler Melissa S. James 
Christopher Joseph Saladino Nicole Lea Kessinger Stephanie Mae Krick 
Cynthia Jo Seay Pascale D. Lecuire Elizabeth A. Morley 
Erin H. Sharp Allison Leynes Chelsea Patterson 
Starr Shepard Kathi Elizabeth Mason Rebecca Johnson Spell 
Melanie Kay Snellings AriAnne Osorio Siobhan Aimee Sullivan 
Terri Norton Sullivan Grandison Graham Russell Heidi Marie Tippett 
Michael Steven Timm Amy Kathleen Schneider 
Dawn K. Tinnell Robert Arthur Vecchiolla DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY 
Matthew B. Vanderherchen Todd Ryan Wasserman OUTREACH 
Brooke Wilbraham Joanne G. Correia 
Carrie S. Williams SCHOOL OF MEDICINE Bronwen Brandybuck Hall 
Kerry Ryan Woods Steven Ricker Carter Andrea Sarah Lewis 
Kimberly L. Zicafoose Robert Doniger Echer 
Sarah T. Truitt 
Rachel Rebecca Waller 
m 
WHO'S WHO AMONG 
AMERICAN COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 
V C U ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
AW ARD 
Students selected for Who's Who are among 
the country's outstanding campus leaders and 
are selected on the basis of academic achieve-
ment, service to the community, and leadership 
in extracurricular activities. 
Scott Allen 
Kristen Anderson 
Elizabeth Champagne 
Alison Cleveland 
Cortney Cutchal l 
Charlene Dimalanta 
Theresa Eddins 
Marc Ferrera 
Ann Hardy 
Deborah Lorey 
Darren Phipps 
Juliana Raiche 
Christopher Saladino 
Romina Spence 
Kevin Spil lane 
Elizabeth Thompson 
Michael Timm 
Rebecca Tirs 
Winnie Nhuuyen Tran 
Helen Ward 
Carrie Williams 
Marcella Webb 
Presented to the Academic Campus senior 
who has exhibited exemplary characteristics 
in the areas of scholarship, leadership and 
service to VCU and the Richmond community. 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science 
Biology 
Marc Ferrera 
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C O L L E G E 0 F 
H U M A N I T I E S 
A N D 
S C I E N C E S 
HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
BIOLOGY 
Marc H. Ferrera 
SCHOOL OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
KAPPA TAU ALPHA 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY HONORING 
SCHOLARSHIP IN JOURNALISM 
Student members who graduated in August 1998, 
December 1998, or May 1999 
Courtney E. Kirkpatrick 
Tammy A. McCord 
Mary E. McGraw 
Malissa MacKensie 
Erin O'Toole 
Nicole Passar 
Raymond W. Schmitt, Sr. 
Tracey S. Wainwright 
Sylvia N. Moore 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ALPHA PHI SIGMA 
THE NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE HONOR 
SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in August 1998, 
December 1998, or May 1999 
Bachelors Degree Candidates 
Milini Frazier 
Jennifer T. Graham 
Jordanna E. Haalboom 
Bryan Thomas Hayes 
Karen D. Haynes 
Amy E. Hicks 
Otis R. Jones, Jr. 
Tionette M. Jones 
Charles M. Kain 
Tram Huyen Ngo 
Courtne Parker 
Debbie Jean Rivera 
Jeffrey C. Russett 
James C. Samuels 
Jane L. Sheffield 
Sarah E. Smith 
Master's Degree Candidates 
Crystal D. Chandler 
William Andrew Kurtz 
Anita M. Lavin 
Anne M. Pollard 
Debra Weigl 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
SIGMA DELTA Pl 
THE NATIONAL SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY 
Kelly A. Conner 
Christopher T. Dyke 
Brenda P. Langford 
Margaret A. Robertson 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
Pl SIGMA ALPHA 
NATIONAL POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HONOR SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in August 1998. 
December 1998, or May 1999 
Thomas Campbell 
Janann Hossaini 
Lorie Jackson 
James Jones 
Erwan Le Crom 
John McClure 
Brandie Reid 
Walter Russell 
Christopher J. Saladino 
John Salvaggio 
John Starkey 
Julia Taylor 
Pl ALPHA ALPHA 
NATIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
ADMINISTRATION HONOR SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in August 1998. 
December 1998, or May 1999 
Ronald Lee Graham 
Casey Lalonde 
Connie Lett 
John F. Mahoney 
Judith A. Reid 
William G. Tharp 
Garland W. Williams 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGY 
HONOR SOCIETY 
Lee 0. Carter 
Elizabeth Gough 
Charles Hall 
Leslie Lewis 
Brian Monahan 
Lynne Neal 
Lyndsi Saady 
Prakash Singh 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
PSI CHI 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN 
PSYCHOLOG Y 
Student members who graduated August 1998. 
December 1998. or May 1999 
Camille Adams 
Anya Baranova 
Felicia M. Berger 
Lisa M. Bloom 
Erika Rachel Brooks 
Cynthia Nicole Brown 
Christie Laroco Brown 
Adria Evelyn Delph 
Katherine Coryell Eakin 
Ryan Fleshood Ellington 
Matt Raphael Fischl 
Jennifer Erin Ford 
Jessica Renee Gainous 
Dale Lynn Gough 
Pamela Ray Greenfield 
Stephanie Lynn Hall 
Jullie Elizabeth Harris 
Erin Dawn Hatcher 
Heather Renee Holbrook 
Cedell Vincent Jenkins 
Gregory Wayne Johnson 
Jeffery S. Kraft 
Amy Amanda Laudon 
Michael Barrett Lauranzon 
Jennifer Tobi Marcus 
Carrie Welch Matthews 
Kimberly Lynn Mauck 
Thato Beverly Moncho 
Kimberly Dawn Osborne 
Christopher Michael Owens 
Maria-Sofia Mascarinas Paco 
Amy Jane Parker 
Kara Lynn Pincotts 
Katherine Anne Prentice 
Mon eta H. Sinclair 
Katherine Marie Smith 
Sileap Sok 
Brenda Michelle Starr 
Heidi Nicole Teasley 
Courtney Danyelle Wart 
Carol Adenauer Warro 
Michelle Lynn Wofsy 
Vanessa Wellershaus 
Keri-Anne Marie West 
Cheryl Williams 
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DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES 
A.O. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Elizabeth G. Myles 
KUPFER AWARD 
To Be Announced 
DEPARTMENT OF GERONTOLOGY 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD 
Dr. Joan Wood 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Sonya Sterbenz 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Rebecca Garner 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
HERMAN L. MULLINS AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING MANAGEMENT STUDY 
To Be Announced 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD FOR 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Martha Fisher McNeil 
CARDWELL LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Edward Kim Im 
JERRY L. NORVILLE AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR 
Dr. Jan P. Clement 
THOMAS C. BARKER OUTSTANDING 
PRECEPTOR AWARD 
William H. Flannagan, Jr. 
Executive Vice President 
Williamsburg Community Hospital 
William M. Moss 
President 
Potomac Hospital 
DOLORES G. CLEMENT AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING ADVISING 
Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan 
DEPARTMENT OF NURSE ANESTHESIA 
C. PAUL BOYAN CLINICAL EXCELLENCE 
AWARD 
Laura K. Jackson 
AGATHA C. HODGINS C.R.N.A. MEMORIAL 
AWARD 
Maureen A. Brancato 
Amy R. Serafin 
DEPARTMENT OF NURSE ANESTHESIA 
RESEARCH AWARD 
Maureen A. Brancato 
Kim E. Oxford 
BERNARD A. KUZAVA EDUCATION AWARD 
Leslie B. Reese 
THOMAS C. BARKER PROFESSIONALISM 
AWARD 
Laura K. Jackson 
DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Denise Pado 
Clai re Pletcher 
Jacqueline Smith 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
Jennifer Kent 
Julie Sherbon 
GUDGER-GARRIS SCHOLARSHIP 
Kristi McKinnon 
NEAL A. KOO/MAN AWARD 
Christine M. Brown 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
TERRY WISE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
To Be Announced 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Matthew Riggs Wilks (2nd Year Recipient) 
Stephen Christopher Wiley (3rd Year Recipient) 
DEPARTMENT OF RADIATION SCIENCES 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Kenneth Otto Lawson· 
Thomas A. Naumowicz· 
Senior Award To Be Announced 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
Amy Christine Adams· 
Tara Lynn Carson· 
Candice Evelyn Crouch· 
Kenneth Otto Lawson· 
Salah Abidali Letta· 
Amber Lee Tanner· 
Senior Award To Be Announced 
KATINA PLASTER MEMORIAL AWARD 
Sal ah Abidali Letta· 
NYCOMED AWARD 
To Be Announced 
DEPARTMENT OF REHABI LITATION COUNSELING 
STALNAKER-WRIGHT AWARD 
Ann T. Durden 
MCV ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Roy H. Jordan 
PRICE SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE STUDY 
OF ADDICTION 
Margaret C. O'Connor 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Ann T. Durden 
Joani E. Hayman 
Linda L. Hopkins 
Ariane S. Karpf 
H. Scott Neal 
• Awarded in Junior Year 
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DEPARTMENT OF ART HISTORY 
MAURICE BONDS SCHOLARSHIP 
Debra Hamdan 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
HAMILTON-FIELD SCHOLARSHIP 
Yumi Tsuzuki 
Shannon Vivier 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT FOR BEST WORK AWARD 
Laura Armentrout 
Yumi Tsuzuki 
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE AWARD 
Meredith Jessen 
INTERIOR DESIGN COMPETITION 
Shannon Vivier 
Amy Redman 
DEPARTMENT OF PAINTING AND PRINTMAKING 
VCU PHI KAPPA PHI GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
Debra Stuckgold 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS PHI KAPPA PHI 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
Philip Brou 
ALICE CABELL HORSELY PARKER SCHOLARSHIP 
John Sheffield 
PAINTING & PRINTMAKING DEPARTMENT 
OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
Paolo Arao 
John Sheffield 
DEBORAH S. FERGUSON MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Cupid Ojala 
SCHOOL 
OF 
BUSINESS 
THE HONOR SOCIETY OF BETA GAMMA SIGMA 
Undergraduate Students 
Amy R. Blaha 
Darlene T. Dankos 
Judith P. Foley 
Todd W. Edwards 
Tommie L. Harrell 
Darnell Lee Hodges 
Susan P. Louk 
Emily J. McKeever 
Laura M. Morefield 
Rebecca Elizabeth Mott 
Michael E. Nightlinger 
Ololade 0 . Ogunremi 
Cynthia D. Owens 
Robin J. Redmond 
Todd J. Thompson 
DEAN'S SCHOLARS 
Undergraduate Students 
Amy R. Blaha 
Yu Kei Chiu 
Darlene T. Dankos 
Eliza L. Emery 
Michael E. Nightlinger 
Peder H. Schulz 
Graduate Students 
Christopher V. Ayers 
Ashley Rawlings Bagby 
Lesli B. Barrett 
Diane C. Cheek 
William A. Clarkson 
Barbara C. Cole 
Richard Conrad 
Nancy P. Floyd 
Raymond M. Henry 
Judith A. Hora 
Cynthia Dale Johnson-Raney 
Lisa Kifcak 
Don M. Knerr, Jr. 
Matthew McCall 
J. David Rives 
Edward M. Shibley, Jr. 
Warren Stone 
Chaiwuth Tangsomchai 
Daraporn Vongpetcharat 
Shuang Wu 
Graduate Students 
Christopher V. Ayers 
Lesli B. Barrett 
William A. Clarkson 
Richard Conrad 
Katherine D. Laidig 
Colleen Lenhardt 
Matthew McCall 
Josephine Okun 
Chaiwuth Tangsomchai 
Daraporn Vongpetcharat 
DELTA SIGMA Pl SCHOLARSHIP 
Amy R. Blaha 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
Alonzo M. Lipscomb 
Travis Sarkees 
Todd J. Thompson 
Charles A. Wrenn 
Kent R. Wilmer 
OUTSTANDING CO-OP STUDENT AWARD 
Amy L. Sexton 
WALLSTREETJOURNALAWARD 
Holly M. Hamilton 
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Heidi H. Halbert 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN ACCOUNTING 
Jennifer Acree 
Jessica Bell 
Samuel M. Guzman, Jr. 
Cheryl C. Harris 
Myra G. Lehman 
Hugh D. Reams, Ill 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
Amy E. Rybar 
Richmond S. Snyder 
Ralph T. Taylor 
Todd J. Thompson 
Nhu Uyen Tran 
Sonja S. Wenzel 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Ashton M. Jennette 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Katarzyna M. Momot 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Peder H. Schulz 
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Nicole M. Pape 
DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING AND BUSINESS LAW 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Debra J. Shearer 
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A.O. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Third Year Class 1997-98 
Holly H. Andersen 
Second Year Class 1996-97 
Kevin G. Spillane 
First Year Class 1995-96 
Allison R. Smith 
EDMOND T. GLEN AWARD 
Holly H. Andersen 
Paul W. Brinser, Ill 
HINMAN DENTAL SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP 
Joseph C. Dobson, Ill 
Michael J. Snow 
PIERRE FA UCHA RD ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIP 
(Richmond Chapter) 
David R. Hughes 
ALEXANDER KAUFMAN AWARD 
Taurus Tatem 
DIVISION OF DENTAL HYGIENE 
A.O. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Third Year Class 1997-98 
Jennifer Hanson 
SCHOOL 
OF 
EDUCATION 
VIRGINIA ARNOLD SCHOLARSHIP 
Vaishali Shah Chinn 
PEARL BURFORD SCHOLARSHIP 
Penny H. Bowles 
Rachel E. Haas (1997-1998) 
JACK A. DUNCAN SCHOLARSHIP 
Edie C. Wyman 
ROBERT AND GLADYS FLEMING SCHOLARSHIP 
Jane Claudia Williams 
ARNOLD FLESHOOD SCHOLARSHIP 
Deborah M. Jones (1997-1998) 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIVISION 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Allison M. Cleveland 
Lori K. Deitz 
ANN ELIZABETH MARSTON SCHOLARSHIP 
Andrew P. Mey 
Harvey R. Stebbins, Ill (1997-1998) 
PHI DELTA KAPPA SCHOLARSHIP 
Todd R. Wasserman 
TEACHER EDUCATION DIVISION SCHOLARSHIP 
Marcy L. Prochaska 
FACULTY ORGANIZATION FIRST PROFESSIONAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Virginia C. Long 
Sally A. Rockhill (1997-1998) 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION ALUMNI BOARD 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Theresa J. Kraemer (1997-1998) 
PHI KAPPA PHI GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
Marcy L. Prochaska 
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SCHOOL 
OF 
MEDICINE 
A.O. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Third Year Class for 1997-98 
Christine Enos Cesca 
Robert Doniger Ecker 
David Galbis-Reig 
Richard Howard Pin 
Donald Paul Taylor 
Rachel Rebecca Waller 
Heather Marie Seymour 
Second Year Class for 1996-97 
Donald Paul Taylor 
First Year Class for 1995-96 
Erin Lee McNutt 
Richard Howard Pin 
WILLIAM B. PORTER AWARD IN MEDICINE 
Helen McLeod Ward 
ROBERT C. BRYAN AWARD IN PATHOLOGY 
Sarah Taliaferro Truitt 
L. BEVERLEY CHANEY AWARD 
Sarah Taliaferro Truitt 
DEAN'S AWARD FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, 
1995-99 
Richard Howard Pin 
Donald Paul Taylor 
HERMAN HERTZBERG AWARD 
Sarah Taliaferro Truitt 
ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA 
Renee Ann Beirne 
Heidi Lisa Braun 
Steven Ricker Carter 
Christine Enos Cesca 
Kalpana Chalasani 
Stephen Hembree Culp' 
Robert Doniger Ecker 
Brent Cabell Faulkner 
David Galbis-Reig 
Meredith Paige Gilson 
Mark Lindsay Hagy 
Peter Nikias Kamilakis 
Erin Lee McNutt' 
Brian Scott Neely 
Richard Howard Pin' 
Andrea Karin Prosser 
Ersalan Ahmad Rahman 
Sean Oliver Rassman 
Jessica Helen Schroeder 
Heather Marie Seymour' 
Michelle Miller Spears 
Donald Paul Taylor' 
Derek James Thomas 
Sarah Taliaferro Truitt' 
Rachel Rebecca Waller 
Helen McLeod Ware' 
Edmond Pryce Wickham, Ill 
John Joseph Wittman, Jr. 
'Elected in Junior Year 
BASIC SCIENCES PROGRAMS 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
NEGUS BIOCHEMISTRY PRIZE, 1998 
Timothy J. Wal lace 
NEGUS BIOCHEMISTRY PRIZE, 1999 
Shyh-Shyurng Lious 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOSTATISTICS 
PFIZER FELLOWSHIP, 1996-1998 
KARL E. PEACE BIOSTATISTICS 
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE AND 
SCHOLARSHIP, 1997-1998 
BEST STUDENT PRESENTATION 
FOR THE STATISTICS SECTION, 
Virginia Academy of Science Chapter 
of the American Statistical Association, 
1998 
Roger D. Gibb 
GLAXO-WELLCOME FELLOWSHIP, 
1997-1998 
BIOPHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATES FELLOWSHIP, 1996-1997 
Maxwell A. Kuhn 
WHITEHALL-ROBINS FELLOWSHIP, 
1997-1998 
Carol L. R. Summitt 
* DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
VIRGINIA BRANCH AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR MICROBIOLOGY GRADUATE 
STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD, 
HONORABLE MENTION, 1996 
SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY 
AND MEDICINE GRADUATE STUDENT 
RESEARCH AWARD, HONORABLE 
MENTION, 1996 
Jason Carlyon 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MICROBIOLOGY 
TRAVEL AWARD, 1997 
Jason Carlyon 
Lynn Wood 
VIRGINIA BRANCH AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR MICROBIOLOGY GRADUATE 
STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD, 
HONORABLE MENTION, 1997 AND 
FIRST PLACE, 1998 
Robyn A. Puffenbarger 
INTERNATIONAL CANNABINOID 
RESEARCH SOCIETY GRADUATE 
STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD, 
HONORABLE MENTION, 1998 
Robyn A. Puffenbarger 
MARION WALLER SCHOLARSHIP, 
1995-1996 AND 1998-1999 
C. C. CLAYTON FELLOWSHIP, 1996 
MARY P. COLEMAN AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN 
MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY, 1998 
Lynn Wood 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 
DONALD E. McKINNEY AWARD, 1984 
ANTHONY AMBROSE AWARD FOR BEST 
RISING THIRD YEAR STUDENT, 1998 
LAUREN A. WOODS AWARD, FIRST PLACE, ,., ' -! 
~'.'f' 
1998 
Katherine Nicholson 
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SIGMA THETA TAU 
THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN NURSING 
Undergraduate Students 
Amy F. Bennett 
Patricia A. Campbell 
Elizabeth P. Champagne 
Jennifer R. Chiusano 
Teresa G. Dale 
Sue E. Hagie 
Susan A. Heller 
Michelle D. Hereford 
Nita L. Kalathia 
Nancy G. Loudy 
Kathryn J. Martin 
Julie G. Matthews 
Jean S. Roller 
Cynthia L. Steinbach 
Julie S. Sutton 
Christina M. Szabo 
Jennifer C. Whirley 
Marli I. Wickham 
Jamie B. Winner 
Graduate Students 
Allison L. Berrey 
Valerie C. Brown 
Sandra K. Danitschek 
Amy D. Dillon 
Asha L. Goodner 
Lisa D. Gregoire 
Robin L. Hills 
Rebecca D. Huffstutler 
Lisa T. Krieg 
Stacy C. Lawton 
Emily I. Levenson 
Courtney E. Moore 
Mary L. Muldowney 
Melissa A. Noel 
Tricia P. Perkinson 
Allisyn W. Pletch 
Janice G. Porter 
Christine L. Tarkenton 
Anne C. Taylor 
Sandra K. Topp 
SCHOOL 
OF 
PHARMACY 
EDWARD E. WILLEY SCHOLARSHIP 
Donna R. Boyd 
Laura L. Newbanks 
Whitney L. Wal lace 
W. ROY SMITH SCHOLARSHIP 
Christopher T Ashby 
Jennifer H. Edwards 
RHO CHI 
THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN PHARMACY 
Donna R. Boyd 
Grace I. Chen 
Quynh-Van N. Duong 
Angela E. Han 
Neal S. Huang 
Bevin D. Murchie 
Dina A. Nassif 
Laura L. Newbanks 
Quan D. Nguyen 
Quynh M. Nguyen 
Jennifer A. Petcin 
Richard Pham 
Laura L. Post 
Melissa C. Tatum 
Terry L. Troy 
Whitney L. Wallace 
Joel F. Wal lace 
Michael L. Watkins 
Angela G. Wright 
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ELAINE ROTHENBERG AWARD 
This award was named in honor of Elaine Rothenberg who 
served as Dean of the School of Social Work, 1972-82. Based 
on academic achievement, personal qualities, and service to 
the School, University, and profession, one student from each 
program may be selected for this award. The students elected 
for 1998-99 are: 
John Bricout (Ph.D.) 
Laura Green (MSW) 
Martin Rappa (BSW) 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS SOCIAL WORK 
Kristina Hash (Ph.D.) 
Elizabeth Dailey (MSW) 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS 
Jamie Gray (BSW) 
Bethany Barta (MSW) 
Teresa Bsullak (MSW) 
SOCIAL JUSTICE AWARD 
Teresa Bsullak 
NONTRADITIONAL STUDIES ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
Colette Fu 
Shirley R. McDaniel 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
Joanne G. Correia 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
is supported by Virginia to serve the Richmond area, the state, and the nation through 
teaching, research, service, and patient care. 
VCU combines comprehensive undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs 
with one of the largest academic health centers in the nation. With more than $100 
million in annual research funding , VCU is a Carnegie Research-I University, one 
of only three in Virginia to be ranked in the top category for higher education in the 
United States. 
More than 23,000 students pursue 134 degree programs through the University's 
ten schools and one college. VCU has a full-time instructional faculty of more than 1,500 
who are nationally and internationally recognized for excellence in the humanities, the 
arts , science, engineering, education, social work, business, and all the health-care 
professions. 
With an annual budget of more than $1 billion and with more than 14,000 employees, 
VCU is a significant economic enterprise in the Richmond area. Two-thirds of VCU's 
more than 100,000 alumni also live and work in Virginia. 
VCU is in progress with A Strategic Plan for the Future of Virginia Commonwealth 
University, a long-range planning initiative begun in 1993 and now in its second phase. 
The goal of the strategic plan is to enhance VCU's national stature as well as its 
contribution to the community, particularly through collaborative initiatives and partnerships. 
One of the University's recent strategic collaborations is the School of Engineering, 
established with the academic, business, and governmental sectors of Virginia. VCU's 
engineering school was included in state incentives that attracted the microelectronics 
industry to Virginia. Motorola, Inc. donated $6.5 million to the Virginia Microelectronics 
Center at the School of Engineering and named VCU one of its global partnership 
universities. 
VCU also is collaborating with academic, state and local government, and business 
leaders to develop the Virginia Biotechnology Research Park, which is serving as a 
catalyst for the biotechnology industry in Virginia. Located next to the Medical College 
of Virginia Campus, the Research Park will represent more than $500 million in capital 
investment over 34 acres in downtown Richmond, and provide employment for 
2,500-3,000 researchers, scientists, engineers, and technicians. 
The MCV Campus includes MCV Hospitals, one of the most comprehensive teaching 
hospitals in the nation. In 1998, MCV Hospitals was ranked in The Best Hospitals in 
America and in the annual national study, 100 Hospitals - Benchmarks for Success. 
In 1996, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation that established the MCV 
Hospitals Authority, a change in the hospital 's governance and management. This 
legislation has allowed the teaching hospital to form partnerships with the health-care 
community, enabling the academic health center to compete more effectively in a rapidly 
changing marketplace and to enhance the quality of patient care in the Commonwealth . 
• 
Congratulations To All! 
